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Abstract 

Start-up companies contribute significantly to the national economies of many 

countries but their failure rate is notably high. Successful start-ups typically depend 

on innovative business models to be competitive and maintain profitability. This 

thesis explores how the new technologies of cloud computing might enable start-ups 

to create and maintain competitive advantage. A conceptual framework called Cloud-

Enabled Business Model Innovation (CEBMI) is presented that identifies three 

research questions concerning how cloud computing might enable business model 

innovation, what form this innovation takes, and how the innovation leads to 

competitive advantage. These questions were then investigated through three 

empirical studies involving six case studies with start-ups and two qualitative studies 

involving interviews with 11 business consultants and three cloud service providers. 

The detailed findings are presented as a set of key propositions that offer answers to 

the research questions, and together sketch a view of how CEBMI might enable start-

ups to achieve competitive advantage. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Cloud Computing is one of the most discussed and propitious IT innovations of the 

current technological market. It is very attractive for businesses thanks to the 

potential it brings, especially with regards to cost savings and increased efficiency. 

According to Greenwood et al. (2011), it constitutes a fundamental shift in the way 

businesses are provided with computing resources. Cloud computing affects the way 

services are invented, developed, deployed, scaled, updated, maintained, and paid 

for” (Martson et al., 2011). Due to this fact, start-ups are increasingly viewing cloud 

computing as a big opportunity and are trying to implement cloud services with a 

hope of achieving their bottom-line. Importantly, start-ups have a major role in 

technological innovation, job creation, and thus, having an efficient yet cost-effective 

tool is essential for them to grow faster and gain competitive advantage. Following 

the proliferation of cloud computing and the increasing number of cloud services 

implementation in start-ups, more research in this area is necessitated to reveal the 

puzzle of how it actually enables start-ups’ competitive advantage in terms of usage, 

scalability, and cost efficiency.  

Cloud computing is a computing paradigm where a huge number of systems are 

connected in private or public networks to deliver dynamically scalable infrastructure 

for application, data and file storage (Kim, 2013). With the advent of this 

technology, the cost of delivery, content storage, application hosting, and 

computation has been significantly reduced. In this thesis, three types of cloud 

technologies are examined: Software-as-a-Service (SaaS); Infrastructure-as-a-

Service (IaaS); and Platform as a service (PaaS) (Kim, 2013). A business model is a 

formal document that essentially outlines how an organisation plans to produce 
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income (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010). The view followed in this thesis, as observed by 

Gai (2014) and Morgan and Conboy (2013), is that there are four components (value 

proposition, market, financial aspects, and operations) of an innovative business 

model framework from which competitive advantages might be obtained.  

The term ‘innovation’ implies the development, or further development, of at least 

one of these components. ‘Competitive advantage’ is a condition that puts an 

enterprise in a favourable or superior business position in the market (Venters & 

Whitley, 2012; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015). There are several ways start-ups can 

gain competitive advantage. This thesis focuses on competitive advantage associated 

with the application of cloud computing that might enable a BMI (BMI) framework. 

This framework will be identified as the Cloud-Enabled BMI (CEBMI) framework 

throughout this thesis. The potential of an innovative business model combined with 

the use of cloud computing has been successful in addressing many problems faced 

by start-ups as reported in existing studies such as that of  Rauleder (2016), 

Schneider and Sunyaev (2014), Willcocks and Reynolds (2015), and more recently 

Ferri et al., (2017).  

1.1 Research Gap 

Despite the importance of cloud computing in helping start-ups gain competitive 

advantage, this research has identified various knowledge gaps. First, there is little 

theoretical explanation of how cloud computing might enable start-up companies to 

innovate their business models to gain competitive advantage. Many existing studies 

have addressed the concept of competitive advantage in general without exploring 

how it might be related to, or affected by, Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) for start-ups. For example, some studies, including Eurich et al. 
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(2014) and Zott et al. (2011), investigated how start-ups leveraged BMI to gain 

competitive advantage without considering specific technology in their research. 

Similarly, other studies, such as that of Venters and Whitley (2012), focus on the 

technical aspect of cloud computing but fail to incorporate the aspects of business 

models in their investigation. Willcocks and Reynolds (2015) did examine the 

financial impacts of cloud computing but their focus was on large organisations and 

governments rather than start-ups. More recently, Ferri et al. (2017) investigated the 

reason behind the adoption of CC and its implementation process in start-ups while 

also verifying the advantages and disadvantages deriving from this adoption. 

However, the researchers adopted a research framework developed by previous 

scholars on cloud adoption within small businesses in an attempt to adapt it to start-

ups.  

There are many other studies focussing on start-up business models that might be 

useful for start-ups, especially those scrutinised by  Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) 

and Venters and Whitley (2012). However, these studies do not address all the topics 

that are explored in this study and focus only on the start-up point of view. Other 

researches like Mu and Stern (2015); Schneider and Sunyaev (2014), Willcocks and 

Reynolds (2015) focus on CC but do not focus on start-ups. Venters and Whitley 

(2012) explored the intersection between cloud computing and start-ups, however, 

their investigation was purely a literature-based study and lacked empirical evidence. 

Ries (2011) focuses on lean start-ups, which he argues is a new approach that is 

changing the way businesses are built and new products are launched. However, like 

the mentioned scholars, the author does not focus on cloud computing alone, but 

rather lean start-up methodology.  
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Literatures such as those of Chesbrough, 2010, Eurich et al., (2014), Feller, 

Finnegan, and Nilsson (2011), Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010), 2013; Osterwalder, 

Viaene and Broeckx (2013), Zott et al., (2011), and more recently those of Ali et al. 

(2017), Raut et al. (2017), Still et al. (2017) and Zhang et al. (2017), attempt to find 

the interconnection between BMI and start-ups success. However, there was no 

agreement as to a precise definition of a BMI or its components. Much of these 

studies find the interconnection between cloud-based business services, innovation, 

risk management, and competitive advantage (e.g. Ali et al., 2017, Raut et al. 2017, 

Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). However, these studies did not 

develop any theoretical frameworks for understanding how cloud computing and 

BMIs might enable start-ups to gain competitive advantage. In this study, such 

frameworks are deemed necessary to guide start-ups develop BMI effectively, and 

are, therefore, given greater emphasis. 

1.2 Research Aim and Questions 

To address the current knowledge gaps as described above, this thesis aims to 

explore how cloud-enabled business model might enable start-ups to gain 

competitive advantage. The central research question: How does cloud computing 

enable start-ups to achieve competitive advantage through BMI? This is subdivided 

and elaborated into three sub-research questions: 

RQ1: How might cloud computing enable BMI among start-ups? 

RQ2: How does cloud computing impact the BMI process? 

RQ3: How do cloud computing-enabled business models lead to 

competitive advantage for start-ups? 
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1.3 Research Theoretical Framework 

Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework that guided the research of this thesis. The 

framework was based on a comprehensive literature review on cloud computing, 

BMI, and competitive advantage using information systems (ISs) and management 

literature. This model is named the Cloud-Enabled Business Innovation Model 

(CEBMI) Framework, and it is used as a guide to explore how cloud computing 

might enable start-ups to innovate their business models to achieve competitive 

advantage. This framework is explored and validated using three empirical studies: 

Study 1 of start-ups; Study 2 of business consultants to start-ups; and, Study 3 of 

cloud service providers. The development and detailed description of CEBMI is 

presented in Chapter 3. 

Figure 1: Cloud-Enabled Business Model Innovation (CEBMI Framework) 
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1.4 Overview of the Research Design 

The CEBMI framework addresses all the specific research questions of this thesis 

(see Figure 1). As shown in Figure 2, the research design started with a 

comprehensive literature review on the topics of CC, BMI and CA. The literature 

review led to the design and development of the conceptual CEBMI framework. 

From the comprehensive literature review and the CEBMI, three studies were 

designed to address the research questions in more detail. Data were collected 

initially, followed by an analysis of each of the three further studies.  
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Figure 2. Research Design 
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start-ups; Chapter 7 – Findings Part 2 on How cloud computing impacts BMI 

process; and, Chapter 8 – Findings Part 3 on How cloud computing-enabled 

business model leads to competitive advantage for start-ups. The three studies 

reported in this thesis are as follows: 

 Study 1: Start-Ups. This consisted of six in-depth case studies with three 

different data sources: interviews with the founders, an in-depth analysis of 

their business’ strategy documents, and an observation of their daily 

operations by spending time at their workplace. 

 Study 2: Business Consultants to Start-Ups. This consisted of interviews 

with 11 start-up mentors and consultants to evaluate how business consultants 

might help start-ups use cloud computing to innovate in their business 

models. 

 Study 3. Cloud Service Providers (CSPs). This consisted of interviews with 

three cloud service providers to understand how cloud computing might help 

start-ups innovate their business model and gain competitive advantage. 

1.5 Overview of the Research Findings 

The findings of this research highlight how cloud computing might enable BMIs 

among start-ups; how business model might be developed during the innovation 

process; and how cloud computing-enabled business models might lead to competitive 

advantage for start-ups. The insights gained from this research led to three sets of 

propositions that fulfil this research’s aim – that is, to understand how cloud 

computing might enable start-ups to achieve competitive advantage through BMI. 

Chapter 6 presents findings to the first sub-research question (RQ1): How might 
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cloud computing enable BMI among start-ups? Chapter 7 addresses the second 

sub-research question (RQ2): How does cloud computing impact the BMI process? 

Chapter 8 concludes the finding chapters by addressing the third sub-research 

question (RQ3): How do cloud computing-enabled business models lead to 

competitive advantage for start-ups? All three findings chapters explore how cloud-

enabled scalability and marketing automation might help start-ups streamline their 

operations that lead to competitive advantage. 

1.6 Research Contributions 

This research contributes to theory and practice in several ways. The key 

contributions are summarised as: 

 Contributions to theory 

This study: 

 Extends the existing research in cloud computing, start-ups and BMI by 

addressing three important domains simultaneously in one study; i.e., the 

interconnection between CC and BMI, and CA.  

 Adopts the Resource-Based View (RBV) and the Dynamic Capability 

Approach (DCA) to examine how start-ups gain competitive advantage from 

cloud computing; 

 Develops a framework that is theoretically grounded to better understand how 

cloud computing can be used by start-ups to create strategic resources 

through BMI that leads to competitive advantage. 

 Identifies new ways of how start-ups can gain competitive advantage from 

cloud computing from a BMI perspective; 

 Provides detailed empirical data on how cloud computing might enable BMI 

by involving start-ups, technology providers, and consultants; 
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 Analyses the intricacies associated with cloud computing applications, which 

have proven to have had a significant impact on an start-ups’ business model 

and position in the market. 

 Contributions to practice 

This study: 

 Demonstrates how start-ups might penetrate the market and gain competitive 

advantage from adopting cloud computing technologies; 

 Explains how start-ups select cloud tools and adopt the Pay-As-You-Go 

subscription models of cloud technology; 

 Provides a focused approach to reducing the cost and time required to 

implement cloud computing infrastructure in start-ups; 

 Presents a practical framework for start-ups to understand how to use cloud 

computing, both (SaaS and IaaS/PaaS), to innovate in their traditional 

business models; 

 Provides a simple and comprehensive model of the four components of start-

up business models as a replacement of the generic (not for start-ups) well-

known nine components in the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder & 

Pigneur, 2010) – this is described in Section 2.5. 

1.7 Thesis Structure 

The thesis is divided into three main sections (see Figure 3): a conceptual study, 

analyses of findings, and a concluding section. The chapters of this thesis are 

organised as follows: 

 Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter sets the foundation for this research by providing an overview of a 

critical literature review on how the adoption of cloud computing might enable BMIs 

to give start-ups competitive advantage. The main purpose of this chapter is to 
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highlight the current state of knowledge and knowledge gaps within the four domains 

(cloud computing, BMI, Competitive Advantage, and Start-up) presented in this 

thesis. 

 Chapter 3: Conceptual Framework Development: Cloud-enabled BMI 

(CEBMI) Framework 

Chapter 3 presents the proposed conceptual framework of CEBMI and a description 

of how each research question is answered. The conceptual framework is based on 

the comprehensive literature review of the three domains of this study (cloud 

computing, BMI, and competitive advantage). This conceptual framework is 

designed to show how it might enable start-ups to achieve competitive advantage. 

 Chapter 4: Research Methodology 

Based on Chapter 2 (the literature review) and Chapter 3 (the development of the 

framework), a research methodology that was developed to guide the empirical 

research is presented in this chapter, including the methods used in data collection 

and analysis.  

 Chapter 5: Description of Case Organisations and Study Participants 

This chapter acts as a triangulation study because it validates and describes the 

research participants involved in all the three studies. The analyses and findings of 

this research are based on the empirical data drawn from the six participating start-

ups (three tech start-ups and three non-tech start-ups), 11 interviews with business 

consultants and three interviews with the cloud service providers. 
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Figure 3: Structure of the Thesis 
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computing enable BMI among start-ups? The chapter demonstrates how cloud 

computing might enable start-ups to be agile in the development of new business 

models, especially in ‘value’ creation. It also demonstrates how cloud computing 

might enable start-ups to identify innovative markets on a business model from 

cloud-enabled market insights. 

 Chapter 7: Findings Part 2: How does cloud computing impact the BMI 

process? 

In this chapter, the impact of using cloud computing on the components of the BMI 

is discussed in detail. The chapter answers the second sub-research question (RQ2): 

How does cloud computing impact the model innovation process? It explores how 

scalability and connectivity of cloud computing might enhance cost-effectiveness 

and how this might lead to marketing automation. It also explores how cloud 

computing might lower cost barriers for entry into new markets. 

 Chapter 8: Findings Part 3: Achieving Competitive Advantage from Cloud-

Enabled BMI 

This chapter presents a deeper understanding of how start-ups might use cloud 

computing to enable BMI to gain competitive advantage. The chapter address the 

third sub-research question (RQ3): How do cloud computing-enabled business 

models lead to competitive advantage for start-ups? This chapter explores how 

cloud-enabled scalability and marketing automation help start-ups streamline their 

operations and lead to competitive advantage. 
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 Chapter 9: Discussion: cloud computing Enables Start-ups to Achieve 

Competitive Advantage 

This chapter summarises and triangulates the overall findings from the results 

chapters (Chapter 6, 7, and 8) The findings are then reflected in the existing studies 

to highlight how they extend the current understanding of how cloud computing 

might help start-ups to gain competitive advantage. 

 Chapter 10: Conclusion and Future Directions 

This chapter concludes this thesis with a discussion of this research’s contribution to 

academia and practice. Future areas of research in this field are identified and how 

the finding may be helpful to the scholarly community in this field. Additionally, it 

presents the limitations of the research and offers ways forward to deal with such 

limitations. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

As one of the most sought-after technologies in the modern world, cloud computing 

is drawing attention from both researchers and practitioners, and its adoption among 

businesses is on the rise (Marston et al., 2011). For start-ups, the focus has been on 

how they can use cloud computing to minimise fixed IT costs and how they might 

take advantage of the flexibility provided by cloud computing for information 

technology resources (Buyya, Broberg, & Goscinski, 2010; Chee & Jr, 2010; Edlund 

& Livenson, 2011). Cloud computing, however, is still an evolving technology, and 

existing research is limited regarding its impact in practice. Although scholars such 

as Ali et al. (2017), Raut et al. (2017), Still et al. (2017) Zhang et al. (2017), and 

Zott et al., (2011), attempt to investigate how business models can impact the 

success of start-ups and other businesses, there is still a knowledge gap about how 

both CC and BMI enable start-ups to gain competitive advantage. 

This literature review presents an account of the most relevant findings, concepts, 

and theories within the field of both cloud computing and start-ups. Three domains 

of literature were identified as essential background for this research: CC, BMI, and 

CA. This chapter also provides a structured perspective on these three domains and 

how each relates to the research questions. The three domains are investigated 

individually using the selected IS and management literature. The chapter explores 

views of scholars from different periods to develop fitting definitions of each of the 

three domains.  

Most importantly, this chapter describes the context and scope of this research. As 

shown in Figure 4, there exists an overlap area of the three research domains: CC, 

BMI, and CA. This thesis focuses on the intersection of these three domains showing 
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how each domain enables the other, eventually leading to the success of start-ups. In 

this case, CC is the enabler of BMI, which, in turn, enables start-ups to gain 

competitive advantage. Precisely, CC technologies SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS enables the 

four integral components of BMI; Value Proposition, Market, Financial Aspects, and 

Operations.  

 

Figure 4: Overlap Area of the Three Research Domains: CC, BMI and CA for Start-ups 
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demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 

networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provided 

and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. 

Other scholars, such as Mu and Stern (2015), define cloud computing as a style of 

computing in which dynamically scalable and often virtualised resources are 

provided as a service over the Internet. Users do not need to have knowledge of, 

expertise in, or control over the technology infrastructure that is ‘in the cloud’.  A 

commonly agreed definition describes cloud computing as a pay-per-use delivery 

and consumption model of ICT services, such as networks, services, applications, 

and servers. Normally, these are scalable services offered online to both private 

consumers and companies. For this thesis, the definition of cloud computing is taken 

to mean a network model that provides access to the on-demand network and a 

shared pool of configurable resources, such as networks and servers, which can be 

provided with minimal interaction or management. 

With the proliferation of start-ups in the business world, competition has intensified, 

and start-up businesses are looking for ways to which they can use cloud computing 

to reduce this competition. Cloud Computing offers reductions in time and a low cost 

of entry, thus allowing new businesses to swiftly jump-start new initiatives and to 

thrive (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Chesbrough, 2010; Zott et al., 2011). Although 

various scholars such as Al-Shqeerat (2017), Ho et al (2017), and Potey (2013), point 

out the risks associated with cloud computing, numerous enterprises are seeking 

ways through which they can use cloud delivery models to drive BMI by capitalising 

on the advantages of cloud computing, such as ease of use and standardised 

infrastructure (Venters & Whitley, 2012). 
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2.1.1 The Evolution of Cloud Computing 

This section reports on the evolution of cloud computing and offers insights into how 

this technology has come to be essential for both large and small enterprises. Many 

researchers have given their views on how cloud computing evolved and how it 

came to be integrated into the business world. In the early 60’s and 70’s, large 

corporations had huge mainframe computers that offered services to workers through 

dumb terminals. These computers were responsible for storing all information and 

performing all calculations (Gkikas, 2014). From these terminals, the information 

was then sent to the mainframe, and it was then returned to the terminal. However, 

this process was considered too expensive (Buyya et al., 2010). In the 80’s, users 

realised that servers based on normal computers could be installed at a lower cost 

than the mainframes and could also give users greater control over their actions. 

It is argued that the concept of cloud computing was adopted from what was the so-

called ‘Application Service Provision’ (ASP) that emerged in the 1980s (Venters & 

Whitley, 2012). However, ASP failed due to the limitation of bandwidth (network 

access size and speed) and computing power. Then, after fibre-optics came to create 

a world of high-speed communication, ‘Grid Computing,’ ‘utility computing’ and 

‘virtualisation on commodity hardware’ emerged with the concept of ‘on-demand 

provision’ of large-scale computing resources. Google, Amazon, and Microsoft were 

the first big players in the game of large data centres of commodity hardware that 

was made accessible via the internet. This became what is now known as ‘cloud 

computing’ in 2007. 

With the global usage of the Internet in the 90’s, the trend was to have a multitude of 

computers accessing one huge server. Servers with plenty of power were needed to 
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hold the request made by the Web. Today, more services are offered on the Web and 

more storage required. The massive computation required today can only be 

provided by providers who are dedicated to sharing efficient infrastructure that 

maximises efficiency and reduces costs—this is where cloud computing comes in 

(Mu & Stern, 2015). Cloud computing may enable innovation in business by 

reducing the cost of the innovation and development of value networks (Gkikas, 

2014). Experiments are the key enabler of innovation, and cloud resources are much 

faster to provision and configure compared to traditional computing resources. They 

are also much cheaper (Stanoevska-Slabeva, Wozniak, & Ristol, 2010). The 

innovation that is enabled by cloud computing creates competitive advantage by 

reducing the cost and time to innovate and to bring the product faster to the market. 

cloud computing enables business innovation by allowing businesses to a trial niche 

market with low-risk and high business agility through the Internet (Gastermann, 

Stopper, Kossik, & Katalinic, 2015). 

Some scholars have asserted that cloud computing and grid computing are the same 

things, while others have claimed that cloud computing is an extension of grid 

computing. What is commonly agreed, however, is that cloud computing resulted 

from a successive transformation of grid computing into utility and market-oriented 

computing (Broberg, Venugopal, & Buyya, 2008). By the year 2008, market-

oriented computing dreams were thriving on grid-based utility computing, and the 

concept of cloud computing had gained steam.  

Providers of grid computing and cloud computing shared similar visions and goals: 

to utilise the computational power of several machines simultaneously to execute 

parallel-aware applications (Broberg et al., 2008). Connecting commodity 

heterogeneous distributed machines collectively into a single network also reduced 
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the cost of computing power otherwise possible only with expensive 

supercomputers. Grid schedulers used shared resources among multiple users, 

whereas cloud computing was used to provide provisioned resources (virtual 

machines) dedicated to individual users, and then destroyed after completing the 

instance of running applications (Broberg et al., 2008). 

Cloud computing infrastructures presented more flexibility and scalability in 

comparison with grid computing. The infrastructure resources (virtual machines) on 

cloud computing offered dynamic characteristics, performances, and prices. Foster et 

al. (2008) compared cloud computing and grid computing in detail. The ability to 

create virtual machines with different memory capacities enabled scalable computing 

and flexible provisioning of resources within a single data centre (comprised of 

multiple, networked machines). The flexibility in cloud resources (virtual machines), 

shown in Figure 5 brings new capabilities for Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud 

providers to consolidate several virtual machines into fewer hosts. As a result, cloud 

users pay only for the usage period of the provisioned resources on a Pay-As-You-

Go subscription basis. 

 

Figure 5: Cloud Users Using Heterogeneous Types of Virtual Machines (VMs) Dynamically 

Provisioned 
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2.1.2 Previous Studies on Cloud Computing 

This section presents various literature with the aim of unearthing past scholars’ 

insights on the concept of cloud computing as it relates to the primary research 

question of this study. This brief review focuses largely on the work of Venters and 

Whitley (2012) who critically reviewed various claims in the literature related to 

cloud computing against empirical evidence from the field. They also provided 

frameworks to compare and evaluate different cloud services to the organisations to 

evaluate the potential of cloud computing for their own organisation, and for the 

researchers to evaluate cloud services for their research purposes.  

The proposed framework in their research was based on characteristics of cloud 

computing that are desired by cloud users. Their research raised several cloud 

computing research questions for IS scholars. The authors argued, based on a 2010 

survey conducted by Horses for Sources, that “two-thirds of business and IT 

executives view cloud as an enabler for services delivery models that drive 

innovation in their organisations and key decision makers looking to devote 30% of 

their IT budgets to cloud services over a 5-year time-frame” (Venters & Whitley, 

2012, p 322). 

Many decision makers today are looking at IT outsourcing (ITO) using cloud 

computing (Schneider & Sunyaev, 2014). Schneider & Sunyaev (2014) presented a 

background about cloud computing from an IS perspective. They also talked about 

the five key characteristics of cloud computing as the provision of on-demand self-

service access to virtualised, shared, and managed IT resources that are scalable, on-

demand, available over a network, and priced on a pay-per-use basis. 
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Cost savings was one of the benefits of using cloud computing infrastructure and 

services. The UK government aimed to save £1.4 billion over four years by adopting 

cloud computing (Gastermann et al., 2015). However, the study demonstrated that 

cost-saving was not the only motivation for enterprises to consider, but also that 

cloud computing might offer opportunities for business model and operational 

innovations. Much research has been focused on cost and energy (green IT) savings 

(Mu & Stern, 2015; Williams, 2012). More than 50% of the cost of a data centre was 

for electricity and cooling.  

Venters and Whitley (2012) demonstrated that for enterprises, “the decision to go to 

the cloud is more complex than a mere cost advantage” (p 324).  The also argued that 

the cloud can, therefore, be extending the existing service concepts of web-services. 

Cloud computing is not just about the cost saving but rather, creating viable and 

sustainable competitive advantage. Furthermore, Venters and Whitley (2012) argued 

that cloud computing enabled innovation by “lowering the transaction costs 

associated with innovation and enabling the development of value networks” (p 82). 

In summary, any innovation that is enabled by cloud computing as understood by 

this study is all at the infrastructure (IaaS) level. 

According to the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), cloud 

computing enables ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared 

pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 

applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction. Venters and Whitley (2012) 

criticised this by arguing that it downplayed the role of applications that ran in the 

cloud. They argued that cloud computing emerged from two strands: 
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1. Technological innovation, such as virtualisation and high-performance 

computing; and, 

2. The shift from the management of technology assets to consideration of 

customer value. 

The second strand is effectively the real enabler of business innovation. This is 

because the focus of the business will be more on the core value of the business 

instead of the management of technology. Essentially, cloud computing might assist 

organisations to add more value to their business. Venters and Whitley (2012) 

claimed that creativity and innovation were some of the ultimate desires of cloud 

users. Also, based on their survey, Venters and Whitley (2012) showed that two-

thirds of business and IT executives viewed cloud technology as the driver of 

innovation in the delivery channel of their business model. The authors stated that 

cloud computing offered innovative opportunities to an enterprise because they 

lowered the barriers for start-ups. This included entry into many markets due to the 

accessibility of huge computing resources that provided unique services for niche 

markets previously inaccessible due to high capital costs and significant IT 

investment for servers and database architecture. 

Venters and Whitley (2012) claimed that the importance of scalability/elasticity was 

a feature of cloud computing for start-ups. They reported that it prevented failure 

when web-based applications operated on large, unexpected usage (which normally 

leads to a huge loss in the market and/or bad customer experience). They gave an 

example of Animoto.com as a start-up company that utilised a cloud-based 

technology to match the demand of their growing clients. They used Amazon cloud 

services and supporting administration consoles to host their applications, and it 

enabled them to scale from 50 to 3500 servers within three days.  
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Venters and Whitley (2012) not only claimed that cloud computing was a faster and 

cheaper way of driving innovation in small businesses but also offered a different 

perspective of innovating using ‘Cloud Value Networks.’ Cloud Value Networks 

refers to a marketplace for different cloud resources which are integrated and offered 

to customers. This allows the rise of a ‘Cloud Ecosystem’ - a term defined by 

Weinhardt et al. (2009) as “the fruitful interplay and co-opetition between all 

players that realise different business models in cloud computing context” (p.64). 

This allows start-ups to innovate their business model and integrate applications, 

such as business intelligence, to their business processes and value network, and 

hence advance their competitive advantage. Table 1 summarises some the benefits of 

cloud computing according to various scholars. 
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Table 1: Benefits of CC According to Various Scholars 

Cloud Computing Benefit Description References 

1. Business Efficiency  

Cloud computing 

enables businesses to 

deliver streamlined 

services and achieve 

greater levels of 

profitability; thus, 

enhancing their 

efficiency.  

(Marston et al., 2011; Gkikas, 

2014; Williams, 2012; Venters 

& Whitley, 2012)  

2. Agility Capabilities  

The flexibility and 

customisation 

capabilities that come 

with cloud computing 

can increase business 

agility, security, and 

decreasing costs. 

(Williams, 2012; Al-Debei & 

Avison, 2010; Venters & 

Whitley, 2012; Viaene & 

Broeckx, 2013; Willcocks & 

Reynolds, 2015) 

3. Scalability/Elasticity 

Cloud computing allows 

an enterprise to easily 

upscale or downscale it's 

IT requirements as and 

when required. It also 

allows employees to be 

more flexible – both in 

and out of the 

workplace. 

(Venters & Whitley, 2012; 

Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015; 

Gkikas, 2014; Schneider & 

Sunyaev, 2014) 

4. Cost Savings  

Companies, no matter 

what their size or type, 

by moving to cloud 

computing they can save 

considerable capital 

costs through a reduction 

in spending on 

equipment, staff, 

infrastructure, and 

software. 

(Gkikas, 2014; Schneider & 

Sunyaev, 2014; Al-Debei & 

Avison, 2010; Venters & 

Whitley, 2012) 

2.1.3 Cloud Computing Technologies 

This section outlines the role of cloud computing for start-ups and the vital features 

that categorise it as a technology. Cloud computing has five main characteristics that 

make it an important technology in the business world (Rosenberg & Mateos, 2010, 

p 25): 

1. Metered billing—cloud computing applies a pay-as-you-go model 

meaning there is a specific amount of use and no annual contract. This 
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characteristic makes cloud computing expedient over managed hosting 

system which has annual contract fees plus an initial installation fee. 

According to Edlund and Livenson (2011), this feature is also referred to as 

a measured service since it allows for automatic control and optimisation of 

resources based on the metered system. 

2.  Automation of new resource deployment—this feature is also called 

‘on-demand self-service’ meaning that applications arrayed in the cloud 

can establish new instances on an on-demand basis within a short period. 

3. Elasticity or dynamic scaling—cloud computing can dynamically modify 

the quantity of the resource to meet unexpected demand. 

4. Virtualisation of computer resources—in cloud computing, each 

physical server is partitioned into several virtual servers, and each virtual 

server acts as the ‘real’ server and can independently run an operating 

system along with a wide range of applications. Edlund and Livenson, 

(2011) asserted that virtualisation feature allowed access to a variety of 

service capabilities—meaning that it could also be referred to as broad 

network access. 

5. Pooled computing resources— the resource pooling feature ensures that 

cloud computing fully utilises pooled computing resources that may be 

bought and controlled externally while at the same time having internal 

resources that are pooled and not dedicated.  

For cloud computing to function effectively it needs to include a set of interfaces, 

services, storage, networking, and hardware (Schneider & Sunyaev, 2014)—these 

are the features that allow delivery of IT resources. First, cloud computing allows the 

users to access applications through a thin client interface such as the web (for 
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example, email). Second, according to Chee and Jr (2010), the services include data 

infrastructure, software delivery, and data storage through the web. Third, since all 

computational and processing resources are stored and becomes obtainable on the 

web, accessing cloud services only requires a mobile device or a computer with an 

Internet connection serving as the client hardware (Broberg et al., 2008; Buyya et al., 

2010).  

This makes cloud computing an easy-to-use technology since it can be accessed 

anywhere by the user, through a host of networks, and can be shared as they can be 

offered to users by large hosting and cloud companies, such as Amazon Web 

Services and Microsoft Azure (Broberg et al., 2008; Buyya et al., 2010). This allows 

for reduced costs of usage and the sharing of resources in an efficient manner. Cloud 

computing is, therefore, ideal for business because of the unique potential it can 

provide to start-ups. 

Figure 6: Layer of cloud service model (Gastermann et al., 2015) 
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 According to Stanoevska-Slabeva et al. (2010), there are three layers of cloud 

computing services (see, Figure 6) that makes it perfect for start-ups (and fully 

established businesses): Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service 

(PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). All these layers offer different services to 

different customers and come with diverse responsibility levels from the providers 

and from the customers’ end (Gastermann et al., 2015). 

 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)—The cloud service provider affords the 

clients the complete virtual data resources that encompass networks, 

bandwidth, servers, storage, and other resources to serve numerous purposes 

as required (Gkikas, 2014). Stanoevska-Slabeva et al. (2010) point out that 

the SaaS and PaaS providers normally avail themselves to achieve IaaS 

offerings in line with standardised interfaces, where IaaS providers offer 

virtualised infrastructure as opposed to hardware infrastructure. Hardware 

resources are distracted and condensed by the IaaS providers to be brought to 

the upper layer and end users (Buyya et al., 2010). Examples of IaaS 

providers are Amazon Web Services such as Simple Storage Service (S3) for 

storage and Elastic Compute Cloud for processing. 

IaaS supports numerous programming libraries, languages, and other 

copyrighted tools to guarantee faster, easier, and inexpensive development 

experience (Gkikas, 2014). Stanoevska-Slabeva et al., (2010) argued that 

PaaS allowed consumers to access all levels of software development or 

specialise in a particular process, such as project management. Examples of 

PaaS include the Salesforce platform called Force.com, Oracle Cloud 
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Platform, and Google App Engine that permits applications to be run 

smoothly on Google’s infrastructure. 

 Platform as a Service—This is a cloud computing category that provides a 

platform allowing clients to develop, run, and manage applications without 

the complexity of building and maintaining the infrastructure normally 

associated with developing and launching applications. This abstraction layer 

is aimed at building, managing, deploying, and running different applications 

based on the specification of a specific platform (Stanoevska-Slabeva et al., 

2010). 

 Software as a Service (SaaS)—In this category, applications are run entirely 

on the cloud provider’s infrastructure and consumers can access these 

applications through mobile devices, computers, and other IT devices through 

the Web without controlling or managing the cloud infrastructure. Gkikas 

(2014) asserted that the provider provides updates on the server on their end 

so that the consumer always had an updated version. In this case, therefore, 

the customers do not need to install any software on their devices. 

Corporations that use SaaS do not have to pay for licensing because the fees 

are based on what consumers use as opposed to pay-per-use model; this 

translates to decreased organisational expenses (Gong et al., 2010). Business 

firms can use SaaS to undertake explicit processes, such as customer 

relationship management and emailing. Examples of SaaS include 

Salesforce.com for customer relationship management, Microsoft Office 365 

for creating, as well as managing, office documents, and Google Apps such 

as Picasa for managing pictures, and Gmail for emailing. 
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Aside from these layers, there are several other means of cloud deployments. Gong 

et al. (2010) defined ‘cloud deployment’ as a method for which cloud computing is 

designed to offer specific services to varied consumers. They also add that 

deployment methods (Figure 7) differed depending on how the provider provides the 

intended service to the consumers. Their analysis of different deployment types of 

cloud computing is explored below: 

2.1.3.1 Private Cloud 

Private cloud deployment dedicates the entire infrastructure entirely to a particular 

corporation. This cloud computing platform is implemented within the corporate 

firewall and under the control of internal IT departments—meaning it is more secure 

compared to the public cloud. Its utilisation, however, is more expensive since 

continuous maintenance is necessitated. Private cloud is further classified into two 

categories based on the geographical location of the server (Edlund & Livenson, 

2011). 

 

Figure 7: Types of Cloud Deployment Models (Adopted from Gong et al., (2010) 
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 On-premise clouds—this is when the cloud is within the corporation itself. 

This model is popular among organisations with sufficient financial resources 

and prioritising security, privacy, and compliance with cost-effectiveness 

(Stanoevska-Slabeva et al., 2010). An example of this type of cloud is 

military organisations where there exists a sizeable amount of confidential 

data. 

 Externally hosted clouds—this is where a cloud is entirely dedicated to a 

specific corporation, but it is accommodated by a third party that specialises 

in cloud infrastructure. Edlund and Livenson (2011) point out that, compared 

to on-premise clouds, externally hosted clouds are cheaper and are normally 

utilised by small businesses that require services from organisations such as 

VMware and Amazon. 

2.1.3.2 Public Cloud 

The public cloud is the mainstream and traditional cloud computing deployment 

method. In this system, third-party providers provide cloud-based services 

dynamically to the public and deliver them over the Internet. It is one of the most 

popular cloud delivery models among start-up firms. Public cloud key value 

propositions include cost with a realistic and acceptable trade-off with security, 

privacy, and availability. This deployment type is typically seen as exceptionally 

viable for small businesses because it offers easy resource management, flexibility, 

and scalability (Edlund & Livenson, 2011). There is an abundance of compliance and 

security issues, however, since different businesses share their computing 

infrastructure. However, Gong et al. (2010) argued that compliance and security did 
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not pose a great challenge for ordinary start-ups. Examples of the public cloud 

include Google App Engine and Amazon Web Services. 

2.1.3.3 Community Cloud 

A community cloud is similar to the public cloud; the key factor that sets the two 

apart is the distribution of the sharing privileges on the computing resources. The 

community cloud computing platform is provisioned exclusively for a specific 

community of users in the context of shared concerns and considerations, such as 

security, policy, compliance, and missions, among others. This deployment model is 

rarely used by a commercial start-up unless the organisation springs from within the 

community itself (Edlund and Livenson, 2011; Gong et al., 2010). For example, all 

government corporations in a particular province may share computing infrastructure 

to the community cloud to manage the public in that province. 

2.1.3.4 Hybrid Cloud 

Hybrid cloud deployment method combines the positive attributes of both private 

and public models. The vital services that are critical and require strict security 

requirements are hosted by a private cloud, while those that are less critical are 

hosted on a public cloud. Mell and Grance (2009) argued that hybrid cloud 

infrastructure is a composition of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, 

community, or public) that remain unique entities but are bound together by 

standardised or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability 

(e.g., cloud bursting for load-balancing between clouds). Edlund and Livenson 

(2011) added that this type of cloud deployment was borne to serve several 

scalability, flexibility, and criticality requirements of a service that do not fall into 

either private or public cloud deployment methodology. 
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2.1.4 Cloud Computing Implications for Start-ups 

In this section, cloud computing implications on start-ups are investigated to 

understand how using the cloud effectively might enable BMI to bring about 

competitive advantage for start-ups. Venters and Whitley (2012) have already 

demonstrated that the use of cloud computing could enhance scalability and elasticity 

for start-ups, but they did not go into details on how this is achieved. Besides 

elasticity, this section explores four more implications of cloud computing on start-

ups to better demonstrate how competitive advantage is achieved. 

2.1.4.1 Rapid Elasticity 

With cloud computing, provision of capabilities is rapid and elastic—in some cases 

automatic (Chee & Jr, 2010). To the consumer, provision of cloud computing is 

unlimited and can be purchased at any given time. Through this rapid elasticity, a 

start-up can swiftly adapt its resource base to address unexpected customers’ needs. 

This can, therefore, result in a cost-effective and scalable business model that is 

essential for both small and medium-size companies. 

2.1.4.2 Measured Service 

Cloud systems spontaneously optimise, and control resources use by leveraging a 

metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service 

(such as active user accounts, bandwidth, processing, and storage) (Chee & Jr, 2010; 

Gkikas, 2014; C. Gong et al., 2010). Cloud resource usage can be controlled, 

monitored, and reported and this provides transparency to both the customer and 

service provider. For start-ups, being able to control the cost of a certain business 

transaction is essential for decision-making (Gkikas, 2014), for example, in creating 

a price list for the end consumer. The cloud services for the resource usage metrics 
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makes this process a lot easier as it can be directly converted into SLAs and 

monetary values (Gong et al., 2010). 

2.1.4.3 Resource Pooling 

By resource pooling, the provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve many 

consumers using a multi-tenant model comprising of different virtual and physical 

resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to customers’ demands 

(Gastermann et al., 2015). This creates a sense of location independence, in that, the 

consumer has no control of the provided resources but may be able to specify the 

location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., data centre, state, or country) (Aljabre, 

2012). Examples of resources can be virtual machines, network bandwidth, memory, 

processing, and storage. Resource pooling is one of the reasons, why public clouds 

can be ideal and cost-effective for start-ups than owning an entire infrastructure. 

Nevertheless, unless a new business is building a service on top of a public cloud, the 

price tag for a specific cloud is more significant. 

2.1.4.4 Broad Network Access 

Cloud computing allows availability of capabilities over the network which is 

accessed through standard techniques that promote use by heterogeneous thick or 

thin client platforms such as PDAs, laptops, and mobile phones (Buyya et al., 2010; 

Gong et al., 2010; Stanoevska-Slabeva et al., 2010). For start-ups, using cloud 

services and distribution platforms for mobile customers provides a whole new field 

of service. This delivery chain allows small businesses to grow into larger companies 

by offering services in a scalable way (Foster et al., 2008). Famous examples include 

Android applications and the Apple App Store distribution platform that normally 

depend on Google App Engine-based backend. 
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2.1.4.5 On-Demand Self-Service 

The cloud system allows the user to provide computing capabilities, such as network 

storage and server time, in an on-demand self-service way without any human 

interaction with the cloud service provider (Gkikas, 2014; Chunye Gong, Liu, Zhang, 

Chen, & Gong, 2010). This feature is particularly important for start-ups because 

they can easily and swiftly acquire the needed IT infrastructure to meet their often-

unpredictable need for network storage and server time (Weinhardt et al., 2009). 

2.2 Business Model Innovation  

The second research domain addresses the concept of BMI. In this section, the 

importance of BMI in businesses is explored. Concrete examples of companies that 

have implemented their business models well will be identified, and a couple that 

failed will also be presented. 

Numerous scholars have adopted different definitions of the term ‘Business Model’ 

as shown in Table 2. It is evident that although extensively researched and highly 

emphasised in business practices, business model as a concept lacks an accepted 

definition, but most of the differences can be attributed to the lack of a unified and 

holistic framework applicable to all organisations and under diverse economic 

circumstances Simply put, BMI is used to refer to a firm’s capability to innovate. 

Some researchers call this concept business model generation (Osterwalder & 

Pigneur, 2010), while others call it value creation (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 

2002; Feller et al., 2011; Osterwalder et al., 2005; Viaene & Broeckx, 2013a; Zott et 

al., 2011). The leading publications in BMI are Osterwalder et al. (2005), 

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010), and Zott et al. (2011), and most of their research 
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has also been around business model development, business model generation and 

lean start-up creation. 

Table 2: A Review of Business Model Definitions 

 

Author (s), Year 

 

Definition of Business Model 

Timmers, (1998) 

A business model is an architecture of the 

product, service and information flow, 

including a description of various business 

actors and their roles; a description of the 

potential benefits for the various business 

actors; and a description of the sources of 

revenues (p. 4). 

Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, (2002) 

A business model is the heuristic logic that 

connects technical potential with the 

realisation of economic value (p. 529).  

Morris et al., (2005) 

A business model is a concise representation 

of how an interrelated set of decision 

variables in the areas of venture strategy, 

architecture, and economics are addressed to 

create a sustainable competitive advantage in 

defined markets (p. 727). It has six 

fundamental components: value proposition, 

external positioning, customer, internal 

processes/competencies, economic model, 

and personal/investor factors.  

Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, (2010) 
A business model is a reflection of a firm’s 

realisation of strategy (p. 175).  

Teece, (2010a) 

A business model articulates the logic, the 

data, and other evidence that support a value 

proposition for the customer, and a viable 

structure of revenues and costs for the 

enterprise delivering the value (p. 179).  

BMI involves rethinking a business model around a definite customer need and 

realigning processes, resources, and profit formula in light of the new value 

proposition (W. C. Kim & Mauborgne, 2005). In an entrepreneurial context, BMI 

defines and integrates distinctive business operations, processes, choices and other 

rationales to deliver sustainable value and revenue generation (Magretta & Stone, 

2002). However, for this thesis, a business model is a conceptual tool containing a 

set of objects, concepts, and their relationship and which express the business logic 
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of a firm. To understand the business model of a specific firm, one must consider 

which concepts and relationships allow a simplified description and representation of 

what value is provided to customers, how this is done, and the financial 

consequences. 

A comparative analysis of the descriptions in the current research literature might 

help to better understand the concept of BMI. However, most of the publications (Al-

Debei & Avison, 2010; Chesbrough, 2010; Zott et al., 2011) concerning business 

models and BMI are in congurence with Osterwalder et al. (2005) that it is the 

business models’ building blocks that lead to competitive advantage (as shown in 

Table 3): 

Table 3: Nine Business Model Building Blocks 

Eurich et al. (2014) acknowledged BMI as a means of gaining a competitive edge 

with the creation and reinvention of business models to alter at least one of the 

constituent elements of the current business model. However, meeting the minimum 

threshold for BMI when limited to a single constituent element may not suffice for 

most organisations unless they offer highly disruptive value propositions to end-

users. During a BMI, Comes and Berniker (2008) encouraged organisations to focus 
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on end-results to the customer, and not the underlying changes to their business 

models. Chesbrough (2010) linked the two descriptions and weighed in on a number 

of parameters that must be identified in generating true BMI. Chesbrough (2010) 

argued that BMI was directly tied to the commercialisation of new ideas and 

technologies such that their economic value remains latent until the disruptive 

innovation of the idea is matched with a sufficiently disruptive business model.  

Chesbrough (2010) also warned that BMI was a process of continuous evolution 

based on hit-and-trial experiments with no specific limitations on the changes 

required in the existing business model. However, an ill-defined approach to BMI 

can prove costly to large organisations that are not sufficiently agile like start-up 

firms; it risks their current flow of profitability by altering their existing business 

models. At the same time, large organisations are constantly under pressure from 

their smaller counterparts offering competing services and products with innovative 

business models. This trend is also relevant to start-up firms successful with initial 

business ventures eventually growing to a position where they must strategically 

follow BMI, lest they risk customer segment profitability with their current business 

models. 

To understand better how BMI drives competitive advantage in start-up companies, 

this thesis has identified four components of a business model.  

1. Value proposition: This is about the product features and the gains it 

offers to the customer or the pain the product alleviates. Often, this 

component is a statement that defines the value features of the products and 

value-added or what the customers should expect to gain from the product. 
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2. Market: This defines the archetype of the customers and their behaviour in 

a way that enables a complete understanding of customer needs and 

expectations. Information about customer demographics, use cases, 

behaviour, feelings, and persona are part of the market segment definition. 

It may be possible for a single product to have more than one customer 

segment. 

3. Revenue model: This describes how the company makes money and what 

costs it incurs to build and sell the product or service. 

4. Operations: These are the activities that the company has to complete to 

be able to build and deliver the product as well as sell and market the 

product to customers. It also includes support activities and the company 

human, physical and intellectual infrastructure (Osterwalder, 2004). 

Several studies have been conducted on various business model and its components 

(Osterwalder et al., 2005; Zott et al., 2011), and it appears that there is no agreement 

on what a BMI and business model are and what their components are. However, as 

shown in Table 4, the business model components adopted in this thesis are 

acceptable to the mainstream academic community. 
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Table 4: Business Model Components Comparison as Given by Different Studies and Literature 

Literature Market Financial 

Aspects 

Revenue 

Model 

Operations 

Osterwalder et 

al. (2005) 

Target 

Customer 

Financial 

Aspects 

Revenue Model Infrastructure 

Management 

Osterwalder 

(2004) 

Target 

Customer 

Value 

Proposition 

Revenue Stream Infrastructure 

Management 

(Oliveira & 

Ferreira, 2011) 

Customer 

Segments 

Value 

Proposition 

Revenue 

Streams 

Key Activities 

Osterwalder 

and Pigneur 

(2010) 

Customer 

Segments 

Value 

Proposition 

Revenue 

Streams 

Key Activities 

Zott et al. 

(2011)  

Customer 

Segments, 

Customers, and 

Customer 

Selection 

Value, Value 

Chain 

Positioning, 

Value 

Proposition, 

Value Capture, 

and Value 

Configuration 

Revenues, 

Revenue 

Stream, Income, 

Price, Source of 

Revenues, and 

Pricing 

Strategies 

Processes, 

Products & 

Services 

Delivery, and 

Connected 

activities 

(Michael 

Morris et al., 

2005) 

Target Markets Value Offering Economic 

Model 

Internal 

infrastructure/ 

Connected 

Activities 

2.2.1 Evidence of the Importance of BMI 

To highlight the importance of BMI for start-ups, three businesses were investigated 

to determine whether they were innovators or non-innovators and to see how this 

affected their competitive advantage. The three businesses studied include Xerox, 

Kodak, and Blockbuster. 

2.2.1.1 Kodak 

Kodak’s story is a classic example of how failure to innovate business model 

ultimately puts businesses out of business. Dan (2013) argued that even though 

Kodak’s value propositions produced significant disruption in the market, the 

company failed to evolve in response to changing market circumstances. The scale of 

technology-enabled market disruption was rendered irrelevant as Kodak ignored the 

market’s transformation even with its BMI efforts. Instead of following the market-

driven approach to yield high economic value based on evolving customer 
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requirements and technology capabilities in the era, Kodak remained focused on 

selling products (Dan, 2013). The era of digital photography saw the end of the 

company as it failed to remain relevant in the photography industry. 

Lucas Jr. and Goh (2009) demonstrated how disruptive technologies, based on 

Christensen’s theory of disruptive technologies (Christensen, 2013; Christensen & 

Raynor, 2013), could result in significant impact on business. They presented a case 

study of Kodak and how their slowness to change their business model to adapt to 

new technologies caused a tremendous loss in the workforce, market share, stock 

price, and internal turmoil. As customers’ conditions change and expected newer, 

better, faster and cheaper technologies, the company needed to adapt or else risk 

losing their business altogether. Lucas Jr. and Goh (2009) work published before the 

photography market got further disruptive, again, through the cloud-based sharing of 

photos (e.g., Apple Phone Stream via iCloud). 

BMI and the use of cloud technologies could have saved Kodak from the loss that 

was caused by disruptive technologies. In simple terms, Kodak failed to catch up 

with the digital photography evolution. At the time when digital cameras and 

photography was made accessible and affordable, KODAK insisted on offering 

traditional film-based cameras as they had always been successful with those in the 

past. However, as the marked leaned toward more digital solutions, KODAK lost its 

market share and nearly disappeared from the market altogether. 

According to Lucas Jr. and Goh (2009), the market (which was one of the business 

model components) had dramatically changed the process of capturing and sharing 

images. Therefore, the market could have been innovated to target the new customers 

that have emerged from the disruptive technologies. Lucas Jr. and Goh’s (2009) 
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research exemplified how businesses should react to disruptive technologies but did 

not discuss cloud technology as an enabler of BMI. On the other hand, this research 

proposes to demonstrate and discuss how to be a disrupter by creating an innovative 

business model as a start-up company. There is a need to address start-up-related 

issues, whether issues relate to the very product or the business model generation and 

operations. 

2.2.1.2 Xerox 

Xerox failed due to the same reason that Kodak failed; they could not generate 

profits out of the same technology (or almost the same) for decades. Throughout the 

1970s, Xerox was led by the then company’s CEO, Charles McCollough. He 

empowered a group of engineers and scientists to develop products for the coming 

information age. The management realised that the future looked very different than 

it did in the 1960s. It was for this reason that Xerox funded the PARC (Palo Alto 

Research Centre Incorporated) which resulted in the invention of several information 

technologies and hardware systems including Internetworking, Ethernet, Laser 

Printing, Real Object-Oriented Programming, Desktop Publishing, Overlapping 

Windows Graphical User Interfaces, Bitmap Displays, and Personal Computers. 

As Steve Jobs stated, “With these inventions, Xerox could have owned the entire 

computer industry…could have been the IBM of the nineties or Microsoft of the 

nineties” (Forbes, 2012). However, the company never successfully commercialised 

its inventions. As a result, new market entrants, including Ricoh and Canon, entered 

the copier market, placing enormous pressure on Xerox’s margins. The stockholders 

became restless and demanded large-scale commercialisation effort. This large-scale 

commercialisation got Xerox’s invention to market faster and cheaper than was 
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planned. This move was designed to sell expensive back-office products to a whole 

new customer base that would purchase the new PARC products.  

It was a strategy destined for failure. Moreover, failure is exactly what it achieved. 

Xerox is a great example that demonstrates that companies need a solid business 

model to achieve competitive advantage. In the beginning, the company did 

everything right but when competition became inevitable, the organisation did not 

innovate. Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) also encouraged start-ups to reinvent 

initial business models to discover new mappings between the technical potential and 

economic value. Today, Xerox PARC spinoffs, which are led by those employees 

who believed in the potential of the technology, are thriving including market giants 

such as Adobe and Level 3. 

2.2.1.3 Blockbuster 

Blockbuster, a home movie, and video-game rental service provider is another 

example of a business that failed to identify that they were being disrupted—and 

they failed to act in time as a result. (Davis & Higgins, 2013). The initially effective 

model of the video rental business was disrupted by the emergence of companies 

such as Netflix that offered digital distribution services as the cheaper and 

convenient alternatives to brick-and-mortar video rental shops (Baskin, 2013). The 

company had multiple opportunities to purchase Netflix in the early 2000’s for 

$50m—and turned it down claiming that Netflix would disrupt its tradition. Today, 

Netflix is worth 28 billion dollars, about ten times what Blockbuster was worth. 

Netflix proved to be a very disruptive innovator--instead of customers having to rent 

videos, it offered subscriptions which allowed customers to watch videos for as long 
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as they wanted. Despite being a small, niche service at the time, Netflix had the 

potential to upset Blockbuster in the market, driving it to bankruptcy. 

2.2.1.4 Uber and Airbnb 

Perhaps the best-case scenarios that can demonstrate successful implementation of 

business models are those of Uber and Airbnb. At present, Uber and Airbnb are 

among the most disruptive businesses in their niches without even owning the most 

basically needed resources, through what is referred to as shared economy business 

model. (Libert et al., 2014). Uber, one of the largest networks with cab services does 

not own its own taxis. On the other hand, Airbnb is one of the largest chains of 

accommodation worldwide despite not owning any houses, farmhouses, castles, or 

amenities of its own. Although both employ shared economy business models, the 

two start-ups employ sub- business models that stand on their own right . In its part, 

Uber utilises ‘On Demand Economy’ business model to find its target market and 

achieve competitive advantage. In such a case, demand is created (on the basis of 

demand), and then supply is made.   

When a higher demand is created, as is the case with Uber, a higher price can be 

drawn for the supply. The most suitable revenue possibility created by Uber is the 

‘commission model’ from the service charge—which in this case is paid by the 

customers. Using heat maps, Uber conducts target audience analysis to find areas 

with high demand and then provides supply (Libert et al., 2014). In this business 

model, service providers are allowed enough flexibility to choose to work full-time, 

part-time, or at any hour they wish. Likewise, customers are allowed to select their 

preferred services and pay more or less depending on the type of service. On-

Demand Model applied by Uber is such that it targets all the categories of people.   
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In its part, Airbnb employs what can be termed as ‘Rental Business Model’ where it 

makes listings and then the demand is aggregated. In their case, the prospects view 

the listing and can directly contact the hosts. As such, contact masking is a 

compulsion. Clients can select or make bookings for the additional amenities, and 

thus, pay more for additional luxury. Travel and tourism, hotel and restaurant 

reservations, vacation rental platforms, and event booking platforms are some of 

Airbnb’s target niches. Conversely, Uber target niches include logistics and 

transportation, healthcare, travel and accommodation, and local and home services, 

among others (Libert et al., 2014). Importantly, these two companies are no longer 

start-ups, they have achieved competitive advantage in their respective niches (Libert 

et al., 2014).  

2.3 Competitive Advantage 

Many scholars have proposed a suitable definition of the phrase ‘competitive 

advantage.’ Most claimed that competitive advantage refers to the dominance gained 

by a firm when it can produce the same goods and services offered by manufacturers 

but at a lower cost. Bobillo et al. (2010) defined competitive advantage “as a set of 

capabilities that permanently enable a business to portray better performance than its 

competitors” (p 12). According to Porter’s reasoning, there are three key means through 

which a business might achieve competitive advantage—creating differential products, 

niche, and cost leadership. 

Many researchers, however, believe that competitive advantages arise when a firm 

can match its core competencies with opportunities (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 

2002; Feller et al., 2011; Osterwalder et al., 2005; Viaene & Broeckx, 2013; Zott et 

al., 2011). Markus and Loebbecke (2013) defined competitive advantage as the long-
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term benefit for the organisation gained by implementing the unique value-creation 

strategy. Organisations objectives should be achieving the competitive advantage for 

above-average financial returns (Wu, 2010). However, competitive advantage must 

sustainably achieve above-normal profit. 

Porter (1985) introduced the concept of competitive advantage and defined it as the 

core of organisational performance in any competitive market. After many decades 

of expansion and prosperity, however, many organisations lost the concept of 

competitive advantage in the race for growth and diversification. Today, the 

importance of competitive advantage is crucial. Organisations around the world are 

facing slower growth in both domestic and local markets (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 

2013; Viaene & Broeckx, 2013). Porter claimed that “competitive advantage grows 

fundamentally when a firm can create a product that exceeds firms cost of creating 

it” (1985, p. 3). 

Start-ups face a big challenge in their effort to gain a competitive advantage in an 

ever-changing business environment (Edlund & Livenson, 2011). Typically, 

organisations seek to gain a competitive advantage to overcome or survive 

competitors. Competitive advantage is still a controversial topic as it has different 

measures, variables, and scales used in literature (Hatch & Howland, 2015). The 

variations differ due to different perspectives of components of competitive 

advantage. Also, researchers have different ideas of competence level required for a 

firm to gain competitive advantage and their idea of competitive advantage also 

varies significantly. Many define competitive advantage as any factor that allows an 

organisation to perform better than other organisations and create customer value for 

better performance (J. Barney et al., 2001; Sousa & Aspinwall, 2010). 
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Organisations often conduct empirical research to define and shape areas that they 

can improve to gain competitive advantage or differentiate themselves from their 

competitors. However, despite continuous research in the last few years, the concept 

of competitive advantage is still vague. Three factors contribute to this ambiguity. 

The first factor relates to the unclear definitions and different meanings of 

competitive advantage (De Luca, Verona, & Vicari, 2010). The second factor is the 

different research dimensions where researchers differ in their viewpoints 

(Sternquist, Huang, & Chen, 2010). The third factor is the different theoretical lenses 

used to define competitive advantage, such as resource-based and dynamic 

capabilities views (J. Barney et al., 2001; Sousa & Aspinwall, 2010). 

2.4 Start-Ups 

Start-ups have a key role in technological innovation, job creation, and regional 

growth (Luger & Koo, 2005; Schumpeter & Backhaus, 2003). Building on the 

standards of start-ups, which are new, independent, and active, Luger and Koo 

(2005) defined a start-up as a business unit “which did not exist before (new); which 

is neither a subsidiary nor a branch of an already existing company (independent); 

and which hires at least one employee during a given period (active)” (p. 19). 

Perhaps, a view of start-ups, which this study adopts, is that of Ries (2011) who 

defines a start-up as “an organisation dedicated to creating something new under 

conditions of extreme uncertainty.” According to Global Entrepreneurship Centre 

(2013), there are approximately 300 million businesspersons in the world trying to 

start about 150 million business - it is estimated that the ratio of a firm’s birth and 

death are nearly the same—approximating 137, 000 start-ups are launched each day 

and about 120,000 start-ups are closed permanently each day. 
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Numerous factors cause this near equal birth to death ratios but most commonly it is 

caused by a lack of resources, business strategies, or skills (Oviatt, McDougall, & 

Loper, 1995). Cloud computing can offer many opportunities for building 

competitive advantage making this study a key area of interest. Our focus on this 

study is to explore start-ups as a type of firm. After an extensive literature analysis, 

Venters and Whitley (2012) indicated that start-ups were not the focus of many 

academic researchers. This is the element that makes this study unique and set the 

ground for a novel contribution to the entrepreneurial and academic community. 

Most of the publications that focus on start-ups are business books (Kim & 

Mauborgne, 2005; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; Ries, 2011). This thesis is unique 

because it proposes a business model that can tackle the research gap that nearly all 

publications have not yet addressed. 

2.5 The Relationship between CC and BMI 

Innovations are necessary to drive the inevitable yet much-needed wave of change. 

As the world becomes increasingly ambiguous, complex, uncertain and volatile, 

enterprises must adapt in different ways to enhance competitiveness—or even to 

maintain their existing market positions. Numerous enterprises are trying to reduce 

their computing cost via virtualisation (Edlund & Livenson, 2011) and this demand 

has led to the adoption of cloud computing. Cloud computing is best placed to 

become an important catalyst for BMI, and businesses’ IT staff need to search for 

ways to leverage cloud computing to increase the value of their IT investments and 

to advance their roles as enablers of business outcomes. Although cloud computing 

is widely recognised as a disruptive force, relatively few start-up firms have 

embraced the technology of cloud computing in their business model (Gkikas, 2014). 

This trend is set to change as cloud reaches the state of maturity in shifting 
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competitive landscapes by offering unique opportunities to drive business innovation 

(Stanoevska-Slabeva et al., 2010). However, currently, there is no systematic design 

framework available for start-ups and entrepreneurs to gain a competitive advantage 

by leveraging cloud technologies. 

The disruptive force of cloud computing has already impacted and transformed the 

consumer and enterprise market segment. Start-up firms can employ cloud-enabled 

business models to leverage cloud offerings to gain the following cloud-bound, 

game-changing business enablers: Cost Flexibility, Masked Complexity, Market 

Adaptability, Business Scalability, Ecosystem Connectivity and Context-Driven 

Variability. Cloud computing is especially beneficial to start-ups because it offers 

better computing through enhanced utilisation and reduced infrastructure and 

administration costs (Edlund & Livenson, 2011). The following sections explore how 

cloud computing can influence competitive advantage in start-ups. 

In recent years, research on strategic competitive advantage has progressively moved 

beyond the conventional concentration on innovation on services, product, and 

business process differentiation based on technological advancements to address 

creation from the innovation on the business model of companies (Viaene & 

Broeckx, 2013). Building from the idea of a business model canvas, (Osterwalder & 

Pigneur, 2010a) proposed that BMI was about challenging conventions to design 

original models that met unfulfilled, new or hidden consumer needs. Giesen et al., 

(2010) asserted that companies constantly sought BMI to achieve flexibility and cost 

advantage through outsourcing and partnership. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) 

believed that competitive advantage went hand-in-hand with on-going BMI. They 

argued that a company gained a competitive advantage when its products and 
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services were offered in ways that delivered greater cash flow, more sales, and 

higher profitability compared to competitors’ products. 

Osterwalder (2004) argued that Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 

enabled many organisations to build innovative business models that were 

impossible before the advent of ICT. However, in 2000, many and particularly the 

press decided that the idea of business models was dead due to the collapse of the 

dot-com bubble in the US stock market. The idea behind the business model was 

exclusively attributed to ICT companies until the advent of cloud technologies. Since 

2004, non-ICT businesses have embraced the concept of business models to create 

value and target defined markets (Osterwalder, 2004). 

Osterwalder (2004) explored the relationship between business model and ICT, 

presenting the argument that ICT had enabled a range of innovative business models 

such as web-based businesses. Osterwalder (2004) stated that this concept was 

not exclusive to ICT-based businesses, with the argument; “When the cost of 

communication and coordination become cheaper and flexible using technologies 

(like cloud computing); it becomes easier for companies to work remotely and create 

complementary value propositions” (p 67). Osterwalder (2004) also pointed to 

components of the ICT layer that enabled such business models: Hardware, 

Software, and System. Cloud computing changes these components into individual 

entities of computing instances as affordable and agile/lean computing resources.  

Since the inception of ICT, BMI empowers businesses of all types, verticals, and 

sizes, including organisations without a focus on technologies to incorporate ICT-

based solutions, processes and techniques in their business modelling processes. 

Osterwalder (2004) argued that the impact of ICT increased significantly, and that 
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was before cloud computing. Now, with the proliferation of cloud computing, a 

whole new opportunity has been unleashed especially for start-ups to gain 

competitive advantage (Marston, Li, Bandyopadhyay, Zhang, & Ghalsasi, 2011b). 

The reasons behind this are: 1) the affordability (Aljabre, 2012) of the cloud 

technologies; 2) development of completely new product/services where it wasn’t 

possible before; 3) enhanced capacity for businesses to reach prospective 

customers/clients easier than before; and 5) capacity to offer new pricing and 

revenue stream (e.g., monthly payment plan). BMIs can help organisations to adapt 

to changes (Osterwalder, 2004). 

Figure 8 shows the impacts of cloud computing on delivery models on BMIs. For 

start-ups, an integration of cloud computing and BMI would mean economic stability 

and attainment of competitive advantage since a business model consists of 

interlocking elements that, taken together, can create and deliver value. Berman, 

Kesterson‐Townes et al. (2012) argued that cloud-based business models can provide 

a positive shift in a competitive advantage by providing a new platform for creating 

and delivering business value. They also argued that cloud computing provides a 

sustainable competitive advantage. Three case studies are provided to show the 

relationship between cloud computing and BMI and how this drives a start-up’s 

competitive advantage. 
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Figure 8: The Impact of Cloud Service Delivery Models on BMI (Adopted from Feltkamp, & van der 

Meer, 2014) 

 

2.6 Research Gap and Existing Literature Limitations 

The articles with the most relevant information to the research questions in this study 

are classified in Table 5. It is evident that there is not a single parallel study that 

focused on all the four domains that this thesis addresses—cloud computing, BMI, 

competitive advantage, and start-ups. However, these articles provided valuable 

information that facilitated the development of the CEBMI framework in this 

research. From Table 5, it is evident that only a few studies, such as Osterwalder and 

Pigneur (2010), Venters and Whitley (2012), and Kim and Mauborgne (2005), focus 

on start-up businesses and cloud computing. Nevertheless, they do not integrate with 

the BMI concept. Only Kim and Mauborgne (2005), and recently, Bashir and Verma 

(2017), focused on competitive advantage and BMI, although they did not touch 

upon cloud computing. 
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Table 5: Selected IS and Management Literature on Using Cloud Computing and BMI to Achieve 

Competitive Advantage 

Author(s) and Year 

(1) 

Journal/Publisher 

(2) 

Scopes of Study 
Type of 

Firms* 
(3) 

Technology 

** 
(4) 

BMIa 

(5) 

Competitive 

Advantage 
(6) 

ACADEMIC PUBLICATIONS 

(Lucas Jr. & Goh, 

2009) 

The Journal of Strategic 

Information Systems 

EB ICT ✓ ✓ 

(Seddon, 2014) AF ICT  ✓ 

(Osterwalder & 

Pigneur, 2013) 

Journal of the 

Association for 

Information Systems 

AF  ✓  

(Willcocks & 

Reynolds, 2015) 

Journal of Information 

Technology 

EB CC  ✓ 

Viaene and Broeckx 

(2013) 

EB CC ✓  

(Mu & Stern, 2015a) GO CC   

Venters and Whitley 

(2012) 

S CC  ✓ 

(Schneider & Sunyaev, 

2014) 

EB CC   

(Feller et al., 2011) European Journal of 

Information Systems 

GO  ✓  

(Al-Debei & Avison, 

2010) 

AF ICT ✓ ✓ 

(Osterwalder et al., 

2005) 

Communications of the 

Association for 

Information Systems 

AF ICT ✓  

(Brook, Feltkamp, & 

van der Meer, 2014) 

International Journal of 

Technology Marketing 

AF CC ✓ ✓ 

(P. Mell & Grance, 

2009) 

National Institute of 

Standards and 

Technology 

AF CC   

Zott et al. (2011) Journal of Management AF  ✓ ✓ 

Barney et al. (2001) AF   ✓ 

Morris et al. (2005) Journal of Business 

Research 

AF  ✓ ✓ 

Teece (2010) Long Range Planning AF ICT ✓ ✓ 

Chesbrough (2010) AF ICT ✓ ✓ 

Eurich et al. (2014) International Journal of 

Entrepreneurship and 

Innovation Management 

AF  ✓ ✓ 

Bashir and Verma 

(2017) 

IUP Journal of Business 

Strategy 

AF  ✓ ✓ 

PRACTITIONER’S PUBLICATIONS 

Kim and Mauborgne 

(2005) 

Harvard Business Press S  ✓ ✓ 

Osterwalder and 

Pigneur (2010) 

John Wiley and Sons S  ✓  

* Type of firms: Established Business (EB), Any Firm (AF), Start-up (S), or Government Organisation (GO). 

** Technology: Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in general or cloud computing (CC). 
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Prior studies have investigated cloud computing adoption in start-ups from various 

perspectives, such as constraint-driven perspectives such as scalability, security, and 

cost (Gkikas, 2014; Ferri, 2017; Setiawan, 2015; ). Taking everything into account, 

none of the previous publications directly investigated cloud computing and BMIs, 

nor how they might influence competitive advantage in a start-up business. 

Researchers also have different ideas of the competence level required for gaining 

competitive advantage (see Barney et al., 2001; Eurich et al., 2014; Morris et al., 

2005; Zott et al., 2011, ) and they are not consistent on how cloud computing might 

influence competitive advantage for start-ups. 

These existing studies mainly cover cloud computing adoption, diffusion and 

implementation. Only a few of these studies (see, Edlund & Livenson, 2011; Gkikas, 

2014; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010; Venters & Whitley, 2012) investigated the 

impact of cloud computing on start-ups and entrepreneurship. Others (see, Schneider 

& Sunyaev, 2014) presented a background about cloud computing from the IS 

perspective and also explored IT outsourcing using cloud computing. Although there 

are a number of studies on cloud computing (see Mell & Grance, 2009; Mu & Stern, 

2015; Schneider & Sunyaev, 2014; Venters & Whitley, 2012; Viaene & Broeckx, 

2013; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015), only a few studies explore the intersection 

between cloud computing and start-ups (Venters & Whitley, 2012) Several 

publications considered BMI in their research (see Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Bashir 

and Verma 2017; Chesbrough, 2010; Eurich et al., 2014; Feller et al., 2011; Kim & 

Mauborgne, 2005; Lucas Jr. & Goh, 2009; Morris et al., 2005; Osterwalder & 

Pigneur, 2010, 2013; Osterwalder et al., 2005; Teece, 2010; Viaene & Broeckx, 

2013; Zott et al., 2011) but there is no agreement as to the definition of a business 

model or its components. 
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One of the striking limitations of the research literature arises from the fact that the 

available scholarly work perceives cloud computing as offering simple and uniform 

applications (e.g., Schneider & Sunyaev, 2014) but fails to analyse the de facto 

complexities associated with cloud computing applications, and which can have a 

significant impact on an start-up business models and position in the market. Another 

limitation arises from the fact that cloud computing applications (enterprise software) 

are particularly complex in relation to functionality and customisation required to 

meet individual user needs in start-ups, not to mention that its adoption requires 

integration into multiple business processes and functions (Chee & Jr, 2010). These 

particularities explain why recent scholarly works identify cloud computing 

applications for businesses in a separate category that differs substantially from self-

service cloud solutions designed for private users. 

Many publications claim that their research led to competitive advantage (see Lucas 

& Goh, 2009; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015) but there is no strong evidence to 

support their claims. This study presents a proposed conceptual framework and a 

description of each component with a justification of the relationship between the 

different components and constructs. This conceptual framework is based on the 

comprehensive literature review on several domains of this study: cloud computing, 

BMI, start-ups, and competitive advantage. 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of existing studies that address cloud 

computing, BMI, and how their relationship brings about competitive advantage in 

start-ups. Throughout this review, it is evident that few studies focussed on start-ups 

as their main study targets. Although there are a number of studies on cloud 
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computing, only a few publications explored the intersection between cloud 

computing and start-ups. Several publications consider BMI in their research but 

there was no agreement as to the definition of a business model or its components. 

Many publications claimed that their research led to competitive advantage but 

lacked enough evidence to support these claims. 

The literature review investigated the three research domains through the lenses of 

existing literature and their implications for start-up companies. Scholars have 

diverse ideas of the competence level required for gaining competitive advantage but 

they do not demonstrate properly how cloud computing influences competitive 

advantage for start-up companies. From these studies, however, four components of 

a business model were identified: value proposition, market, financial aspect, and 

operations. These components will be particularly helpful in this study as they will 

help in answering the research question, particularly the sub-research question two 

(RQ2). In conclusion, none of the previous studies directly investigated cloud 

computing and BMI, and how they influenced competitive advantage in a start-up 

business. This study aims to do just that. 
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Chapter 3: Conceptual Framework Development: Cloud-

Enabled Business Model Innovation (CEBMI) Framework 

This chapter presents the proposed conceptual framework and describes how each 

research question is answered. The conceptual framework is based on the 

comprehensive literature review of the three domains of this study (cloud computing, 

BMI and competitive advantage). As mentioned, a significant challenge faced by 

most start-ups is competition as they try to build brand and trust from the ground up. 

According to the comprehensive literature review presented in Chapter 2, while some 

studies have investigated the benefits of using cloud computing, others have 

investigated the concept of competitive advantage as a separate topic. However, 

these studies have neither included start-ups as part of their research nor integrated 

the domains of cloud computing and competitive advantage to demonstrate how they 

help start-ups achieve competitive advantage. 

To address the current research gap, this study developed an innovative framework, 

Cloud-Enabled BMI (CEBMI) to explore how cloud computing enables start-ups to 

achieve competitive advantage through BMI. This chapter is organised as follows: 

Section 3.1 describes the three underlying concepts and theories used to develop the 

framework; Section 3.2 provides an overview of how cloud computing may lead to 

competitive advantage; Section 3.3 outlines the development of the constructs; 

Section 3.4 presents the development of the framework from the research questions’ 

perspective; and Section 3.5 provides the chapter summary. 
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3.1 Underlying Concept and Theories 

This study is based on BMI as the key concept, and two theories, resource-based 

view (RBV) theory and DCA. It aims to systematically explore how cloud 

computing can be used by start-ups to build cloud-enabled strategic resources in 

terms of BMI that lead to competitive advantage. This is a relatively new topic. 

3.1.1 BMI 

In an entrepreneurial context, BMI defines and integrates distinctive business 

operations, processes, choices and other rationales for delivering sustainable value 

and revenue generation (Magretta, 2002, p 53). BMIs have reshaped the business 

world considerably and reallocated billions of dollars of value. According to Johnson 

et al., (2008), no more than 10% of innovation investment in global companies is 

focused on developing new business models (p 131). However, today, innovations 

necessitate business models’ inclusion and implementation rather than just 

technology, research and development. For this reason, BMI has become 

increasingly imperative both in academic theory and practice. Besides, it has 

increased the number of opportunities for business model configurations enabled by 

technological progress, deregulation and new customer preferences (Osterwalder & 

Pigneur, 2010). 

3.1.2 Resource-Based View 

Based on Chesbrough & Rosenbloom (2002), the issue of business performance has 

been dominant in strategy research for several decades. It encompasses many 

questions that have been raised in this field, including why businesses differ, how 

they are managed, how they choose their strategies and how they behave (p 124). 

With the rise of the resource-based approach, strategy researchers focussing on the 
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sources of competitive advantage have shifted from industrial needs to firms’ 

specific effects (Spanos & Lioukas, 2001). Initiated by Barney, Wright and Ketchen 

(Barney et al., 2001), the RBV has since become one of the prevailing contemporary 

approaches to the analysis of sustained competitive advantage. A central premise of 

the RBV is that firms compete on the basis of their resources and capabilities. 

Numerous researchers argue that these resources and capabilities must be valuable, 

rare, inimitable and non-substitutable (VRIN), and they acknowledge that the tools 

afforded by cloud computing along with the resources in place can create a 

sustainable competitive advantage for an enterprise (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; 

Venters & Whitley, 2012; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015). However, no systematic 

studies validate comprehensively how competitive advantage can be created in start-

ups using cloud computing. Most researchers choose to look just within the business 

and at market condition factors with which the business must contend to search for 

possible causes of sustainable competitive advantage (Peteraf & Bergen, 2003). 

The RBV approach has proven useful and influential for many businesses because it 

helps determine the resources available within the firm and relates them to the 

necessary capabilities. According to this theory, once the company can utilise its 

resources in a valuable and unique manner, it can achieve competitive advantage. 

Peteraf and Bergen (2003) write, ‘the competitive value of a company can be 

eliminated or enhanced by changes in buyer needs, competitor behaviour, and 

technology which an inward researching perspective may overlook’ (p 87). 

Therefore, in this thesis, an RBV’s perspective is used as one of the theoretical lenses 

to investigate how cloud computing (as a technological resource) can help start-up 

companies achieve competitive advantage. 
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3.1.3 Dynamic Capability Approach (DCA) 

In organisation theory, a dynamic capability is an ability of an enterprise to adapt to 

an organisation’s resource base purposefully. The idea of dynamic capabilities is like 

that of operational capabilities. However, the latter relates to the current operations 

of an organisation, whereas the former refers to a business’s capacity to efficiently 

and instinctively change these operations and develop its resources (Peteraf & 

Bergen, 2003). Dynamic capabilities are central to an organisation’s success or 

failure. Even with VRIN resources, a company still needs to deploy dynamic 

capabilities to guarantee sustainability. Dynamic capabilities enable organisations to 

continually maintain competitive advantage by selecting and learning new resources. 

Correspondingly, the DCA enables organisations to survive and improve their 

competitive position in the market by learning new technologies and markets 

(Garrett, Covin, & Slevin, 2009) while at the same time reconfiguring existing 

resources according to emerging threats and opportunities (Di Stefano, Peteraf, & 

Verona, 2014). 

The principle of the DCA is like that of the RBV since both focus closely on the 

internal competencies of an organisation and explain the regeneration of 

organisational resources (Kindström, Kowalkowski, & Sandberg, 2013). 

Additionally, DCA deals with the process of transforming strategic assets into 

sustainable competitive advantage, solving the question of resources in RBV. The 

DCA provides a better understanding of the growth and survival of an organisation. 

It provides the evolutionary path of capabilities, organisations and industries leading 

to organisational change and strategic enhancements. More precisely, the DCA 

specifically on how organisations can change their valuable resources to adapt to a 

dynamic environment. 
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3.2 Overview of How Cloud-Enabled BMI May Lead to Competitive 

Advantage 

Many companies have lost to competition in the market because they fail in 

innovating their business models (Lucas & Goh, 2009), while others have succeeded 

because they define and implement their business models effectively (Chesbrough & 

Rosenbloom, 2002; Zott et al., 2011). Cloud business enablers are already driving 

innovation across customer value propositions and companies, as well as across the 

industry’s value chains. In their study, Mata et al. (1995) looks at IT in general and 

finds that the four attributes of IT (including, capital requirements, proprietary 

technology, managerial IT skills, and technical IT skills) can be combined to bring a 

sustainable competitive advantage. More streamlined studies such as that of 

Rosenberg and Mateos (2010) and Luo et al. (2018), assert that businesses can apply 

cloud computing to create extra revenue streams by enhancing, extending and 

inventing new customer value propositions. Cloud computing is being used to 

improve, transform and create new organisations’ and industries’ value chains, 

resulting in shifts in who creates value, how it is created, and how it is delivered and 

captured. 

Morris et al., 2005 postulate that a business model, as a set of variables, is 

indispensable in driving a company’s competitive advantage. Eurich et al., (2014) 

show the process of innovation in a business model in six-steps and argue that BMI 

is an important means of gaining competitive advantage. Kim and Mauborgne (2005) 

and Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010) strongly suggest that competitive advantage for 

start-up firms can only be achieved through business innovation. Although numerous 

researchers have stressed the importance of business models in creating and 

sustaining a company’s competitive advantage, others such as Teece (2010) and 
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Barney et al., (2001) argue that a business model by itself is unsatisfactory. They 

argue that a company must have the capability to innovate and to turn those 

innovations into sellable products. In other words, improvements in product or 

service features, performance and capabilities are sufficient to gain and sustain 

competitive advantage.  

Following this rationale, this project combined the concept of BMI with two major 

theoretical lenses (RBV and DCA) to explore how cloud computing enables BMIs to 

drive start-ups in achieving sustainable competitive advantage. First, as already 

established, cloud computing is a key technological innovation in IS development 

that delivers the benefits of self-service applications, broad network access and 

resource pooling (Edlund & Livenson, 2011). It is an information service–providing 

software, platform and infrastructure for an organisation. Second, the RBV’s basis 

for the sustainable competitive advantage of a business lies principally in the 

application of valuable tangible and intangible resources at the firm’s disposal. 

Therefore, since cloud computing is one of these resources, it can be used to 

transform a start-up’s short-term competitive advantage into a sustained competitive 

advantage. Resources are valuable if they help organisations to increase the value 

offered to the customers (Barney, 2001). Berman et al. (2012), and more recently, 

Luo et al. (2018) argue that cloud computing is valuable because it increases 

differentiation and/or decreases the costs of the production, and therefore leads to 

competitive advantage. 

Third, as mentioned, resources alone cannot drive and sustain a firm’s competitive 

advantage. Dynamic capabilities need to be integrated into the system to achieve 

sustainable competitive advantage. Therefore, even though cloud computing as a 

technological resource is central to start-ups’ prosperity in the market, emerging 
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businesses need to demonstrate timely receptiveness and swift and flexible product 

innovation, along with the management capability to effectively coordinate and 

redeploy internal and external capabilities (Teece & Pisano, 1994). Most 

importantly, to address this need for integration between RBV and DCA, this project 

proposes the concept of CEBMI, which is purposefully directed towards helping 

start-up companies achieve competitive advantage. 

BMI is a necessity considering the changes that cloud computing brings to an 

enterprise (Marston et al., 2011). Cloud-enabled business innovation allows a start-

up to eradicate high fixed costs associated with maintaining infrastructure and 

supporting large applications, backup facilities, and data centres. This leads to more 

agile and manageable earnings, expenses and revenue streams that enable a firm to 

thrive in ambiguous, complex and uncertain market conditions. When cost is 

lowered, and a start-up is optimally placed for scalability (market responsiveness) 

and flexibility, its agility is greatly enhanced, which in turn boosts its competitive 

advantage. 

3.3 Development of the Framework from the Literature 

This section presents the development and description of the CEBMI conceptual 

framework. Figure 1 shows the proposed conceptual framework for this research, 

which was developed based on a comprehensive literature review on cloud 

computing, BMI, RBV and DCA using IS and management literature (see Chapter 2) 

to address the research question and research sub-questions. The framework is 

referred to as a Cloud-Enabled BMI framework (CEBMI framework). This is a 

preliminary framework, which guided the empirical study over several stages of this 
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research project. Based on the empirical study, the framework was then further 

refined. 

The constructs in the proposed conceptual framework are explained in Table 6. As 

shown Figure 1 and defined in Table 6, there are two levels of cloud computing in 

C1, which means that cloud computing enables a firm’s BMI in two different ways: 

first, at the SaaS level, for example, cloud-based customer relationship management 

(CRM; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015); and second, at the IaaS level, which includes 

PaaS, for example, the development of mobile or web applications on the Google 

Cloud Platform (Viaene & Broeckx, 2013). 

As shown in Table 6, several studies have published their perspectives on how a firm 

can gain competitive advantage (C3). Some claim that using cloud computing (C1) 

directly creates competitive advantage (C3) to the firm (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; 

Venters & Whitley, 2012). Others claim that a resource or a capability must be 

valuable and rare (VR) to gain competitive advantage (C3; J. Barney et al., 2001; 

Seddon, 2014). Moreover, some claim that an innovative business model (C2) is the 

key to attaining competitive advantage (C3; Chesbrough, 2010; Eurich et al., 2014; 

Morris et al., 2005a; Zott et al., 2011), especially for start-ups. It is argued in this 

thesis that BMI enabled by cloud computing leads to competitive advantage because 

it has the VRIN characteristics of a strategic resource, which are based on the 

resource-based approach (J. Barney et al., 2001; Seddon, 2014). The criteria of the 

VRIN framework highlight best practices as sources of competitive advantage. If 

other businesses can understand and imitate a capability, a firm’s market advantage 

is challenged (J. Barney et al., 2001). 
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Table 6: Definitions for the CEBMI Framework and References from Literature 

 

Construct 

 

Definition 

C1 

Cloud 

computing 

Cloud computing is a type of ICT that leverages a large pool of 

shared resources (e.g., high performance data centres and high-

speed internet/intranet connections) that have been made available 

to the public to rent per hour and which is highly scalable (Mell  & 

Grance, 2009; Mu & Stern, 2015a; Schneider & Sunyaev, 2014; 

Venters & Whitley, 2012). 

Cloud 

application 

/tools (SaaS) 

Cloud application is the abstracted level of cloud computing. It 

features a web-based graphical user interface that makes the 

complexity of cloud technology transparent. Many modern 

customer relationship management (CRM; e.g., Salesforce) and 

marketing automation tools (e.g., HubSpot and Infusionsoft) fit on 

this level of cloud computing. This level is also known as SaaS 

(Mell & Grance, 2009; Viaene & Broeckx, 2013) and does not 

require technical expertise like the cloud platform level, which is 

described next. 

Cloud platform 

(PaaS/IaaS) 

A cloud platform is a platform that can be accessed through the 

technical infrastructure of cloud computing from a web-based 

console either directly from the cloud service provider (e.g., 

Amazon Web Services) or via a third party (e.g., Heroku). This is 

considered a low level of cloud computing compared with the cloud 

application. Software developers are the main users of this level. It 

is where they host developed cloud applications. This level is also 

known as PaaS if the developers use the third element (e.g., 

Heroku). Further, it is known as IaaS if the developers provide 

resources directly from the cloud service provider (e.g., Amazon 

Web Services) (P. Mell & Grance, 2009; Willcocks & Reynolds, 

2015). 

C2 

BMI 

A business model is a conceptual representation containing a set of 

components that express both business logic and how value is 

created and captured in a specific firm (Osterwalder et al., 2005; 

Zott et al., 2011). 

BMI is the capability of a firm to develop a business model by 

innovating on at least one of the four components of the business 

model (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Chesbrough, 2010; Eurich et al., 

2014; Feller et al., 2011; Lucas Jr. & Goh, 2009; Osterwalder & 

Pigneur, 2010a, 2013; Osterwalder et al., 2005; Zott et al., 2011). 

Value 

proposition 

A value proposition is the core component of any business model. It 

defines how potential customers perceive the value of the business 

(Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002; Feller et al., 2011; Osterwalder 

et al., 2005; Viaene & Broeckx, 2013; Zott et al., 2011). 

Market 

A market or niche is a targeted customer segment. Many businesses 

innovate in their market by targeting new customer segments or by 

building new marketing channel(s) (Lucas Jr. & Goh, 2009; 

Osterwalder et al., 2005; Viaene & Broeckx, 2013; Zott et al., 

2011). 

Financial 

aspects 

The financial aspects construct is how a firm generates income 

from their business activities and products, and spends it 

(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010a; Osterwalder et al., 2005; Zott et 

al., 2011). 

Operations Operations are business processes carried out by a firm to develop 
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and deliver their products to the market. The name of this 

component may change depending on the type of business. This 

component is also known as infrastructure management 

(Osterwalder et al., 2005; Zott et al., 2011) or key activities 

(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010b). 

C3 

Competitive 

advantage 

Competitive advantage is superior performance compared with 

competitors in the market. It is achieved by offering a greater 

proposition of value in a business model. A firm can gain 

competitive advantage from the resources and capabilities it 

controls that are valuable and rare (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; J. 

Barney et al., 2001; Chesbrough, 2010; Eurich et al., 2014; W. C. 

Kim & Mauborgne, 2005; Lucas Jr. & Goh, 2009; Michael Morris 

et al., 2005a; Seddon, 2014; D. J. Teece, 2010a; Venters & 

Whitley, 2012; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015; Zott et al., 2011). 

Several scholars have talked about how innovation and IS lead to 

competitive advantage (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Chesbrough, 

2010; Eurich et al., 2014; W. C. Kim & Mauborgne, 2005; Lucas 

Jr. & Goh, 2009; Michael Morris et al., 2005a; D. J. Teece, 2010a; 

Venters & Whitley, 2012; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015; Zott et al., 

2011). 

RQ1 shows the relation between the cloud computing construct and the BMI 

construct. Specifically, RQ1 is addressed by demonstrating how cloud computing 

enables BMI because of the features and benefits promised by cloud technology, 

such as agility, affordability, accessibility and elasticity/scalability (Al-Debei & 

Avison, 2010; Schneider & Sunyaev, 2014; Venters & Whitley, 2012; Viaene & 

Broeckx, 2013; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015). RQ2 is addressed by showing how 

CC impacts business innovation process. RQ3 is answered by validating how a 

cloud-enabled BMI leads to competitive advantage. Some of the references that 

support the concepts of the CEBMI framework and the relationships between those 

concepts have been integrated into Sections 3.3.1., 3.3.32, and 3.3.2. 

3.3.1 RQ1: How Might Cloud Computing Enable BMI Among Start-ups? 

Several studies argue that cloud computing and other ICTs enable innovation in 

business models (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Lucas Jr. & Goh, 2009; Seddon, 2014; 

Venters & Whitley, 2012; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015). This thesis builds on these 

previous studies and demonstrates how cloud computing through its technologies 
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(PaaS, IaaS and SaaS) enables BMI. As shown in Figure 11, cloud computing 

enables BMI through value proposition, market, financial aspects and operations. In 

short, cloud computing enables BMI by nurturing customer relations as well as 

developing mobile or web applications. 

3.3.2 RQ2: How Does Cloud Computing Impact the Business Model Innovation 

Process? 

Several innovations within the four components of the business model are mentioned 

in several publications in academia (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Chesbrough, 2010; 

Eurich et al., 2014; Feller et al., 2011; W. C. Kim & Mauborgne, 2005; Lucas Jr. & 

Goh, 2009; Michael Morris et al., 2005a; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2013; Osterwalder 

et al., 2005; D. J. Teece, 2010a; Viaene & Broeckx, 2013; Zott et al., 2011). The 

four components of the business model—value proposition, market, financial aspects 

and operations—are summarised in Table 6. This research focused on the 

interrelation of these components of the business model, and how they lead to 

competitive advantage for start-up companies. 

3.3.3 RQ3: How Do Cloud–Enabled Business Models Lead to Competitive 

Advantage for Start-ups? 

Several studies (e.g., Bashir & Verma, 2017; Chesbrough, 2010; Eurich et al., 2014; 

Zhang et al., 2017) show that BMI leads to competitive advantage, but not 

necessarily based on cloud computing. These studies help illustrate that a well-

constructed business model can lead to competitive advantage even though they do 

not necessarily illustrate whether cloud-enabled business models can lead to 

competitive advantage. Others (e.g., Barney et al., 2001; Teece, 2010) argue that 

BMI is by itself insufficient to assure competitive advantage but that innovators 
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themselves are the capabilities that can transform those innovations into firms and/or 

products or services with competitive advantage in the marketplace.  

However, several studies (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Brook et al., 2014; Seddon, 

2014; Venters & Whitley, 2012; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015) show that ICT-

enabled business models lead to competitive advantage; additionally, Venters and 

Whitley (2012) and Willcocks and Reynolds (2015) indicate specific elements of 

cloud computing that lead to competitive advantage through BMI. Along with the 

central research question, the conceptual research framework was developed to 

address the three sub-research questions. Table 7 summarises the contribution of the 

three sub-research questions to the development of the conceptual research 

framework. 

Table 7. The Development of the Conceptual Research Framework from the Three Sub-research 

Questions 

Sub-research Question Description  

RQ1: How does a cloud computing 

enable BMI among start-ups? 

 

Understanding the relationship between two 

constructs of the conceptual framework: cloud 

computing and BMI. 

RQ2: How does cloud computing 

impact the model innovation process? 

 

The focus of the interrelation between the 

components of the BMI construct. 

RQ3: How do cloud computing-enabled 

business models lead to competitive 

advantage for start-ups? 

 

After understanding the relationship between 

cloud computing and BMI as well as exploring 

the interrelation between the components of 

BMI, the research then focused on 

demonstrating how cloud-enabled BMI leads to 

competitive advantage. 

3.4 Summary 

This chapter presented the proposed conceptual framework, CEBMI, developed from 

the comprehensive literature review presented in Chapter 2. The CEBMI framework 

is based on the RBV and the DCA and aims to show how cloud computing enables 

BMI of start-ups, which in turn leads to competitive advantage. Since there is a lack 
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of studies investigating the intersection of cloud computing, BMI, start-ups and 

competitive advantage, this framework guides this new exploration. Precisely, it 

shows how cloud computing enables BMI, how a business model is developed 

during the innovation process, and finally, how cloud-enabled BMI helps start-ups to 

gain competitive advantage. The framework guides this study in addressing the three 

sub-research questions.  
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Chapter 4: Research Methodology  

Research methodology is a systematic way of expounding the research problem. This 

chapter describes the philosophy, the underpinning practices, and the procedures for 

conducting and replicating this study. In addition, it informs the target audience 

about the appropriateness and the rigour of the research methodology. The chapter 

presents an overview of possible research methods, justifications of the selections 

made, and a description of the study design and plan. The primary research question 

of this thesis is an emerging topic, so there were no established evidence-based 

procedures that could be used to investigate the phenomenon. Instead, the study 

offers preliminary evidence that seeks to build the necessary groundwork for future 

research in this area. Based on the nature of this research, multiple case studies and 

interviews were used as the main research methods. 

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.1 presents the research approach, 

which is a brief description of the selected research methodology and justification of 

the selection. Section 4.2 describes the research design in detail, followed by Section 

4.3, which outlines the method of data collection. Section 4.4 introduces an overview 

of the data analysis and triangulation. Finally, Section 4.5 presents the chapter 

summary. 

4.1 Research Approach 

According to Yin (2013), there are three characteristics that should be considered 

when choosing a research method: (1) The type of research question posed, (2) the 

extent of control a researcher has over an actual behavioural event and (3) the degree 

of focus on contemporary events, as opposed to entirely historical events. To apply 
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these characteristics, this thesis employed a qualitative approach with an interpretive 

paradigm—hence, it involved an analysis of collected data to gain insights about the 

question of interest (Collis & Hussey, 2013). According to this paradigm, social 

reality is shaped by people’s perceptions and is highly subjective. According to 

Nakkeeran (2010), the basic understanding of social reality through how people look 

at things, and their logic of knowledge synthesis (and theory building) could be a 

useful starting point to appreciating the nature and strength of qualitative research 

methods.  

In this research, the researcher interacts with the research participants, draw from 

their viewpoints, draws conclusions, and from such conclusions (along with the 

existing literature) attempts to answer the research question—in this case: How does 

cloud computing enable start-ups to achieve competitive advantage through BMI? A 

qualitative approach was considered a superior method for this study because it 

offers an opportunity to investigate a single phenomenon in a natural setting using a 

variety of methods (interviews, literature analysis and case studies) to acquire an 

exhaustive understanding. As such, this research is grounded under relativism 

paradigm, meaning that the opinions of the participants are subjective and may differ 

from one person to the other. According to Mcallister (2017), there is no universal, 

objective truth but rather each point of view has its own truth.  

It is by adopting some peculiar points of view, the researcher was able to construe a 

set of attitudes connected to the subjects of this thesis. Using this position, the 

researcher was able to gather data, analyse it, and guide the discussion, especially in 

the findings and discussion chapters. Correspondingly, using this paradigm the 

researcher adopted case studies rather than experiments and observations since the 

case studies address the question ‘how’ and do not require control of behavioural 
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events (Yin, 2013). Moreover, compared with other methods, case studies can 

accomplish numerous objectives at the same time. For example, a case study can be 

confirmatory (test a hypothesis with empirical evidence), constructive (solve a 

problem) or exploratory (create new knowledge) (Yin, 2013). Additionally, 

interviews were also conducted to supplement the information obtained from the 

case studies. The depth of detail obtained from the interviewees can never be 

disregarded in qualitative research. Consequently, a qualitative approach employing 

case study and interviews was deemed suitable for this thesis. 

4.2 Research Design 

This thesis utilised multiple cases as the main sources of information. For this 

reason, the study can be said to have a multiple-case study design. The decision to 

conduct a multiple-case rather than a single case design, as proposed by Stake 

(2013), was driven by two reasons: 

1. Multiple case designs can use the logic of replication and comparison to 

strengthen conclusions drawn from the evaluation. 

2. Analytic generalisations made from multiple case design allows 

comparison of the results of the case studies to previously developed 

theories. 

A multiple case design is particularly appropriate when the research seeks to 1) 

adequately assess a topic that is emergent in nature, such as CEBMI in the field of 

IS; 2) capture the features of each case before proceeding to cross-case comparisons; 

and 3) provide analytic generalisations grounded in local experience that are portable 

to other sites (Stake, 2013; Yin, 2013). In this section, I describe the case study 
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selection criterion that led to the selection of the three data sources used in this 

thesis. 

As shown in Figure 2, the research design started with a comprehensive literature 

review on the topics of cloud computing, business models, and competitive 

advantage. The literature review led to the design of a conceptual research 

framework (CDBMI framework), which then guided this project to answer the 

research question on how cloud computing enables start-ups to achieve competitive 

advantage through BMI. Qualitative data were collected from the six case studies 

(Study 1), interviews, documents and observation before the interviews with the 11 

business consultants (Study 2), and three cloud service providers (Study 3). As 

shown in Figure 9, n represents the number of case studies or interviews conducted 

over the timeline. Study 1 (the case studies) was conducted first over four months. 

The early findings served as inputs to Study 2. Findings from Studies 1 and 2 served 

as inputs to Study 3, which took a relatively shorter time. Finally, as shown in the 

table, findings from case studies and interviews served as inputs to each other. 

 

Figure 9. Three-Studies Plan (n = Number of Case Studies or Interviews) 

Study 1: Case studies  

(n = 6) 

 

Study 2: Interviews with business consultants  

(n = 11) 

 

Study 3: Interviews with cloud service 

providers (n = 3) 

 Timeline 
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4.2.1 Selection of Study Sources 

The case study design was as follows: Study 1 consisted of in-depth case studies of 

six start-ups and their founders; Study 2 involved 11 interviews with business 

consultants who consult and mentor start-ups; Study 3 involved three interviews with 

three cloud service providers to start-ups. 

The start-up firms selected varied significantly; some were newly launched while 

others had been in business for almost three years. Some had only one founder, while 

others had two founders. Three tech start-ups and three non-tech start-ups were 

selected. The three tech start-ups developed at least one SaaS for their clients and 

most likely were leveraging an existing IaaS to develop their own SaaS. However, 

the non-tech start-ups were traditional businesses that used technology at an abstract 

level, at the tools (SaaS) level, according to the designed framework described in 

Chapter 5. All the selected start-ups were in Melbourne, Australia, to enable site 

visits. 

The criteria for selecting the business consultants were based on the consultants’ 

expertise and experience dealing with start-ups, either as paid consultants or as start-

up mentors. Most start-ups in Melbourne cannot afford to hire consultants. 

Therefore, start-up mentors as business consultants were categorised. The three cloud 

service providers were picked based on the cloud services by the start-ups examined 

in this project. Cloud service providers were contacted via email, and they connected 

me to their certified partners in Melbourne. 

All the interviews and case studies were conducted in private, and all the 

interviewees signed a consent form. The confidentiality of the participants was 

agreed between the advisory committee and the school’s Human Ethics Advisory 
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Group (HEAG). The ethics approval ID is 1545522 by the School of Engineering 

HEAG, and it has been considered a ‘minimal risk project’. 

4.2.2 Data Collection 

Qualitative data collection techniques were employed, which are evidenced by the 

inclusion of an array of evidence—documents, artefacts, interviews and observations 

that converge on the construction of the emic perspective. Multiple sources enhance 

the credibility of the findings by ensuring data integrity (Yin, 2013). Data collection 

procedures included establishing boundaries for the study, identifying the data 

collection type and creating a protocol to record findings (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). 

I used the following strategies to collect data: site visits, face-to-face interactions, 

telephone and Skype interviews, and document reviews. 

Start-ups and business consultants were enlisted by emailing organisers of 

university-funded start-up accelerator and incubator programmes. Contact 

information was requested in the letters of introduction to the start-ups they were 

incubating and start-up mentors with whom they were partnering. The start-up 

mentors were not receiving pay, and they were not shareholders in the start-ups; they 

were mentoring as a contribution to the community. Another source of recruitment 

was start-ups and small businesses meetups and networking events in Melbourne. 

Information about the scheduling and agendas of each event was obtained through 

two very informative sites—meetup.com and eventbrite.com. The number of events 

that helped in recruiting the six start-ups and 11 business consultants exceeded 50, 

between 2014 and 2016. Some of those events were free, while others required 

bookings and entrance fees. 
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After receiving a list of potential participants who met the study criteria (tech start-

ups and non-tech start-ups), each participant was contacted either phone, social 

media (Facebook and LinkedIn) or email addresses. Nine start-ups were selected 

(with one or two founders in each), 12 business consultants and four cloud service 

providers were selected to take part in this research. Seven (out of nine) start-ups, 11 

(out of 12) business consultants, and three (out of four) cloud service providers 

eventually agreed to participate voluntarily. Information regarding consent and a 

‘plain language statement’ document was provided to all participants before site 

visits and/or interviews via the recruitment email (see Appendix A) and informed 

consent form (see Appendix B). The plain language statement was a one-page 

document that explained the research in simple language without jargon. 

Twenty-two potential participants responded to the invitation. Of these, eight 

founders within six start-ups were chosen for the case studies (Study 1) based on 

their degree of adoption of cloud computing, either from the SaaS, PaaS or IaaS 

levels; 11 business consultants (Study 2) were selected based on how deeply they 

were involved with the start-ups, and three cloud service providers (Study 3) based 

on the adoption of their cloud services by the start-ups, mainly by the selected start-

ups. 

4.2.3 Study 1 (Start-ups Case Studies) 

As shown in Table 8, six start-up companies were used as case studies. Three tech 

start-ups and three non-tech start-ups were selected to provide scales they use to run 

their businesses. Tech start-ups are those start-ups that use cloud infrastructure (PaaS 

or IaaS), not just cloud applications (SaaS). Non-tech start-ups are those start-ups 

that use only cloud applications (SaaS) for their business because they do not have 
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any tech products (e.g., mobile apps or websites) that require cloud infrastructure 

(PaaS or IaaS) on which to be hosted. 

Table 8. A Brief Description of Participating Start-ups 

Start-

up 

Nature of 

Business 

(Tech or 

Non-Tech) 

Industry Number of Years 

Operating 

Number of 

Founders 

A Tech start-up Parking and web services 1.5 years 2 

B Non-tech 

start-up 

IT and marketing 1 year 1 

C Non-tech 

start-up 

Real estate 3 years 1 

D Tech start-up Education Not operational yet 2 

E Tech start-up IT and BI (Business 

Intelligence) consultation 

3 years 1 

F Non-tech 

Start-up 

IT and marketing 2 years 1 

Site visits were scheduled with the six start-ups between November 2015 and March 

2016. Because my research was focused on start-ups, not established firms, this visit 

was not like the others. Table 9 shows the difference in each start-up site visits: 

1. Within an accelerator/incubator program: The start-up had been funded 

and accepted as an incubated start-up within a university or government 

accelerator or incubator programme. When I visited Start-up A, they had 

been given offices for both founders and had an extra office for their 

contracted programmer. 

2. Co-working space: This type of office is common with start-ups whereby 

they rent an office as part of a large, open space. Start-ups prefer this 

option for two reasons: low-cost and networking with other start-ups. Start-

up B and F fitted into this category, and I visited the founder of each of 

those start-ups in their co-working space. 

3. Project site: Here, I did not visit the start-up office, but the actual flagship 

project location. This provided me with more information and a more in-
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depth understanding of the start-up’s usage of cloud computing in 

operations than did visiting the office. I chose the project visit for Start-up 

C because it was a non-tech start-up that spends most of its time outside the 

office executing projects. 

4. Virtual office: This is the type of office that serves start-ups who prefer 

not to spend money on rent at all. They do not even see value in the co-

working space. Usually, the start-up firms that adopt this kind of office are 

tech start-ups that operate fully in the cloud, and they meet their clients in 

their virtual office. Start-up D was fully cloud-based from marketing, sales 

to operations, which I will discuss in more detail later in chapters six, 

seven, and eight. However, I collected the observation data from Start-up D 

while sitting with the founders in a café and observing how they market 

and operate their business. 

5. Established physical office: This is the traditional physical office, which 

has a dedicated space just for the start-up. Start-up E did not just own a 

physical office, but it was expanding with a new branch in another state. 

Table 9. Type of Site Visits for Each Start-up 

Start-

up 

Type of Site Visit Date of Visit 

A Within an accelerator/incubator program 26 November 2015 

B Co-working space 15 February 2016 

C Project site 18 February 2016 

D Virtual office 4 March 2016 

E Established physical office 19 April 2016 

F Co-working space 17 March 2016 

All the formal interviews were conducted before the site visit. The site visits were 

scheduled with the founders immediately after the interviews, and in some cases the 

site visit happened within the same day as the interview. The site visits were 

conducted between 26 November 2015 and 19 April 2016, as shown in Table 9. 
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During the site visit, anecdotal recordings were made of how the firm used cloud 

computing in marketing, sales and operations. Records of my field notes were 

collected and maintained as memos in Microsoft Word 2016 in the form of a table 

(Appendix C). Site visits included informal conversations with the founders, 

employees and contractors on the site, and these were recorded manually as memos. 

4.2.4 Studies 2 and 3 (Interviews) 

Study 2 demonstrated how cloud computing enables BMI among start-ups while 

Study 3 explored how start-ups use cloud computing from cloud service providers. 

The same guide was used for all studies. A semi-structured interview guide 

consisting of a set of open-ended questions was utilised (Table 10). All interviewees 

were informed about the purpose of the study in the plain language statement 

document (Appendix A). 

Both Study 2 and Study 3 complemented Study 1, such that the perspectives of 

business consultants and cloud service providers, respectively, were obtained. Eleven 

business consultants or mentors for start-ups (Study 2) and three cloud providers 

(Study 3) were interviewed. Some of these were independent consultants while the 

others were part of an incubator or accelerator programme (see Table 11). 
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Table 10. Interview Checklist  

Interview Checklist Objective 

Introduction 
Interviewee background. 

The story behind establishing the start-up. 

General and introductory 

Questions Regarding 

start-ups, especially their 

establishment.   

Cloud Technology 
How cloud technology helps start-ups succeed. 

How cloud technology helps start-ups innovate. 

How cloud computing helps start-ups gain competitive 

advantage. 

What cloud technology/tools do start-ups use? 

What are the benefits of using cloud technology? 

Introductory questions 

towards addressing the 1
st
 

research question (RQ1) 

Business Model 

What is a business model? 
What are the components of a business model? 

Further questions 

addressing the 1
st
 research 

question (RQI) 

Value Proposition 
Definition of their value proposition. 

Uniqueness of the value proposition. 

Effect of cloud technology on the innovation of their value 

proposition. 

Competitive advantage of the innovative value proposition. 

Value proposition 

questions intended to 

address the 2
nd

 research 

question (RQ2).  

Market  
Targeted market. 

Competition in the market. 

Effect of cloud technology on the innovation of their market 

or marketing. 

Competitive advantage of the innovative targeted market. 

Market questions also 

intended to address the 

2
nd

 research question 

(RQ2).  

Revenue Model 
Clarity of their revenue model. 

Uniqueness of the revenue model. 

Effect of cloud technology on the innovation of their 

revenue model. 

Competitive advantage of the innovative revenue model. 

Revenue Model questions 

further addressing 2
nd

 

research question (RQ2).  

Operations  
Clarity of operations and product/service delivery processes. 

Uniqueness of the operations processes. 

Effect of cloud technology on the innovation of their 

operations. 

Competitive advantage of the innovative operation 

processes. 

Operations questions that 

intended to find the 

connection between CC 

and BMI, which answered 

both 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 research 

questions (RQ2 and 

RQ3).  
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Table 11. Brief Description of Participating Business Consultants 

Business 

Consultant 

Area(s) of Consultation 

BC-1 Mentoring start-ups on operations. 

BC-2 Community-driven consultant. 

BC-3 Life and business integration consultation for start-up founders and 

executive. 

BC-4 Trainer and consultant in systemising start-ups and marketing strategies. 

BC-5 Digital marketing expert for start-ups and small businesses. 

BC-6 Leadership and business growth development for all type of business 

founders. 

BC-7 Trainer and mentor for start-ups founders. 

BC-8 IT expert and business consultant for start-ups and small businesses. 

BC-9 IT expert and business consultant for start-ups and small businesses. 

BC-10 Marketing and sales expert for start-ups and SMEs. 

BC-11 Business operations consultant for start-ups. 

The place of interview for the start-ups varied from one start-up to another. 

Interviews with the founders of Start-ups A, B, E and F took place in their offices, 

while those with the founders of Start-up C and D were conducted in cafés. None of 

the interviews were conducted over the phone or Skype. Most of the interviews with 

business consultants were over the phone or Skype because it was not easy to arrange 

a face-to-face meeting with them because of their frequent travel plans and the fact 

that their offices are outside the state of Victoria. Cloud service providers were 

interviewed last, since I expected a viewpoint slanted to their commercial offerings 

(see Table 12), which was a consideration in the development of the interview guide. 

Table 12. Brief Description of Participating Cloud Service Providers 

Cloud Service Provider Cloud Computing Level 

CSP-1 Application level (SaaS) 

CSP-2 Infrastructure (IaaS/PaaS) and application level (SaaS) 

CSP-3 Application level (SaaS) 

Interviews were recorded with the same digital recorder used for Study 1 to ensure 

accurate information, and with the participants’ consent. Each participant was 

referred to by a pseudonym such as BC-1, BC-2, BC-3, BC-4, BC-5, and BC-6 

throughout interviews, transcriptions, coding and summary. A digital voice recorder 
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was used to record interviews, which allowed the researcher to revisit the 

information when necessary. The transcribed data were coded and stored in 

password-protected storage in the university. Digital recordings were transcribed 

verbatim. 

Along with the site visits and interviews, start-ups’ strategy documents were also 

collected and secured, as permitted by the founders. The total number of strategy 

documents collected was 28 documents, as shown in Table 13. Securing those 

documents for review helped the researcher better understand the implementation 

process and practices related to the use of cloud computing in each start-up. The 

results from the document review served as written evidence, which was compared 

with interview results to validate findings and develop rich descriptions of 

participants’ processes and observed practices. 

Table 13. Number of Strategies Documented from Each Start-up 

Start-up Number of 

Documents 

Type of Documents 

A 2 SWAT analysis and investors’ pitch presentation. 

B 3 Company structure, entrepreneurial vision and emails. 

C 14 Several presentations, financial analysis, strategic partnership 

document, flyers and marketing plan documents. 

D 5 Market research documents, investors’ pitch presentation, 

business plan document, technology plan document and 

business summary documents. 

E 1 Company strategy document. 

F 3 12-month marketing plan document, clients’ workbook and 

business automation plan. 

All data collected—including interview protocol forms, digital recordings, collected 

public documents and transcriptions—will be securely kept in a locked file cabinet. 

After five years, all data will be erased and destroyed. 
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4.3 Role of the Researcher 

The researcher’s role in collecting data in a qualitative study is indispensable 

(Merriam & Tisdell, 2015; Yin, 2013). In this project, the role of the researcher was 

to observe and investigate the relationship between cloud computing, BMI and 

competitive advantage. The relationships formed between the researcher and the 

founders, business consultants and cloud service providers were critical in the 

development of this thesis. The researcher acted as an independent observer and 

reporter regarding numerous topics and themes that appeared in the case studies or 

interviews. Lastly, the researcher maximised the use of an interview protocol by 

reflective journaling, a preferred and feasible method to manage bias in the study 

(Yin, 2013). All participants’ reflections relevant to the interviews were documented 

in the designated feedback section located in the interview protocol. Information 

captured from reflective journaling was used for data analysis purposes, particularly 

as it pertained to developing codes and categories. 

4.4 Data Analysis 

Qualitative analysis entails a process of coding in which data are organised into 

small units (called codes), determining which codes can go together and grouping 

like codes back together into new, higher order concepts called categories; a 

grouping of like categories forms a theme (Corbin & Strauss, 2014). Coding is an 

iterative process of seeking meaningful patterns in texts, image, and other content. 

Open coding entails the initial breakdown of raw text into conceptual categories. 

These categories are discrete, and they detail a particular phenomenon (e.g., each 

research question). Axial coding makes connections between categories to form a 

higher order, a more abstract concept called a theme. Themes emerge by 
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systematically linking categories to context, action/interaction strategies, and 

consequences. Software applications designed to facilitate the coding process are 

available (e.g., QSR NVivo, Atlas ti). For this study, I used QSR NVivo 11 on 

Microsoft Windows 10. 

As such, this research followed the five important tasks mentioned by Bazeley 

(2007) in which NVivo facilitated the analysis of qualitative data. These tasks 

include Manage Data, Manage Ideas, Query Data, Modelling Visually, and 

Reporting. Managing data involved organising several muddled data documents 

obtained after the collection of data. This included interview transcripts, published 

documents, and notes made during the collection of data. To understand the 

theoretical and conceptual issues relating to this research’s domains, it was integral 

for the researcher to manage ideas. Query data entailed posing several questions of 

the data and utilising NVivo in answering these questions. Then using the software 

the results of the queries were saved to allow further probe into the research 

questions as part of an ongoing enquiry. Modelling visually involved creating visual 

representations (i.e. graphs) to demonstrate the relationships between theoretical and 

conceptual data. Finally, reporting necessitated utilisation of the data collected, as 

well as results generated, to formulate transcript reports which were presented in 

subsequent chapters 6, 7, and 8, and later discussed in chapter 9.  

As opposed to ‘constant comparison’, this study employed content analysis through 

the help of NVivo windows software. According to Corbin and Strauss (2014), 

content analysis consists of a systematic data reduction procedure of open coding and 

axial coding of text. It is more replicable than constant comparison since it is a 

formal process of analysis (i.e., occurs after data collection, not simultaneously as a 

constant comparison). Open coding, a line-by-line analysis of each transcript using 
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NVivo 11, was applied in this analysis. Initial codes were cloud computing, the four 

components of the business model (value proposition, market, revenue model, and 

operations) and competitive advantage. The codes revealed specific concepts and 

categories within the data, and subsequently became master codes and headings as a 

foundation of the analysis (Corbin & Strauss, 2014; Glaser & Strauss, 2009).  

Then, axial coding was performed to narrow and refine the open coding to discover 

meaningful themes. Coding was verified, and internal audits and member checking 

occurred through two stages of analysis: initial coding by the qualitative researcher 

using NVivo 11 to create an initial coding structure, and independent reading of 

transcripts by participants with review and verification of coding structure. 

References about specific themes or relationships were coded to specific nodes, 

which allowed easy access to related themes and relationships. In this case, NVivo 

11's tree node was utilised, and using the ‘auto-coding’ feature ‘broad brush coding 

was materialised. Nodes were further organised into hierarchies to facilitate 

organisations and consolidation of interpretation.  

Using these hierarchies modelling visuals were easily created and source comparison 

was made as the data connections became clearer. Essentially, NVivo facilitates easy 

and effective creation, storage, management, editing, coding, and examination of  

transcripts with different emergent themes. Each recurring theme was clustered to 

create each central idea for the study. These clusters of themes provided the evidence 

for expanding the phenomenon using descriptive texts. Finally, cross-analyses of all 

data using the process of triangulation were performed to derive credible answers to 

the research questions. 
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The criterion for a credible analysis is that it is plausible and cohesive, and that 

correspondence with the data is perceptible. The full set of codebooks created during 

both open coding for emergent categories and axial coding are presented in 

Appendix D. Analysis intends to find consensual meanings across categories to form 

the core of the constructed thematic interpretations. Triangulation is the process used 

to find consensus. After separately analysing all types of data collected from the 

three studies, a joint integrative analysis of all data sources using the triangulation 

process was conducted. Triangulation is a powerful technique that facilitates 

validation of data through cross verification from two or more sources.  

It refers to the application and combination of several research methodologies in the 

study of the same phenomenon (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007; Yin, 2013). Triangulation 

provided me with the opportunity to interrelate individual and case study data 

elements. Data from interviews and document reviews were triangulated to validate 

the findings, appropriately formulate justifications for themes and eliminate bias that 

may result from using a single research method. Triangulation allowed me to 

determine with a high degree of credibility which four components of a business 

model, either alone or in combination, influence the adoption of cloud computing by 

start-ups to achieve BMI and gain competitive advantage. I used the procedures of 

matrix coding as described in Miles, Huberman and Saldaña (2013) to conduct 

triangulation. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter presented a detailed description of how this research was designed. It 

provided a justification of the selected research methodology—qualitative research 

methodology. It also presented the research design: a utilisation of multiple case 
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design as opposed to a single case design. This design was chosen to allow for in-

depth analysis of the study topic and collection of comprehensive information. In this 

chapter, the method of data collection was also discussed, as well as the techniques 

employed in this endeavour comprising the three studies (six case studies of start-

ups, 11 interviews with business consultants and three interviews with cloud service 

providers). This chapter, therefore, introduced the cases that were selected for this 

project.  

The chapter also described the methods of the data analysis which followed content 

analysis methodology. This was made possible with the help of QSR NVivo 11 on 

Microsoft Windows 10, which allowed the creation of a tree node for easy 

referencing and source comparison of data. Precisely, the software and its tree node 

allowed easy mapping, layering, and linking of the collected qualitative data. Lastly, 

the triangulation of data was made to validate the identified themes and relationships. 

Since multiple theories, concepts, and materials were used, triangulation was deemed 

necessary to enhance the credibility and validity of this research. The themes and 

relationships unravelled after the data analysis were dissipated in the findings 

chapters 6, 7, and 8, and discussed in chapter 9.  
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Chapter 5: Description of Case Organisation and Study 

Participants 

The characteristics of the organisations that participated in the research project are 

discussed in this chapter. Since there was no room for a deeper analysis of the cases 

studies and interviews in the previous chapter (Research Methodology), this chapter 

provides an in-depth analysis of these areas of data collection. This project utilised a 

total of six case studies on start-ups, 10 interviews with business consultants and 

three interviews with three different cloud service providers as the main data 

collection sources. Each start-up case study involved two to three interviews with the 

founders, making a total of about 25 interviews. A brief description of the six cases 

and their experiences using cloud computing to gain competitive advantage is 

presented along with descriptions of the interviews with the business consultants and 

cloud service providers. The chapter is organised as follows: the first study—the six 

case studies—is described in Section 5.1; next, the second study—the 11 interviews 

with the business consultants—is described in Section 5.2; then, the third study—the 

three interviews with the cloud service provider—is described in Section 5.3; finally, 

the summary of this chapter is presented in Section 5.4. 
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5.1 Start-ups 

Table 14. Brief Description of Participating Start-ups 

Case 

Study 

Nature of 

Business 

(Tech or Non-

Tech) 

Industry 
Number of 

Years Operating 

Number of 

Founders 

A Tech start-up Parking and web 

services 

1.5 years 2 

B Non-tech start-

up 

IT and marketing 1 year 1 

C Non-tech start-

up 

Real estate 3 years 1 

D Tech start-up Education Not operational 

yet 

2 

E Tech start-up IT and BI 

consultation 

3 years 1 

F Non-tech start-

up 

IT and marketing 2 years 1 

Table 14 provides a summary of the characteristics of the start-ups used in this 

project. Three tech start-ups and three non-tech start-ups were selected. Tech start-

ups are those start-ups that use cloud infrastructure (PaaS or IaaS), not just cloud 

applications (SaaS). Non-tech start-ups are those start-ups that use only cloud 

applications (SaaS) for their business because they do not have any tech products 

(e.g., mobile apps or websites) that require cloud infrastructure (PaaS or IaaS) on 

which to be hosted. 

5.1.1 Start-up A (CS-A) 

Start-up A used cloud computing infrastructure to host its core system. The 

business’s current total gross revenue at the time of the study was $1,000,000 and its 

net revenue was $100,000 because it takes a commission of 10% of the sales. I 

interviewed the two co-founders, studied their strategy documents and observed their 

operations in their venue to explore how they use cloud computing. I also examined 
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their strategy documents and spent a day at their location for observation. The 

findings obtained from this business are briefly analysed in Table 15. 

Table 15. List of Cloud Tools Identified in Case Study A 

Cloud Type Cloud Tool 

Support system Zendesk, SweetHawk, SurveyMonkey 

File sharing Google Docs 

Collaboration and communication Twilio, Campaign Monitor, Skype 

Analytics Google Analytics, Optimizely 

Finance and accounting Merchant Warrior, Promise Pay, Pin 

Cloud infrastructure Host Europe 

Software prototyping tool InVision 

Development and continued delivery GitHub, RedMine 

The first founder’s qualifications and work experience complemented the key 

activities of the company. He had known his co-founder since high school days, and 

the idea of the business came to them when they faced a life challenge for which 

there was no immediate solution. Their idea was driven by the shared economy 

model, such as Airbnb and Uber. They worked full time on their day jobs during the 

planning and development phase of the core product. The second founder had an 

extensive experience in the field of their company. He had worked with several 

organisations before starting this company. 

5.1.2 Start-up B (CS-B) 

The second start-up was an IT service provider offering IT and digital marketing for 

mid-to-large businesses. The business’s current revenue at the time of the study was 

about $1,200,000, and its net profit was about $300,000 since it outsourced most of 

the tasks. The business made around 25% profit from sales. There was only one 

founder of this firm, and I spent three days with him at the site observing activities 

and how the firm used cloud technology to create an innovative business model. As 

with Start-up A, I explored the firm’s strategy documents to obtain insight into how 
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it drives the business and maintains employees’ focus. Table 16 shows the cloud 

types and tools the firm used in running its business activities. 

Table 16. List of Cloud Tools Identified in Case Study B 

Cloud Type Cloud Tool 

CRM HubSpot 

Support system Zendesk 

Email and calendar Google Apps 

File sharing Dropbox and Google Drive 

Collaboration and communication GoToMeeting, Google Hangouts, 

LucidChart and Trello 

Analytics Google Analytics and HubSpot 

Finance and accounting Xero, Pandoc and IT Quote 

Recruitment platform Not specified 

The founder had a strong IT background because he used to provide traditional in-

house IT deployment and maintenance for mid-to-large companies. He had closed 

his previous business and decided to open this new firm that uses cloud computing in 

its infrastructure to improve his competitive advantage in the current world market. 

5.1.3 Start-up C (CS-C) 

This start-up was a real estate business. The firm purchased properties, renovated 

them and sold them for a higher price. It did not use its own money but acquired 

money from investors, and the firm’s job was more like project management. The 

business did not have a predicted or accurate revenue or profit since this varied from 

one project to the other. It had one founder, whom I interviewed, and with whom I 

then attended a meeting to consult with one of their major clients, observing what 

technologies were being used to make this a successful start-up firm. Table 17 

summarises the cloud types and tools used by this start-up real estate company. 
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Table 17. List of Cloud Tools Identified in Case Study C 

Cloud Type Cloud Tool 

CRM SugerCRM 

File sharing Dropbox and Google Drive 

Collaboration and communication Skype 

Finance and accounting MYOB and PayPal 

The founder had been in real estate and project management business for a long time 

before he started his start-up firm. He was the sole founder of the firm, and he 

recruited contracts on a project-by-project basis. 

5.1.4 Start-up D (CS-D) 

This start-up aimed at improving the education industry using cloud technology. The 

start-up was a multi-sided business, meaning that it had a marketplace comprising 

two types of clients, one on each side of the market. It used cloud infrastructure 

(IaaS/PaaS) to host its core products; therefore, the firm was a tech start-up. It had 

two founders, and I interviewed both. It did not have a venue yet since it was in the 

building phase, so it was not possible to conduct observations or spend time at its 

location. Table 18 shows the cloud tools used by the firm in Case Study D. 

Table 18. List of Cloud Tools Identified in Case Study D 

Cloud Type Cloud Tool 

Social platforms Facebook, LinkedIn, Google AdWords 

File sharing Google Docs 

Collaboration and communication Slack 

Email and calendar Google Apps 

Finance and accounting Xero 

Cloud infrastructure Not specified 

The first founder had the vision to drive the company to a better position in the 

market. The second founder shared this vision and regarded the business from a 

technology and implementation point of view. The founders knew each other well, 

and they decided to start this company to solve a long-standing problem in the 

Australian international education system.  
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5.1.5 Start-up E (CS-E) 

This was a tech start-up that provided BI tools hosted on an infrastructure cloud 

(IaaS/PaaS). The company also used cloud applications (SaaS) to run the business. 

The firm had one founder, whom I interviewed. He employed workers based on the 

size of the projects. The company had no generic cloud system to provide to their 

clients but instead selected the best ecosystem of cloud services based on each 

client’s requirements. In addition, their revenue model was not based on the cloud; 

they dealt with one-off large projects. Table 19 above shows the cloud tools used by 

the firm in Case Study E. 

Table 19. List of Cloud Tools Identified in Case Study E 

Cloud Type Cloud Tool 

Social platforms Facebook, LinkedIn 

CRM Infusionsoft 

Collaboration and communication Skype, WhatsApp, Voxer 

Email and calendar Office 365 

Finance and accounting MYOB 

Support system SurveyMonkey 

Analytics Tableau, Qlik 

The founder had a deep knowledge of IT and used to work on traditional IT 

businesses before moving into building cloud systems from scratch. Then, the 

founder realised that he could leverage exciting cloud tools to build his BI product 

for his clients.  

5.1.6 Start-up F (CS-F) 

This start-up focused on marketing and IT for start-ups and small businesses. It used 

the cloud to build innovative business models by using a set of selected cloud tools. 

Its expected revenue in the year of the study was $50,000, and its net profit was 

almost 100% since it had almost zero overhead costs, which was due to the use of 

cloud computing. There was only one founder, whom I interviewed and with whom I 
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spent three days at the firm’s location observing how the business used cloud tools 

and how it implemented cloud computing for clients. Table 20 shows the cloud tools 

used by the firm in Case Study F. 

Table 20. List of Cloud Tools Appeared in Case Study F 

Cloud Type Cloud Tool 

Social platforms Not specified 

CRM VTiger, ActiveCampign, LeadPages 

Email and calendar Google Apps 

Finance and accounting Xero 

Analytics Not Specified 

File sharing Dropbox 

Recruitment platform UpWork, Fiverr 

The founder was new to business and entrepreneurship since he had previously 

worked in the IT corporate and government arena. He had taken a leap of faith by 

applying his previous knowledge to his newly established business. He was learning 

how to use cloud computing for start-ups to apply this to his own business and to his 

clients’.  

5.2 Business Consultants 

Table 21 illustrates that a total of 11 business consultants were interviewed. Some of 

these were with the start-ups discussed in Section 5.1 above, while the others were 

separate studies. 
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Table 21. Brief Description of Participating Business Consultants 

Business Consultant Area(s) of Consultation 

BC-1 Mentoring start-ups on operations 

BC-2 Community-driven consultant 

BC-3 Life and business integration consultant for start-up founders 

and executives 

BC-4 Trainer and consultant in systemising start-ups and marketing 

strategies 

BC-5 Digital marketing expert for start-ups and small businesses 

BC-6 Leadership and business growth development for all type of 

business founders 

BC-7 Trainer and mentor for start-up founders 

BC-8 IT expert and business consultant for start-ups and small 

businesses 

BC-9 IT expert and business consultant for start-ups and small 

businesses 

BC-10 Marketing and sales expert for start-ups and SMEs 

BC-11 Business operations consultant for start-ups 

5.2.1 Business Consultant 1 (BC-1) 

BC-1 specialised in mentoring start-up firms to provide them with strategic advice on 

operations and business strategy in general. He studied business at university and 

was hired by one of the accelerator programmes to mentor start-ups and help them 

with their day-to-day activities. 

5.2.2 Business Consultant 2 (BC-2) 

BC-2 was a community-driven business consultant who worked with start-ups that 

mainly focused on social entrepreneurship. His passion lay in creating communities 

using business techniques and knowledge. He had worked with many start-ups and 

used to work as a consultant in a company that provided services and offices for 

start-ups. 

5.2.3 Business Consultant 3 (BC-3) 

BC-3 was a motivational speaker and a business mentor for all kinds of 

organisations. He worked mainly at the people level, not the organisation level. He 
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provided consultation and coaching to start-up founders and executives in large 

organisations. 

5.2.4 Business Consultant 4 (BC-4) 

BC-4 was a financial expert and used to work with one of the major banks in 

Australia. She used her long experience in and passion for working with small 

businesses to provide a comprehensive training and consultation service for start-ups. 

5.2.5 Business Consultant 5 (BC-5) 

A well-known marketing strategist among the start-ups and small businesses, BC-5 

had solid experience in mentoring start-ups and participating in entrepreneurial pitch 

events as a judge. His interaction with start-up founders occurred almost on a daily 

basis. 

5.2.6 Business Consultant 6 (BC-6) 

BC-6 was the founder and CEO of several multi-million companies and a board 

member of other companies. He provided restructuring services to corporations and 

specialised in business growth development. Recently, he had started to provide 

mentoring and coaching services gratis to start-ups and small business as part of his 

contribution to society. 

5.2.7 Business Consultant 7 (BC-7) 

BC-7 was a trainer and a mentor who devoted his life to entrepreneurship. He had 

developed a training programme to help start-ups and small businesses grow their 

business and take their business to the next level. He described his service as being a 

‘co-pilot’ to the client’s business. 
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5.2.8 Business Consultant 8 (BC-8) 

BC-8 was a business consultant with a strong IT background. He used to own a 

business consultant agency for corporates but changed his business to empower start-

ups and small business owners to grow their businesses rapidly. 

5.2.9 Business Consultant 9 (BC-9) 

A corporate executive coach, BC-9 had a passion for helping entrepreneurs to build 

start-ups based on their own passion. He worked with several founders to establish 

their start-ups. He conducted several personal development workshops at no cost as 

part of his giveaway to the community. 

5.2.10 Business Consultant 10 (BC-10) 

BC-10 was the founder and owner of one of the fastest growing training companies 

in Australia. He trained entrepreneurs and start-ups on how to build their businesses, 

especially from the personal brand point of view. 

5.2.11 Business Consultant 11 (BC-11) 

BC-11 worked with Business BC-10 in the same training company. He worked in 

operations to help start-ups with the details of implementing learning into their start-

ups, especially regarding marketing, sales, and operations activities. 

5.3 Cloud Service Providers 

This section provides a brief summary of cloud service providers used in this thesis. 

It summarises cloud providers CSP-1, CSP-2, and CSP-3 and their cloud computing 

levels.  
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Table 22. Brief Description of Participating Cloud Service Providers 

Cloud Service 

Provider 

cloud computing Level 

CSP-1 Application level (SaaS) 

CSP-2 Infrastructure (IaaS/PaaS) and application level (SaaS) 

CSP-3 Application level (SaaS) 

 

5.3.1 Cloud Service Provider 1 (CSP-1) 

CSP-1 was one of the well-known top brands in the marketing automation industry 

for mid-to-large organisations. Recently, it had begun offering services to start-ups in 

selected incubator and accelerator programmes. 

5.3.2 Cloud Service Provider B (CSP-2) 

CSP-2 was the most-used cloud service provider by the start-ups. Since the firm was 

one of the biggest US-based companies in cloud-based provisions, I interviewed a 

certified partner of this cloud service provider in Melbourne, Australia. 

5.3.3 Cloud Service Provider C (CSP-3) 

CSP-3 was a small cloud service provider that built start-ups based on the founders’ 

passion for helping small businesses succeed. The management had great insights 

into how start-ups use cloud computing to gain competitive advantage. 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter presented a detailed description of the case studies and research 

participants involved in this project. The six start-up case studies involved were 

presented along with the 11 business consultant interview participants, and the three 

cloud service provider participants. Since this study used a multiple case design as 

the main method of data collection, this chapter provided an in-depth analysis of the 

case studies used in the data collection. The characteristics of each project participant 
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were presented as well as their experiences in using cloud computing to gain 

competitive advantage. 
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Chapter 6: Findings Part 1—How Cloud Computing 

Enables Business Model Innovation  

This chapter presents Part 1 of this researches findings that demonstrate how cloud 

computing (CC) enables BMI, as shown in the CEBMI framework. The findings 

presented in this chapter draw on evidence from all three empirical studies discussed 

in Chapters 4 and 5 (the case studies of the six start-ups, and the interviews with the 

11 business consultants and the three cloud service providers) and triangulates them 

to corroborate the different sources of evidence and increase the validity of the 

insights gained. 

The first sub-research question (RQ1) addressed in this chapter is: How does cloud 

computing enable BMI among start-ups? Answering this question involves 

discovering the nature of the relationship between cloud technologies and BMI as it 

exists in current practice by identifying important characteristics that influence the 

uptake and shape of cloud computing in the BMI of start-up companies. Table 23 

provides the sources of evidence from the studies, (of start-ups, business consultants 

and cloud service providers) that are relevant to the four sets of propositions 

identified in this chapter, labelled P1.1 to P1.4. The tick (✓) in the table indicates that 

evidence was drawn from this source, an account of which is given in this chapter. 

To recap, the CEBMI framework (Figure 1) has three research questions (RQs) that 

identify the focal relationships in this thesis, and therefore the areas of resulting 

findings. This chapter focuses on answering RQ1 from the CEBMI framework. In 

total, there are four areas of findings, as shown in Figure 10, developed from the 

analysis of findings between the two interrelated domains, CC and BMI. P1.1, P1.2, 
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P1.3, and P1.4 are the identified propositions for RQ1 and presented in Sections 6.1 

to 6.4. This is then followed by the chapter’s summary in Section 6.5. 

 

Figure 10. Findings Part 1: How CC Enables BMI 
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Table 23. Supporting Evidence from the Three Studies Used to Develop Each Proposition (P1) 

# Propositions 
Case Studies (CS) Business Consultants (BC) 

Cloud 

Service 

Providers 

(CSP) 

A B C D E F 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 

P1.1 

CC enables 

agility of start-

ups’ BMI 
✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

P1.2 

CC enables 

market insights 

in start-ups’ 

BMI 

✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓ 

P1.3 

CC enables cost 

efficiency in 

start-ups’ BMI 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓  

P1.4 

CC enables 

scalability in 

start-ups’ BMI 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 
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6.1 P1.1: Cloud Computing Enables Start-ups to be Agile in the 

Development of New Business Models, Especially in Value Creation 

P1.1 reflects on the findings from the collection and analyses the three studies (case 

studies of six start-ups, and interviews of 11 business consultants and three cloud 

service providers). Cloud computing components that enable start-ups to be agile 

comprise SaaS, IaaS and PaaS. SaaS and IaaS/PaaS enable start-ups to be agile, lean 

and nimble in the creation and testing of their value proposition. Figure 11 illustrates 

how cloud computing enables enterprises’ agility in the development of new 

business models, especially in value creation. The value proposition component of 

BMI was the most analysed component, and it will be described in detail in this 

section. 

 

Figure 11. Proposition P1.1: SaaS and IaaS/PaaS Enable Start-Ups to be Agile in the Creation and 

Testing of their Value Propositions 

The findings presented in this section show that cloud computing enables agility for 
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their systems and applications (Section 6.1.2); and 3) cloud computing enables start-

ups to adapt to the market needs faster with an agile approach (Section 6.1.3). 

6.1.1 Cloud Computing Supports Faster Value Proposition Creation and 

Validation 

As described in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), the value proposition is the most 

frequently used and mentioned component when it comes to business models. The 

term ‘value creation’ is known among scholars when it comes to building start-ups 

and innovative business models. Start-ups are not like established organisations since 

they are at the stage of simply exploring and innovating regarding their business 

model and their clients’ needs (CS-A, BC-3 and BC-7). Thus, start-ups need to 

develop their products or services, obtain feedback as quickly as possible and be 

agile. According to CS-A, BC-3 and BC-7 founders, cloud computing is the enabler 

of this kind of agility. It helps start-up firms innovate by allowing them to be agile 

and lean, thereby moving faster and cost-effectively in the market. Founders of CS-

A, BC-3 and BC-7 also claimed that cloud technology helps them innovate because 

they build products based on their clients’ needs: 

It just means we can move faster, quicker and cheaper because we don’t have to 

spend our time focused on something that our customers don’t necessarily see. 

They expect the service to work, and it needs to work, but they don’t really care 

what infrastructure we are using or all of that. We just have to focus on making 

sure our product is the best for their needs. It takes away that focus for us. We just 

have to focus on the things that help grow the business. (CS-A, Founder A) 

The shorter the feedback loop from the customers, the quicker the start-ups could 

innovate and change and make their product better. Saving the team time and energy 

was seen as one of the big benefits of the cloud, allowing the start-ups to innovate: 
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I think it helps us innovate because it makes us faster. Faster to try something new, 

faster to turn it off as soon as we see it’s not working, faster to actually work out 

that it’s not working. I didn’t mention we are trying to integrate some cloud-based 

reporting platforms, and they just make it easier to understand what the metrics in 

business are. It sounds really clichéd, but the shorter we can get the feedback loop 

of: try something new, work out if it’s working, try and change it, make it better, 

and cloud technology allows us to make that quicker than what it otherwise would 

be. (CS-A, Founder B) 

BC-3 mentioned several times that ‘speed’ is what all start-ups need. What a start-up 

needs more than anything is acceleration’ (BC-3). Start-ups use cloud technology to 

accelerate their brand and reach the thousands or millions of potential clients within 

seconds by just pressing a button. In the pre-cloud era this used to take several days 

or weeks and a significant financial investment to reach just a portion of those 

people. BC-3 emphasised that ‘what technology enables you to do is to speed that 

up’. BC-7 described how being faster enables innovation: 

If they don’t do it, then I think what is going to happen is that they are going to be 

too slow to innovate and too slow to listen to what’s happening in the marketplace, 

and just too slow to get their ideas out. So, speed is one of the biggest parts. (BC-

7) 

Cloud technology offers ready-made cloud tools for start-ups to use and integrate in 

their business models, which allows them to start their business faster. Some cloud 

platforms, such as the one provided by CSP-1, provide an all-in-one easy-to-use 

system that solves one of the biggest problems for start-ups, which is the complexity 

of establishing technology. They provide a simple all-in-one system for businesses to 

start quickly. BC-3 founder described the relationship between cloud technology and 

the value proposition as being analogous to that between a car and petrol, whereby 

cloud technology is just a car, and it will not run without a value proposition. 
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6.1.2 Cloud Computing Fosters Continuous Development for Tech Start-ups 

One of the key considerations when it comes to developing a new system for tech 

start-ups is the structure of the hosted infrastructure for their core system. Tech start-

ups start developing systems with a hypothesis concerning what the market needs; 

therefore, it is critical that they adopt one of the well-known agile development 

methodologies called ‘continuous development’ to continually improve their 

development system based on feedback from the users. 

CS-A and BC-3 believed that cloud computing has several other advantages. First, 

cloud technology enables updating of the core system efficiently with few features, 

whereas, other users of cloud services must update the whole core system with 

hundreds of new functionalities at the one time. Second, cloud technology brings 

business agility through innovation and further strengthens communication in the 

organisation. Third, client feedback is a necessary element that provides the 

foundation for the improvement of the processes. Therefore, if start-ups can create a 

strong business strategy based on their agility, this will allow them to work according 

to the real-time global market. Organisations need to explore potential opportunities 

for expansion in the new markets. The skilful use of cloud computing technology, 

including SaaS and consumer technology, allows one to save time and grow the 

business without incurring too many expenses. 

During the observations of CS-A, a tech start-up, it was evident that development of 

the firm’s core system is one of its key activities. It issues a new release of its core 

system every fortnight and goes through the deployment process automatically. In 

contrast, non-cloud-based tech businesses deploy those releases of their core systems 

every six months with hundreds of new features released at once: 
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So now it’s so easy to deploy, you can do a small release every few weeks. You 

don’t have to wait and make a big bang every six month, you know, a hundred-

feature release. So that, again, helps you innovate quicker and faster and cheaper. 

(CS-A, Founder A) 

BC-3 claimed that one way for start-ups to innovate in their business using cloud 

tools is data gathering and continuous development of their core product and unique 

value proposition. The quicker the feedback loop from their clients, the quicker the 

innovation can happen in the firm. Also, he added that by using cloud tools the start-

up firm ‘ends up being built by your clients, for your clients’. 

6.1.3 Cloud Computing Enables the Adaptation of Market Needs Using Agile 

Approach 

During the establishment of start-ups, the targeted market reveals its needs, which 

results in pivoting the business model for start-ups to adapt to this newly discovered 

need in the market. In this sub-section, an analysis of how start-ups adapt to market 

needs using the agile approach contributes towards the discussion of proposition 

P1.1. 

It is important to note that all the analysed firms in this study demonstrated agility 

since they had one or several elements for achieving agility in their business models. 

Several organisations and business consultants (BC-2, 3 and 7) explained that 

collaboration and communication with the customers are the key aspects of 

achieving business agility. 

BC-3, 6 and 7 played a more important role in achieving the innovation and helped 

in infrastructure development. Further, BC-6 said he views cloud technology as a 

tool for business process automation, which results in collecting more accurate and 
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measurable data. This results in more efficient and agile start-ups that can adapt to 

the rapid changes in the market: 

When you don’t have that technology, it’s a physical experience that you need to 

attempt to change. … So, what’s really interesting for me is the businesses that do 

that are able to make more changes in a year, so they are able to be even more 

innovative. So, because they are more innovative, they can adapt. (BC-6) 

6.2 P1.2: Cloud Computing Provides Modest Insights to Start-ups to 

Innovate their Business Models 

This section presents Proposition P1.2, a proposition formulated from the findings 

collected from the three studies (case studies of six start-ups, and interviews of 11 

business consultants and three cloud service providers). As shown in Figure 12, this 

section discusses how cloud computing provides modest insights to start-ups to 

innovate their business models. Using cloud tools can enable start-ups to gain 

insights into their targeted market and make better decisions to improve their value 

proposition. As a result, the cloud allows innovation in the business model in both 

components (value proposition and market) as will be explained in detail in this 

section. 

 

Figure 12. P1.2 Proposition: Start-ups that Use Cloud Tools (SaaS) have the Ability to Obtain Data 

from their Targeted Market(s), Understand their Market Better and Identify their Niche 
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Table 23 summarises the evidence supporting these findings from the three studies. 

Several start-ups (CS-A, B, C and F), business consultants (BC-3, 4, 6 and 10) and 

cloud service providers (CSP-1 and 3) provided strong evidence supporting these 

findings. The presented findings in this section show that cloud computing enables 

market insights for start-ups to innovate in their business model from three different 

perspectives: 1) cloud computing enables start-ups to track their performance and 

metrics via key performance indicator (KPI)–driven cloud-based CRM 

(Section 6.2.1); 2) cloud computing enables start-ups to understand their targeted 

market and identify their niche (Section 6.2.2); and 3) using cloud tools enables start-

ups to leverage the big data of the cloud to make better decisions (Section 6.2.3(. 

6.2.1 Cloud Computing Facilitates Tracking of Business Metrics and Key 

Performance Indicators 

Based on analyses of CS-A and CS-B, it is clear that start-ups understood the 

importance of using cloud-based technology to achieve the desired level of market 

competition. The organisations implemented different systems such as CRM or 

integrated systems according to the needs of the client and market. The most 

common system used by the start-ups was the CRM cloud-based tool (founder of 

CS-B). This cloud tool offers several functionalities suitable for start-ups in addition 

to the common CRM functionalities, such as sales pipeline management and contact 

list management. 

Moreover, this central core system gave the start-up companies the ability to collect 

KPI-based data and produce reports about their targeted market (founder of CS-B 

and founder B of CS-A). Also, they used a cloud-based customer support system to 

serve their clients with measurable KPIs. Different organisations provided their 

customised analytics tools for market study. The several tools ranged from low 
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functionality to high functionality with advanced analytics. Cloud computing 

analytics tools helped the organisations to be focused and identify their specialisation 

promptly with a broad understanding of the market: 

[Cloud technology] just makes it easier to understand what the metrics in business 

are. (CS-A, Founder B) 

Start-ups often used third-party cloud-based tools provided by different 

organisations. Regarding this, the business consultants offered a wide range of 

specialist training on the cloud-based tools to the client organisation’s staff. The 

founder of CS-B used cloud-based tools to track the management of services. He 

described the process as follows: 

A lot of the core system I suppose is HubSpot because that is the one that is the 

big piece of the puzzle. But when it comes to actual cloud technology, for support 

now, we are using Zendesk, purely because it has got KPIs built into it and 

everything is trackable, simple and easy to use; it has got a mobile app as well. 

(CS-B) 

6.2.2 Cloud Computing Allows Understanding of the Targeted Market and 

Identifies a Niche 

The market is one of the components of BMI. Start-ups seek to understand their 

target market and attempt to identify a niche within this market to avoid competition, 

especially in the early stages of establishing their start-up. In this sub-section, an 

analysis is presented of how start-ups use cloud computing to understand their 

targeted market and identify their niche. This contributes towards Proposition P1.2. 

Every start-up must go through the phase of market analysis and identification of 

their niche to sell their products or services (founder B at CS-A and the founder of 

CS-C). Many strategies were used by the organisations to define their business 
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purposes. The start-ups need to be focused on a specific niche rather than the broad 

market (BC-10). The speciality of the organisation will make its proposition unique 

and therefore different from those of other business providers. A well-defined target 

market is important for the organisation to make revenue by focussing on what 

brings the biggest return on investment from marketing (WorkFlowMax was an 

example given by CSP-1). Regarding market and marketing, cloud technologies 

helped CS-A achieve accurate analytics for the targeted market: 

[Cloud technology] helps us to understand the value of the traffic that is coming, 

and which segments are most valuable and which markets, and how they operate 

on the website. (CS-A, Founder B) 

CS-B used cloud tools to market its business on social media to allow smooth 

running of the business. Cloud tools allowed the start-up in CS-C to collect 

information about the targeted market, which resulted in closing more sales because 

the firm learned more about the clients before they engaged in a sales conversion. 

Most of the start-up organisations studied during the data collection were using both 

CRM systems (CS-A, B, E and F) and analytics tools (CS-A, B, C, D, E and F) to 

gain market insights and promote their products to the focused markets. The need for 

cloud-based tools differed with the organisation type. Online e-commerce websites 

now provide built-in analytics and customer management systems to gain insights 

about customers and the interests of clients. 

BC-10 explained the power of cloud technology for advertising and targeting a niche 

market. Cloud tools allowed the start-up to segment their market and obtain more 

insights into and information about their targeted market: 

Well, Facebook is the most powerful advertising platform on the planet now, and 

second is Google. Between the top two most powerful advertising platforms, I can 
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segment my market to 26-year-old people in Melbourne that work in finance and 

have an interest in entrepreneurship and also went to the most recent event … and 

are single. And I market to those 190 people; there’s never before in history been 

the opportunity to be able to connect to such niche markets and build relationships 

with such niched communities with such highly specialised needs. From a 

marketing perspective, with Google and Google AdWords, to be able to see what 

people are actually searching for, this is incredible. … So, I think just those two 

things, it’s incredibly powerful for me, for my marketing, for my customer 

research, for the community building, from a social media community building 

perspective, it’s phenomenal. (BC-10) 

Cloud computing helped the start-ups analyse the large market data and provide an 

overview of the target market. The powerful analytics and CRM systems of cloud 

computing enabled the organisations to view the sales and revenue in real time and 

track customers from global locations. Another aspect of cloud-based tools is that 

more than one tool can be used at the same time according to the needed 

functionality. The organisations could use one tool for market insights via cloud-

based analytics tools (Column 2 in Table 24), while other cloud-based tools provided 

support via a cloud-based CRM tools Column 1 in Table 24) to the customers. An 

analysis of the organisations using multiple or single cloud-based tools for market 

understanding and niche identification is shown in Table 24. 

Table 24. Use of Single or Multiple Cloud Tools by the Six Start-ups to Understand the Target Market 

Case 

No. 

Start-up CRM Cloud Tools 

(1) 

Analytics Cloud Tools 

(2) 
1 CS-A Y Y 
2 CS-B Y Y 
3 CS-C X Y 
4 CS-D X X 
5 CS-E Y Y 
6 CS-F Y Y 

Y condition achieved; X condition not achieved 

The use of different tools helped the organisations discover the cause of any problem 

and improve the system accordingly with customer feedback. The business 
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consultants’ community also used cloud-based tools to provide training to people at 

various locations worldwide along with live implementation of cloud tools through 

remote assistance. CSP-3 stated that cloud technology helps start-ups understand 

their targeted market using cloud-based analytics tools. 

There’s lot of SurveyMonkey type of things. And there’s obviously, as you have 

mentioned, Google Analytics and those types of solutions. Yes, there is definitely 

something for data, for understanding more about the targeted market. (CSP-3) 

6.2.3 Cloud Computing Expedites Big Data-Driven Decision-Making 

A large amount of data (known as big data) already lives in the cloud, for example, 

the public tweets from Twitter. Moreover, large organisations already have multi-

million-dollar systems in place to capture and analyse those data to make better 

decisions, especially where the market is concerned, which start-ups cannot afford. 

In this sub-section, an analysis is provided of how start-ups used the subscription 

model of cloud computing to capture and analyse big data with no set-up fee. They 

paid only for the processing power they consumed, leveraging the pay-as-you-go 

subscription model of the cloud. As BC-3, BC-4 claimed that one of the uses of 

cloud technology is the way it helps start-ups identify and better understand their 

ideal targeted market using the cloud-based analytical tools (SaaS). 

The start-ups were using social media widely to market their businesses—a process 

that is already backed by cloud technology. Social media platforms such as Facebook 

provide insights and response rates of each user visiting the website, clicking the 

product, visiting the website or sending product detail messages (CS-F and CSP-1). 

Through social media systems, start-ups find it easy to analyse the market of a 

certain product and market it within the targeted audience. Cloud technology helps 

start-ups in their operations and collects comprehensive information and intelligence 
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about the market and clients, compiling reports about any clients from the cloud-

based system with the click of a button. 

Cloud technology allows start-ups to track and measure their marketing strategy and 

collect more accurate data. Further, accessing information via cloud tools is another 

important usage of cloud technology. It allows start-ups to know their clients and 

market better than before by simply searching. BC-4 founder listed certain cloud 

tools and platforms that may help start-ups identify their market and marketing 

channels. In addition, she described competitive advantage as the ability for start-ups 

to be different and create a unique value proposition in the targeted market. 

The usefulness of automation in the operations component after receiving big data 

and intelligence about the targeted market is that it can free up start-ups’ time to 

focus on serving their clients and other important tasks. This may result in 

competitive advantage against other businesses that do not use automation (CSP-1 

and BC-3). Process automation in the operation component is a fourth method to 

gain competitive advantage. Further, accessing information via cloud tools is another 

important usage of cloud technology. Data and information are key to gaining a 

compelling competitive advantage for start-ups. Cloud technology helped the start-up 

in CS-F to gain more insights and data regarding the targeted market and adjust its 

marketing accordingly: 

I can analyse the response rate and see how much my cost per lead was, for each 

campaign, and it’s kind of easy to know this information without complicated 

analysis and desktop applications to do that. (CS-F) 

Business consultants BC-1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8, and CSP-1 agreed that cloud 

technology helps businesses and their clients increase efficiency when interacting 

with the business processes, especially marketing. BC-6 emphasised the importance 
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of the data and information since it is key to gaining a compelling competitive 

advantage for start-ups: 

What I have noticed with businesses and marketing is whatever makes it easier for 

the client so that they are educated in the decision they are making, or they think 

they are educated because the process flow is simple, is so important for 

marketing [with cloud technology]. (BC-6) 

CSP-1 argued that one of the big benefits of using cloud tools, such as its cloud 

service, for start-ups is the quick decisions start-ups can make by accessing the 

collected data using cloud tools. Moreover, they added how data collection helps 

start-ups build better and more optimised sales and marketing processes, which result 

in closing more sales: 

The data that you can start acquiring and learning from, and being able to make 

decisions within the business, quicker than what you would have been able to do 

traditionally and instead of spending time on reporting and analytics, you can save 

a lot of that live, which makes decision-making much quicker. (CSP-1) 

The global market is huge and rapidly changing, with vast amounts of data to be 

analysed within milliseconds. It is extremely cumbersome to analyse a large amount 

of data by employees sitting in one place; it also takes much time. Larger systems 

such as the stock market and banks engage in millions of transactions over the 

internet in seconds. CSP-1 gave an example of how the data collected from the target 

market increases the sales of a company: 

WorkFlowMax which is a HubSpot client. They spent six months on the buyer’s 

journey and then identifying the persona obviously and their sales guy now only 

speaks to people that are 50% chance of closing. Anyone above that and higher 

above, they don’t speak to because it’s a waste of time. They are going to close, at 

80–90% anyway. The sales guys now are pushing the ones that are unsure, which 

is quite different. Normally, it would be ‘I got a lead, I’m going to call him’. 

(CSP-1) 
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Cloud computing enables start-ups to make more informed decisions in less time. 

The start-ups need to perfect their analysis and extract the most business value from 

the available data. The founders of the start-up also need to understand the 

importance of data-driven decision-making as the foundation of growth and 

establishing a competitive advantage. The founder of CS-A stressed the importance 

of cloud-based reporting and business intelligence systems as follows: 

[Cloud technology] just makes it easier to understand what the metrics in business 

are. It further helps us to understand the value of the traffic that is coming, and 

which segments are most valuable and which markets, and how they operate on 

the website (CS-A, Founder B) 

6.3 P1.3: The Cost Efficiency Feature of Cloud Computing Enables 

Start-ups to Innovate in the Financial Aspects Component of the 

Business Model 

This section presents Proposition P1.3 derived from the collected and analysed 

evidence of the three studies. This proposition is derived from the findings that aim 

to address the first sub-research question,  RQ1. As shown in Figure 13, cloud 

computing enables a business model to be cost efficient because of using the 

subscription model. In other words, using the subscription model of cloud computing 

(pay-as-you-go) enables start-ups to utilise their capital. The pay-as-you-go system 

has a significant impact on the cost efficiency of start-ups’ BMI, especially in the 

market, financial aspects and operations components. Cost efficiency means high 

returns on investment using cloud services on both SaaS and IaaS/PaaS levels, as 

will be explained in detail in this section. 
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Figure 13. Proposition P1.3: Using the Subscription Model of CC (pay-as-you-go) Enables Start-ups 

to Utilise their Capital 

As demonstrated in Table 23, all the case studies, most business consultants (except 

BC-9) and CSP-2 gave compelling evidence supporting the development of this 

proposition. The presented findings in this section show that cloud computing 

enables cost efficiency for start-ups to innovate in their business model from four 

different perspectives. Firstly, cloud computing enables start-ups to save significant 

time and money (Section 6.3.1). Second, cloud computing enables start-ups to lower 

their infrastructure cost by leveraging free open source systems that the cloud 

providers provide (Section 6.3.2). Third, using cloud tools enables start-ups to be 

location free and operate from the cloud, which allows them to cut the costs of 

offices and employees (Section 6.3.3). Finally, cloud computing enables start-ups to 

leverage scalability and the pay-as-you-go subscription model of cloud infrastructure 

to save significant capital investments in IT infrastructure (Section 6.3.4). 

6.3.1 Cloud Computing Enables Start-ups to Save Both Time and Money 

This study shows that there is a strong relation between saving money and saving 

time in start-ups. Cloud computing allows start-ups to take advantage of quick-to-use 

and low-cost cloud-based tools without the extra staff and overhead costs. One of the 

biggest advantages of using cloud computing and adapting the pay-as-you-go 
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subscription model is the utilisation of resources (BC-8), which results in savings of 

time and money: 

The second thing is about resource utilisation. As a start-up, I have got zero time, I 

have got no time because I am covering so many different aspects of the business 

and there is only me and two other people in the business. So, in the case where 

you have got less cash and not much time, cloud computing makes a real 

advantage because the money we are paying for in time and cash what I use. (BC-

8) 

In the case where start-up founders have little cash and time, cloud computing 

provides a real advantage. It minimises distractions and the impact on resources of 

time and money (CS-A and BC-5 and 8) by turning what are often fixed costs into 

variable costs. Founder B in CS-A elaborated several times on the importance of 

time and costs for any start-up, and how cloud technologies help start-ups save time 

to reduce costs: 

Cost is really important in the start-up, so anything that can be integrated without 

any code. And, faster is better, or minimal code, and anything that can be done and 

has its own analytics and also it can be measured, is very important, as well. 

That’s what I look for assessing a cloud-based tool (CS-A, Founder B) 

Savings in time and money using cloud technology was a significant advantage for 

CS-A compared with non-cloud technology. This allowed CS-A founders to 

bootstrap the project, which means they pay for the project without bringing 

investors on board: 

Pre-cloud, it would have been significantly harder. The capital required would 

have been much higher, and again, you would have had to spend more time 

getting investment. You probably would have to get investment, and actually this 

is something I’m happy to share; our business has been bootstrapped to this point, 

and probably could only be bootstrapped because the costs aren’t that high. (CS-

A, Founder A) 
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Another time-saving perspective is the simplicity of adopting cloud tools such as 

cloud-based accounting and payment systems. Start-ups now can use a low-cost 

cloud-based payment gateway, billing, invoicing and accounting systems to enable 

their innovative revenue model (BC-5). Further, the benefit of systems being cloud 

based is that any authorised person in start-ups can use them anywhere, even from 

their phones on the go. BC-2 argued that use of cloud-based payment and billing 

systems introduces many innovative business models for start-ups. Cloud computing 

allows start-ups to use simple and low-cost cloud-based accounting and financial 

systems without the need for extra staff and overhead costs. Additionally, BC-5 

mentioned the cost reduction that happens in marketing, the revenue model and 

operations, which are three components of a business model. 

And some [businesses] were expensive and cumbersome and slow. … When we 

talk about operations here, we are talking about paying staff salaries or shipping 

the flowers from the florist to somebody’s house. Everything can now be done 

with so much more clarity and so much certainty and so much cheaper. (BC-5) 

6.3.2 Cloud Computing Enables Cost Efficiency Based on Open Source 

Software 

Cost efficiency enabled by cloud computing is also enabled by the open source 

technology on which cloud computing is based. In this sub-section, an analysis of 

how cloud service providers, especially at the infrastructure level, leverage open 

source technology to lower the cost of their offering to start-ups. Tech start-ups (CS-

A, B and E) and some non-tech start-ups (CS-C and D) used the cloud infrastructure 

(IaaS/PaaS) to provide their servers on the cloud. Almost all cloud service providers 

(CSP-A, B and C) used open source software to cut the cost of licensing and 

significantly lower their overall costs: 
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Just to keep our costs down for a start-up, a lot of these cost very little or nothing 

at all, some of these are for free or open source. (CS-C) 

Founder A in CS-D added that the approach of providing open source systems allows 

the firm to have an enterprise-grade infrastructure for a significantly low-cost 

because of the combination of the pay-as-you-go subscription model of the cloud 

with the usage of free open source software: 

Whilst we have been raising our money, I haven’t had to spend money on software 

because we have just been using cloud-based software or open source software 

that’s free. Rather than costing a couple of million bucks, and you just pay a 

couple of hundred grand to build an enterprise-grade system but using open source 

technologies. (CS-D, Founder A) 

6.3.3 Cloud Computing Allows Start-ups to be Location Free 

Start-ups no longer need to be locked to a specific location or an office. Using cloud-

based tools such as email, calendar and file sharing significantly reduces costs that 

are related to the physical office and physical servers (CS-D and F). Founder B 

explained this: 

We will be using Google Apps and Gmail because everything is in the cloud. … 

Google is probably the only thing that we pay for (CS-F, Founder B) 

It helps me to save a lot of costs, operation costs, you don’t have to have a specific 

office space. … So, saving a lot of costs and transportation, having a lot of costs in 

terms of fixed asset costs. (CS-F) 

CS-D used a cloud-based communication tool for internal communications instead of 

emails. Founder B in CS-D stated that those collaboration tools allow staff to work 

from anywhere at any time: 

Google Drive because we can collaborate. So, I use it everywhere. So, it means 

that on every device, I have got my Google Drive and I can access anything from 

anywhere, and you know if someone is important to me, if it’s on the first page of 
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my iPhone and you see, there’s Google Drive. […]. So, for me, Software as a 

Service, if we didn’t have that, there’s no way that we could do what we are about 

to do, and it costs us nothing or very little. (CS-D, Founder B) 

Because of its essential ‘cloud’ nature, one of the features of cloud technology is the 

ability it gives to its users—the founders in our case—to connect with anyone around 

the world (CS-F, BC-11, CSP-2 and 3). Moreover, it features portability and 

flexibility to users of the cloud. The founder of CS-F described this as the ability for 

team members to access the system from anywhere, regardless of their physical 

location. That accessibility led to better collaboration between the team members: 

It’s highly recommended to go with cloud-based applications to help them in 

terms of portability. … The biggest advantages, from my point of view, the 

portability, the reach where the cloud system is higher, it can reach—I mean 

accessibility. … accessibility leads to higher collaboration and people working in 

the same project or within the same start-up, they can share their project files, their 

documents, and their accounts, everything in an easy and nice way with the cloud. 

(CS-F) 

Start-ups use cloud technologies heavily in customer service. A cloud-based 

customer service system facilitates high availability and performance to serve clients 

quicker and more consistently. BC-11 argued that one of the major benefits of using 

cloud technology is its ability to connect the geographically distributed team around 

the world to work on centralised cloud tools: 

Well, for me the major benefits, one that they can do it from anywhere in the 

world. … Because of technology and cloud technology, people can be working 

anywhere, anytime, at any place in the world. … So, it means that we can now run 

a global small business—and the glue that binds that together, binds all those 

different geographies together is cloud technology. Without that, we couldn’t 

possibly do that. (BC-11) 
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Two cloud service providers (CSP-2 and 3) emphasised the freedom that the cloud 

gives to start-up founders to work from anywhere. CSP-2 mentioned that one of the 

biggest problems with start-ups is collaboration, which is exactly what this cloud 

service provider was solving. In addition, CSP-3 argued that cloud technology 

increases the accessibility of the systems by any team member around the world at 

any time: 

Most small businesses have challenges around collaboration with their teams, 

around staff members getting work done, maybe from home. (CSP-2) 

 Cloud technology is that it makes things very accessible, by definition, it’s in the 

cloud. (CSP-3) 

6.3.4 Cloud Computing Enables Low-cost Information Technology 

Infrastructure for Tech Start-ups 

One of the biggest upfront costs when it comes to developing a system is the cost of 

establishing and maintaining the IT infrastructure. This sub-section presents an 

analysis of how cloud-based IT infrastructure helped tech start-ups increase their cost 

efficiency. Regardless of the number of users a start-up company has, cloud 

infrastructure helps provide a stable and scalable infrastructure. Founder B in CS-D 

described why the firm used cloud infrastructure (IaaS/PaaS) to reduce costs 

significantly, including the scaling of large overhead costs: 

Well, I think that software as a service model in itself helps us because it’s 

scalable for us. You know, we only need subscribe to the number of services that 

we need for our people. So, Google—Gmail, for example—if we want the proper 

Gmail, that’s back up and we our SLA and all that in place, we have to pay $5 per 

user per month. And so, therefore, that’s good for us because I have massive scale 

and they want us to use all their—get stuck in all the Google stuff, that’s cheap—

and so therefore, we are happy with that. So, we will be using stuff like that. (CS-

D, Founder B) 
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Cloud infrastructure reduces the number of skilled people a start-up firm must hire as 

full-time employees, consultants or contractors to build and maintain the 

infrastructure (CS-B). These are costs the firm can ill afford, especially when at the 

stage of testing a product in the market. The businesses need constant updating when 

they are scaled to have more users of the system. Facebook and Twitter—especially 

Twitter—experienced significant periods of downtime when they initially launched 

(CS-A). Another principal factor that supports cloud technology is that procuring 

hardware, having it installed and sourcing the specialist skills involved is difficult 

(CS-A and D). The selection of low-cost cloud technology does not degrade the 

quality of the infrastructure; rather, low-cost cloud tools provide enterprise-grade 

infrastructure (CS-D and CSP-2): 

I will get more technical here, cloud infrastructure. Cloud infrastructure allows 

start-ups to take ideas to the market with a much lower cost of delivering, for the 

start-up. And what that means is that, traditionally, like if you go back 10 years 

ago, if you want to start a business and bring a technology product to the market, 

you might have to invest hundreds of thousands of dollars on infrastructure and 

then set-up costs and roll out plans and you would have to build it. With cloud 

infrastructure, it’s obvious that you can spin up with something like Amazon web 

services or Google Computer. (CSP-2) 

Cloud infrastructure allows start-ups to take ideas to the market with much lower 

delivery costs. The founder of CS-B described how using cloud infrastructure 

(IaaS/PaaS) in addition to cloud-based software (SaaS) lowered the cost of running 

their business significantly: 

Like, without the cloud, I wouldn’t have a business. So, the technology of 

HubSpot in a nutshell, I have got 1200 staff, and I think 450 of them are 

developers, and then I have got an infrastructure, which obviously is on Amazon’s 

platform. I couldn’t do it without a cloud, and it costs millions of dollars to start 

my business without HubSpot, like multi-millions. (CS-B) 
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Cloud computing allows start-ups to kick-start their businesses at a low-cost (CS-F). 

Specifically, there is no need to build an in-house physical infrastructure, which has 

a high set-up cost. The founder of CS-F said he believes that cloud computing gave 

the firm a competitive advantage because it saved them money in their operations, 

especially since they do not need a physical space in which to operate: 

At much less cost. With traditional models, they should at least have a small 

network, some servers, some infrastructure that would cost them a fortune and 

small businesses cannot afford that. (CS-F) 

6.4 P1.4: The Scalability Feature of Cloud Computing Enables 

Start-ups to Innovate in the Operations Component of the Business 

Model 

As with the other findings, the findings regarding P1.4 were collected and analysed 

from the three, as presented in this section. P1.4 can be described as “leveraging 

SaaS enables start-ups to scale beyond their limited capacity,” and it is presented in 

Figure 14. One of the biggest impacts of using cloud computing on start-ups’ BMI is 

enabling start-ups to scale beyond their current limited capacity. The SaaS aspect of 

cloud computing enables start-ups’ BMI, especially in the market, financial aspects, 

and operations components, as will be explained in detail in this section. 
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Figure 14. P1.4 Proposition: Leveraging SaaS Enables Start-ups to Scale Beyond their Limited 

Capacity 

Table 23 above provides a summary of the evidence supporting proposition P1.4 

from the three studies. Evidence from all case studies (CS-A to F), and interviews 

with the business consultants (BC-1 to 11) and most of the cloud service providers 

(CSP-2 and CSP-3) contributed to the development of this proposition. The 

presented findings in this section reveal that cloud computing enables start-ups to 

scale beyond their limited capacity from five different perspectives. First, cloud 

computing enables start-ups’ BMI to scale geographically (Section 6.4.1). Second, 

cloud computing enables start-ups’ BMI to scale the number of customers they are 

serving (Section 6.4.2). Third, cloud computing enables start-ups’ BMI to scale their 

operation by automating their processes (Section 6.4.3). Fourth, cloud computing 

enables start-ups’ BMI to scale their IT infrastructure (Section 6.4.4). Finally, cloud 

computing enables start-ups’ BMI to scale their internal operations and 

communications to complete more tasks in less time and more accurately (Section 

6.4.5). 

6.4.1 Cloud Computing Facilitates Geographical Scalability 

Scalability beyond the local city is one of the challenges facing start-ups that made 

easy cloud computing internet conductivity attractive. In this sub-section, an analysis 

is presented of how start-ups leverage cloud computing to scale their offerings 

beyond their local area to cover international prospects. CS-A’s strategic plan was to 

scale its business over all the states in Australia. Both founders believed that their 

services could be scaled easily by using a selected set of cloud tools. This ability to 

scale was almost impossible pre-cloud (Founder A in CS-A), except with a huge 

budget: 
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We know that we can take this proposition globally. … It makes it again easier 

and quicker and faster for us to move overseas. Again, pre-cloud, you would have 

thought for a business in Australia to launch overseas, they’d have to have 

significant capital and they would probably have had to run here for like 6–8 

years, whereas now we are at like a 9–10-month-old business and we can already 

think about going overseas. (CS-A, Founder A) 

An critical argument raised by BC-10 was that the faster that start-ups can easily 

transition from the local market to the global market, the faster they can start 

accepting payment from anywhere around the world. This supports innovation for 

the start-up firms. Start-ups can create payment gateways that allow payments from 

anywhere in the world, facilitating a shift from a local market to a global market 

instantly. Cloud tools have expanded a business’s ability to reach a far bigger 

market, and also, therefore, to bring innovation to their client acquisition model in a 

way that will ultimately generate more revenue: 

Simply the fact with tools like PayPal, tools like Infusionsoft, you can create 

payment gateways which allow you to take money from anywhere in the world, it 

allows you from having a local market to a global market instantly. And so, from 

an innovation perspective, it allows an individual who otherwise would have been 

able to sell to a local community to be able to sell globally. I think that’s pretty 

powerful. (BC-10) 

6.4.2 Cloud Computing Assists in Customer Serving Scalability 

Start-ups begin with a limited amount of human resources. Thus, there is also a 

limited number of customers a start-up can serve. In this sub-section, an analysis is 

provided of how cloud computing helps start-ups significantly scale the number of 

customers they can serve. Several cloud-based tools enable start-ups to serve a much 

wider number of customers and clients, such as by using cloud-based customer 

service software (CS-A) and cloud-based accounting and payment systems (CS-A). 

Additionally, those cloud tools allow start-ups to scale quicker: 
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I think Zendesk cloud-based customer service is an amazing enabler because 

literally we were able to scale much quicker. … You know, so our payment 

system, we’ve reached a point where I would be sending the invoice manually, 

waiting for someone to pay, then sending the money when someone has paid. (CS-

A, Founder B) 

Because of the adoption of cloud tools, CS-A was able to service many customers 

with only five team employees. Founder A of CS-A claimed that the firm’s cloud-

hosted system takes care of most of the processes for marketing, sales, collecting 

payment and customer support. Its clients contacted them using a cloud-based 

software that automatically assigns a client to a specific employee: 

It is very much self-service. As a business, everything is pretty much automated. 

All the buyer and the seller must do … at the moment we only have five people, 

but we are servicing over 4,000 spaces. [our competitors] to manage their 4,000 

spaces, would have to have 30–40 people. (CS-A, Founder A) 

Cloud computing allowed everyone in BC-1’s firm, including consultants, metros 

and incubated start-ups, to be on the same page, keeping everyone up-to-date with 

the latest information and tasks. Cloud tools significantly increased the efficiency of 

the firm’s communication to be more convenient for everyone involved in the 

operations. Also, BC-4 claimed that one of the benefits of using cloud technology for 

start-ups is the increase in business efficiency and the time saving as a result of 

cloud-based scalability and enhancement of business processes. Another benefit is 

the scalability of the business: using cloud technology start-ups can scale their 

product or service to a large number of clients and that ability to scale can be 

considered a competitive advantage. BC-1 described using cloud technology in the 

start-up’s operations: ‘It’s more efficient, it’s more scalable, it’s more effective’—

because of the ability for start-ups to streamline and automate their processes. 
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Several consultants emphasised that it is critical for start-ups to use cloud tools to 

serve a significantly larger segment of their targeted market (BC-1, 2, 5, 9, 10 and 

11). Using cloud technology, start-ups can scale their product or service to a large 

number of clients, and that ability to scale can be considered a competitive 

advantage. Cloud technology provides the capability to scale infrastructure to serve 

many people and start-ups, who pay just for the number of resources they use—the 

so-called pay-as-you-go or utility model. BC-5 described this process: 

If you have a thousand in the pipeline and if you needed 10 customers a month, it 

will be even better if you can have 10,000 people in the pipeline, but back to the 

topic of cloud, you can’t do that, you can’t have that sort of scale unless you 

automate everything. … If you are able to scale, you can do deals with 

organisations that are much, much bigger than yours, and the deal is not going to 

fall over, the deal is not going to break down because you can deliver on your 

promises. (BC-5) 

Cloud technology helps non-tech start-ups gain extra revenue in addition to using the 

current traditional revenue model; then, later, they can rely solely on the cloud-based 

revenue model. The change from the traditional revenue model to the cloud revenue 

model allows non-tech start-ups to scale. Instead of running a physical web event, 

non-tech start-ups can organise webinars, and record and sell everything digitally. 

This provides an extra revenue stream. Cloud computing is so fast that start-ups can 

move easily from the local market to the global market and accept payment from 

anywhere around the world. This facilitates innovation for the start-up firms: 

Instead of running a physical web event, they can do webinars and then they can 

record everything, and they can sell everything digitally. So, it just gives them an 

extra revenue stream, and as they get more advanced, then that becomes the online 

cloud prospects, becomes their main revenue stream because it is scalable. So, I 

guess they can innovate regarding the medium that also allows them to scale, so 

it’s the summary of it. (BC-9) 
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The ability to scale and reach a bigger market is one of the benefits of using cloud 

technology. BC-11 described in detail how cloud tools could help start-ups educate a 

large market to prime the market to purchase the core product or service of the start-

up: 

And I suppose it’s that software that enables the dissemination of one’s thought 

leadership, in a way where now there is a far bigger pool of clients available, there 

is a far bigger pool of people, they can then talk to and connect with. And that can 

happen one-to-many and not just one-to-one, and ultimately, again, it’s not 

restricted by geography. … These tools have really expanded a business’ ability to 

be able to reach a far bigger market and therefore, also innovate their client 

acquisition model in a way where they ultimately are going to generate more 

revenue. (BC-11) 

Cloud computing helped the business consultants reach the bigger market and 

capture more clients (CS-C, D, E, BC-2, 3 and 10), and it provided the ability to deal 

with more than one client at a time. For example, BC-2, BC-3, and BC-10 stated that 

with cloud technology start-ups could create a completely cloud-based, highly 

scalable business that serves clients worldwide. 

The start-up founder of CS-C mentioned that the most important cloud tool is the 

marketing and sales systems, which compose CRM. This CRM tool aids 

communication between the firm and its clients and between the internal team 

members. As a result, it also supported by the collected strategy documents. 

Additionally, CS-E used cloud-based CRM and email marketing tools to 

communicate with the targeted market. It also used a cloud-based social media 

platform to reach the targeted market, which it called the ‘tribe’: 

I suppose from CRM systems to email marketing. It’s just easy ... I suppose what 

you are looking at from a marketing point of view of a start-up, is it purely to be 

broadcasting your messages? Is it capturing leads? Is it building a database 
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eventually? That you can communicate to, building your tripe. I suppose you can 

do that through existing platforms like Facebook, LinkedIn, and other ones. (CS-

E) 

When BC-3 was asked why start-ups use cloud computing, he immediately said, ‘it’s 

to connect us with more people faster’. From this simple, straightforward answer, we 

can see that there are two main benefits of using cloud computing for start-ups: 

connection and operating faster regarding prospects and customers. The connection 

benefit results in collaboration with the team and their clients, while the speed 

benefit enables innovation that allows start-ups to move faster and evaluate their 

products and value propositions quicker than ever before. Later, BC-3 emphasised 

this by saying ‘all technology enables us to do is move faster. That’s all it really 

enables us to do, is move faster! In the case of CS-D, this start-up was using cloud-

based live chat to interact with customers in an efficient manner: 

In our system, we would be utilising real-time messaging. So, the people know 

exactly where they are. And whether we get this real-time messaging from, if there 

is a Software as a Service vendor out there, that’s already done this. It’s called 

active messaging. On everything that happens in our system creates a message and 

then we have active listeners listening to see whether those messages are recurring 

and when they occur, something automatically happens. (CS-D, Founder B) 

BC-2 stated that cloud technology helps start-ups innovate to leverage global 

communications and networks. One single idea or piece of news can spread faster 

now to attract prospects and customers to start-ups’ products. The innovation by 

start-ups using cloud tools happens when the world collaborates in shaping an idea 

and spreads it globally across communities and cultures. 
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6.4.3 Cloud Computing Enables Scalability of Business Operations 

Business process automation is one of the features that several start-ups were looking 

for because of the limitation of their resources. This sub-section presents an analysis 

of how automation enabled by cloud computing facilitates start-ups’ scalability. 

Cloud-based CRM was often used to automate start-ups’ business processes and 

tasks management by implementing a workflow for their internal processes and their 

clients’ interaction (CS-B, F, BC-6, 7 and CSP-1). The important aspects that relate 

to operations collected from the studies’ data are the automation and scalability of 

operations using cloud-based technology. 

Pre-cloud operations incurred huge costs to incorporate or scale businesses. Cloud 

technology helps start-ups automate most of their operations; moreover, it automates 

the operations at less cost. The cloud-hosted system takes care of most of the 

processes from marketing, sales, collecting payment and customer support (CS-B 

and BC-5). Cloud computing allows everyone in a firm to be on the same page, 

keeping everyone up-to-date with the latest information and tasks. Cloud tools 

significantly increase the efficiency of communication so that it is more convenient 

for everyone involved in the operations. One of the most notable features of cloud 

technology is the ability of it to scale and perform several people’s tasks. 

A common problem with information technology is tracking and securing assets. It is 

important to have securely configured and protected the network while keeping an 

eye on the user traffic and data. CS-C start-up firm was using cloud technology to 

automate its business, and found that one of the benefits of cloud-based automation 

was consistency: 
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The cloud technology is your tool to help you keep track of things and automate 

things. I think it’s clean and it’s like systematised repeats, so basically every 

customer that comes in has the same experience, gets the same messages. … I 

think it’s clean and it’s like systematised repeats, so basically every customer that 

comes in has the same experience, gets the same messages. Consistency, that’s the 

word, that’s right. (CS-C) 

From the study’s observations, it was evident that start-up CS-F used VTiger CRM 

and ActiveCampaign cloud systems to automate its operations, including marketing. 

Further, observations revealed that the firm was using cloud-based platforms to 

outsource most of its tasks to overseas professionals, which allowed them to reduce 

costs and be agile. They used Dropbox for collaboration between the founder and the 

overseas team members. The documents collected confirmed that the firm was using 

a cloud-based CRM to automate their business processes and task management by 

implementing a workflow for their business and their clients: 

Improving each step, being able to measure it, seeing it in real time, they affect 

your decisions, you are able to make better decisions to improve what you do well. 

… When you have something that is easier for interaction or a transaction in your 

business and remembers, the transaction is not monetary alone. So now you 

implement, you execute, you measure, test and improve so the flow becomes 

easier. (BC-6) 

BC-6 and BC-9 claimed that management is not one of the key operation activities 

that takes up most of the start-ups’ time because management is automated by the 

cloud. Further, automation in operations and the integration between the different 

cloud tools saved time and increased time efficiency for start-ups: 

The reason I didn’t talk about management for start-ups is what I have noticed 

[cloud] technology is doing is automating the management. (BC-6) 

The fact that it all goes through Google Apps means … streamlines huge 

efficiencies. And also, the fact that using things like Slack and the automation that 
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it allows—it means that I don’t have to be contacting my team for particular 

reminders, I don’t have to be contacting anybody. … So, in terms of creating these 

times of efficiencies operationally, it’s huge. (BC-10) 

Start-ups often termed operations as being a separate model to the business model, 

which helped them deliver the core service. CS-D start-up firm’s goal was to 

automate most of its operations by leveraging cloud backend infrastructure. It 

increased the revenue of the organisation by directly engaging with customers. 

However, it needed smart revenue model infrastructure technology to deal with the 

automation. Additionally, CSP-3 revealed that start-ups can automate their sales and 

invoicing to reduce human intervention to free their time and reduce errors: 

Well, it definitely can help to automate those processes. So, if you have got an 

invoice due date, you can put in a reminder. So, it can mean that there is less 

human intervention and so people can click a link, and pay online and the system 

gets updated, it stops the reminders and things can happen in the background. 

From that point of view, it can certainly help in being a whole lot more efficient 

than someone having to manually check every day and then make a mistake. 

(CSP-3) 

6.4.4 Cloud Computing Enables Infrastructure Scalability 

The more customers that tech start-ups have, the more capacity they need for their IT 

infrastructure to serve the larger number of customers. In this sub-section, an 

analysis is provided of how cloud computing infrastructure can scale by its very 

nature, enabling start-ups to scale beyond their capacity to service a large number of 

customers at once. 

Cloud technology by design has the capability to scale its infrastructure to serve 

many people and start-ups, who pay just for the number of resources they use—the 

so-called pay-as-you-go model or utility model (CS-B, CSP-2). One of the key 

features of cloud technology is its ability to scale and undertake several people’s 
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tasks. The founder of CS-B argued that leveraging cloud infrastructure should enable 

the technology to do 30 people’s jobs: 

But innovation, as long as it is scalable, if you can put prices around and someone 

to drive it and that can scale to doing 30 people’s jobs like it used to, then 

absolutely, implement whatever it is. (CS-B) 

One of the features of cloud computing for start-ups is the ability for the firm to scale 

quicker based on their usage of the cloud infrastructure (CSP-2). It also lowers the 

barrier to implementing and adapting technology considering limited budgets and 

time. Cloud computing presents a low barrier to implementation, and the ease of 

scale makes it easy to deploy and grow businesses, especially a fast-growing 

business. That means that the business does not have to invest huge amounts of 

money in their IT infrastructure and in their deployment of that infrastructure. 

6.4.5 Cloud Computing Enables Operations, Communication Efficiency and 

Scalability 

Running the day-to-day activities and managing communications between team 

members are significant concerns for start-ups because operations and 

communications consume a large portion of staff’s limited time. In this sub-section, 

an analysis is presented of how cloud computing enables start-ups to increase their 

operations and communications significantly, which results in scaling their 

operations to achieve more in less time. 

Cloud computing enabled start-ups to run their businesses more efficiently (CS-D, E, 

BC-2, 10 and 11). CS-D start-up firm’s goal was maximising the efficiency of 

operations to automate most of this by leveraging cloud backend infrastructure. This 

resulted in a greater internal capacity  beyond just the founder, which enabled CS-D 

to scale: 
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We want as minimal human involvement as possible. And that comes from 

engagement with [our customers], we want to avoid having a call centre and use 

live chats instead because we can have 8 to 1 instead of 1 to 1. … We want to 

automate the hell out of everything we do. And so, we need a revenue model 

infrastructure technology to be smart enough to be able to deal with all that, 

automatically. (CS-D, Founder A) 

Most of CS-E’s operations were cloud-based subscription services. The firm’s CRM, 

marketing system, survey tool, word processor, email, calendar, design and e-signing 

systems were all cloud-based. Start-ups used simple cloud tools to manage all these 

aspects in one place. Cloud technology also provided the Microsoft 365 subscription-

based model rather than having to install the entire set-up. Start-ups automated their 

finances using a cloud-based accounting system and an automated business card 

scanner via a phone app. Cloud computing operation included all phases of the 

business model, including value proposition, finance, agility and market growth, 

combined in the form of integrated operation models supporting the business model: 

So, we are using dashboards where—I mean we are just implementing 

Infusionsoft. We have used survey tools, SurveyMonkey, there is a whole range 

of, even things like design presentation tools, we run Microsoft 365 subscription-

based model rather than installing. …The more I think about it. (CS-E) 

CS-E start-up firm systemised most of their processes. It managed to increase its 

operational efficiency to scale finances using a cloud-based accounting system. The 

firm also systemised the way it added clients to the CRM database by simply using a 

card scanner app on its phone. It also used a cloud-based CRM and marketing 

automation tool to increase the efficiency of operations: 

It used to be the financial side of things, but we are actually automating that, 

putting things in the cloud. We used to do a lot of things manually … I think that 

people can spend a lot of time on these sorts of manual tasks. (CS-E) 
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According to BC-2, using cloud computing as a collaboration tool for day-to-day 

activities enables start-ups to be able to scale in the future, and increases their 

business process efficiency. He gave a couple of examples of activities that are 

‘clunky’ and time-consuming processes, and he explained how cloud tools could 

help save time significantly and at the same time increase the quality of outcomes. 

BC-2 mentioned that one of the biggest advantages of using cloud computing for 

start-ups is the ability to use automation cloud tools to save time, which is important 

for start-ups. The consultant listed several cloud automation tools in marketing and 

operations that he used himself and recommended for start-ups. Along with saving 

time, he described the benefits of using such cloud automation tools to increase the 

efficiency of the start-up firm. 

According to BC-10 and CS-11, one of the most important resources for start-up 

founders is time, and they recommended that start-ups use cloud technology to save 

time by systemising start-ups’ operations to increase efficiency. BC-10 answered the 

question ‘what the major benefit of is using cloud technology for start-ups?’ with 

‘time efficiency’. Further, BC-11 spent a fair amount of time in the interview 

describing how business processes can be systemised and automated to increase 

operational efficiency, especially regarding communication: 

The most precious scarce resource is time, and it is also the most expensive 

resource. … The thing I love most about the whole company being on Google 

Apps is just to be able to use all the Google Docs. So, it’s mostly that time 

efficiency. (BC-10) 

Cloud technology also allows start-ups to work with offshore team members easily 

(CS-A). In many cases with the start-ups, team members were geographically 

distributed (CS-A and E), so they used cloud tools to close this physical gap, 
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especially the gap in communication and collaboration. From observations of CS-A, 

it was clear this start-up used cloud technologies heavily for collaboration, whereby 

the firm was leveraging cloud-based software (SaaS) to collaborate with its offshore 

customer service team. This helped the firm serve clients more quickly and 

consistently: 

[Cloud technology] also allows us to work offshore easily. Some of our people 

work offshore, and again, … I went to San Francisco recently. … I could still log 

on to Zendesk. I could still log on to the website. I could still do everything we 

needed to do. (CS-A, Founder A) 

CS-B and CS-E used several cloud technologies. From observation of CS-B’s solo 

founder, it was evident he was the only person in the office, so this start-up firm was 

leveraging cloud technology to close this gap and cut the costs of hiring in-house 

employees, which resulted in significant savings. CS-E claimed that the biggest 

advantages of using cloud technology are the collaboration created between team 

members, regardless of geographical location: 

I think just collaboration is key one amongst start-up members if you like. It’s 

collaboration in information. I mean, physical presence, you could have a start-up 

with someone in Buenos Aires and London and whatnot. (CS-E) 

Regarding CS-E, this start-up had opened a new office in another state, and it took 

advantage of cloud tools to communicate and collaborate with the different team 

members of head office and the newly open branch. Cloud-based communication 

tools helped the start-ups save the costs of travelling because they could use cloud-

based tools to reach team members, just as if they were all in the one physical space: 

We work all over Australia, so travel expenses can be quite large, we have looked 

at it and we are introducing more and more things like, ‘Do we need to actually 
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travel? Can we use things like Skype? Can we use tools to communicate with 

people without actually having to be in places?’ (CS-E) 

BC-2 mentioned several recommended cloud tools for start-ups to increase 

collaboration between team members, especially if the team is geographically 

distributed, which is common for many start-ups. Two of the biggest advantages of 

using cloud tools is lowering the cost of using technology and the ability to 

collaborate with different team members. Additionally, cloud technology increases 

the efficiency of business processes; BC-2 gave an example of how cloud tools 

improve communication efficiency, which saves time and keeps everyone in the 

picture. 

Two cloud service providers (CSP-2 and 3) emphasised that cloud computing is 

important because of its capacity to enable geographically distributed teams to 

collaborate efficiently. According to CSP-2, one of the most common usages of 

cloud technology is as a collaboration tool for a geographically distributed team, and 

in the case of start-ups, it is common that they start out with a geographically 

distributed virtual team: 

I think what’s really popular right now is geographically distributed, teams. … So, 

what’s really important is that the [cloud] tools allow you to get work done no 

matter what location you are in. So, key tools are therefore tools that allow you to 

effectively communicate, tools that allow you to effectively collaborate, tools that 

allow people in different locations to effectively work together as if they were in 

the same location. (CSP-2) 

Most start-ups have geographically distributed teams to reduce the cost of human 

resources and accrue high quality employees. Similarly, CSP-3 agree that one of the 

big benefits of using cloud technology is the efficiency in communication between 

the geographically distributed team of this start-up: 
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It’s just more efficient. … If you have got a team distributed in different 

geographies, instead of having a server at the office, you can have something like 

Dropbox or Drive or something like that. … It’s much better having a discussion 

throughout like Slack. The other great thing about Slack is all the integration they 

have. (CSP-3) 

Cloud-based communication tools help start-ups save the cost of travelling because 

they can use those tools to work in any place of the world. Inefficiencies such as 

process or delivery of services inefficiencies (CS-A) can be very costly. Cloud-based 

collaboration tools save time and allow the team to receive feedback faster than 

before and share it between different team members. In relation to this, the founder 

of CS-B explained how the firm used cloud technology in communication and 

collaboration with their clients and internal team. The client and team members were 

mostly geographically distributed, so they used cloud tools to close the 

communication and collaboration gap of not occupying the same physical space: 

We could have probably designed our website without InVision, but it may have 

taken us literally four or five months longer because of the collaboration that was 

involved and the ability to quickly get feedback and store all the files online and 

all that kind of stuff. (CS-A, Founder B) 

Start-up CS-C used Dropbox to collaborate between head office and the project 

managers. The two most important tools for this start-up, after CRM, were online 

video conferencing and file sharing (CS-C). 

We use Skype to communicate with each other, within the group. Or in other 

groups, we use Dropbox and Google Drive to share files. And for each project, we 

have a folder with everything to do, and these are some of the tools we use. And 

obviously, phones, smartphones, there are a lot of tools in there, it’s all for 

communication. (CS-C) 

BC-2 argued that cloud computing helps start-ups collaborate with each other, and 

this is one of the main advantages of using the cloud in operations processes. He 
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even recommended using collaboration cloud tools from day one of the start-ups’ 

operations, especially because cloud tools are low-cost or even free. The bigger the 

start-up, the more important are the cloud tools used for operations and collaboration. 

Along with CS-C, CS-D was also using file sharing cloud technology to collaborate 

between geographically distributed team members, which increased the productivity 

of its work. Additionally, the firm was using a cloud-based communication tool for 

internal communication instead of emails: 

Google Docs is just incredible and Excel spreadsheets that we use and everything, 

they are all in Google Docs. So, I think that makes operations so much easier, a 

simple thing like that. Yes, it makes collaboration so much easier. Obviously, we 

use Slack. So, Slack as a tool as being awesome as well and how we communicate 

with each other, I want to take everything as much off email as we can, and Slack 

helps to do that to a massive extent. So, for operations, that’s being a big help and 

every part of the business, Slack helps with. (CS-D, Founder A) 

BC-4 listed several cloud technologies that start-ups should use, including file 

sharing, collaboration, accounting, invoicing and CRM systems. She saw the 

flexibility and availability of the cloud as the main reasons that cloud computing 

helps start-ups succeed—as she said, ‘cloud technology is flexible … having 

technology that can move with you is very effective. She added the collaboration that 

is enabled by cloud computing allows start-ups to innovate more in their business. 

BC-5 added that this collaboration and connectivity enabled by the cloud allows 

start-ups to innovate in their business: 

When different people from different industries connect, ideas pollinate, cross 

collaboration of ideas happen […] for example, you look at something like 

cochlear, they create these hearing implants and I wonder what would happen one 

day if they just hired a couple of people from the entertainment industry or the 

gaming industry or even the defence industry, you know, and that there is a 

collaboration of ideas. That’s innovation. (BC-5) 
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BC-7 categorised its tools into internal and external communications. The 

communication tools were further categorised into the operations component of the 

business model. Also, the founder also answered the question about how cloud 

computing helps start-ups innovate by describing the collaboration that is enabled by 

the cloud for the start-up team members: 

What I see is it you got much better communication when you use cloud 

technology. … So I think from the place of collaboration, you can have a lot of 

people going on and collaborating and helping you to do the work on different 

things simultaneously. (BC-7) 

Further, BC-8 and BC-6 added a list of the most-used cloud tools (email, file storage 

and accounting) and mentioned that the main benefit of using those three types of 

cloud tools is collaboration. BC-6 recommended cloud technology for start-ups 

because it offers a central point of collaboration regarding documents, project 

management, sales and finance: 

The first thing is to actually have a central point for all your documentation, all 

your process. … what I have seen the impact of is there’s cloud technology for all 

your process and system in your business, from project management, and so a 

central point for everybody to actually inspect their project progress. There’s 

cloud technology for just plain communication, having a central point to actually 

involve your entire team to see live what’s happening with anything in the 

business from a sales pitch to actually financial forecast. … I think everything 

should be cloud-based (BC-6) 

The real benefit of these niche tools is collaboration. (BC-8) 

6.5 Summary 

The findings presented in this chapter answer the first sub-research question: How 

might cloud computing enable BMI among start-ups? The findings in this chapter 

were grouped into four propositions—P1.1 to P1.4—each showing how cloud 
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computing enables BMI in start-up firms. The four propositions show that cloud 

computing enables agility, market insight, cost efficiency and scalability in start-ups’ 

BMI. This chapter drew on evidence from all the studies used in data collection (case 

studies of six start-ups, and interviews with 11 business consultants and three cloud 

service providers) and triangulated evidence across the studies to increase the 

validity of the insights gained. 
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Chapter 7: Findings Part 2—How Cloud Computing 

Impacts the Process of Business Model Innovation  

This chapter addresses the second sub-research question (RQ2): How does cloud 

computing impact the BMI Process? Answering this question involves exploring the 

impact of adopting cloud computing by start-ups as it exists in current practice. It 

also entails identifying its important characteristics that influence the uptake and 

shape of the BMI components of start-ups. In other words, this chapter discusses the 

impact of cloud computing on BMI and shows the development of start-ups’ 

business model during the innovation process. 

Based on the data collected from the three studies (case studies of six start-ups, and 

interviews with 11 business consultants and three cloud service providers), this 

chapter presents five propositions: P2.1–P2.5. The findings identify specific 

characteristics of the relationships expressed in the propositions. P2.1 to P2.5 form 

the identified propositions addressing RQ2 as shown in Figure 15 and presented in 

Sections 7.1 to 7.5. This chapter’s is concluded with a summary in Section 7.6. 
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Figure 15. Findings Part 2: How Start-ups’ BMI is Impacted By CC 

Table 25 shows the source of the evidence derived from the studies, (of start-ups, 

business consultants, and cloud service providers) that is relevant to the five areas of 

findings of this chapter. This evidence gave rise to the five propositions labelled P2.1 

to P2.5. The tick (✓) in the table indicates that evidence was drawn from this source, 

of which an account is given in this chapter. 
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Table 25: Supporting Evidence from the Three Studies Used to Develop Each Proposition (P2) 

# Propositions 
Case Studies (CS) Business Consultants (BC) 

Cloud Service 

Providers 

(CSP) 

A B C D E F 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 

P2.1 

Collected data from CC 

about market enable 

value proposition to be 

tested and improved 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

P2.2 

The agility enabled by 

CC helps validate the 

value proposition in the 

market 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 

P2.3 

Using the pay-as-you-go 

subscription model of 

the cloud lowers cost 

barriers to enter a new 

market 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

P2.4 

CC enables business 

operations to scale, 

leading to marketing 

automation 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

P2.5 

The scalability and 

connectivity of CC 

enhance cost-

effectiveness 

✓ ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 
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7.1 P2.1: Collected Data about Market Tests Improves Decision-

Making about Value Proposition 

P2.1 is based on the findings collected and analysed regarding the three studies (case 

studies of six start-ups, and interviews with 11 business consultants and three cloud 

service providers), as presented in this section. The proposition can be described as 

“collected data about market tests improve decision-making about the value 

proposition.” Figure 16 shows the relationship between cloud computing and the 

market and value proposition components of BMI, which is one of the areas of 

findings regarding the second proposition (RQ2) of the research conceptual research 

framework. 

 

 

Figure 16. P2.1: Collected Data About Market Tests Improve Decision-Making About Value 

Proposition 

As shown in Figure 16, the findings in P2.1 are based on the previous reflections in 

P1.4, in which SaaS enables market insights into the targeted market. That insight 

into the market allow start-ups to innovate when forming the value proposition 

through the testing and validation enabled by SaaS tools. The organisation uses 

cloud-based tools to analyse and collect data from the clients for further 

improvement of the services or products. The CS-A start-up used cloud-based tools 
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to collect data from clients and improve the value proposition accordingly. CS-A 

used SurveyMonkey to gather customer satisfaction reports and receive key 

feedback. 

We just used SurveyMonkey for customer satisfaction reports and often we go 

through the SurveyMonkey responses, and it gives us key feedback. Alternatively, 

if we are looking at a particular aspect of the value proposition or point in the 

process, we did like on-site surveys. Simple stuff, but the insights are valuable in 

changing the value proposition to make it less friction. I think it is about giving us 

tools to increase our understanding of the market and then giving us tools to 

execute quicker on what we want to do. (CS-A) 

It is not necessary that cloud-based tools should always support business start-ups. 

Organisations can use cloud-based tools according to their business requirements. 

Some organisations use cloud-based tools just to receive feedback from customers, 

thereby bringing value to their businesses (CS-A). However, cloud-based tools also 

increase understanding of the market and execute requirements efficiently. The 

organisations need data to predict customer behaviour and future market sales better. 

CS-B used interactive platform Zendesk to obtain feedback from the customers. The 

founder advised: 

Don’t go into too much detail, test, test, and test quickly and fail quicker. The 

quicker you can identify that that is going to work or not, the more time that you 

will waste, so less time you will waste. So that comes into agile—so start doing 

some research on what an agile business model looks like. Don’t write a 150-page 

document on a business plan, just get in there and write on an A4 piece of paper, 

do your core values, what are your focuses, your 10-year target, your marketing 

strategy, your one-year plan and write some goals and how much money you want 

to make. Moreover, then go, ‘Is this going to get me there?’ There’s no point 

building infrastructure and processes and people around something that’s not 

proven yet. However, once you have identified that this is actual proper 

opportunity, there is a huge opportunity for growth and whatever it may be. (CS-

B) 
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The founder of CS-B added that the firm needed to test its idea and value proposition 

before starting the business because there was no point building the infrastructure 

and firm if there was no value to this. Some organisations also used the plugin-based 

feedback collection platform with their websites. However, integrated platforms 

often have a limited set of functionalities covering the basic aspects of analysis. CS-

C used a complete CRM platform for customer management, while CS-D relied on 

social platforms for customer management. The data aspect was important for all the 

start-ups because it enabled organisations to increase their sales. 

The CS-E tech start-up company was a data-driven business although they 

considered the use of the cloud-based tools. The start-up provides analytics and 

business intelligence (BI) cloud tools and dashboards to their clients. The founder of 

CS-E believed that cloud-based analytics tools help users make better decisions 

about creating value for their businesses without the need for much cost (in contrast 

to traditional IT infrastructure), which gives more power to the users. From my 

observations, I noticed that CS-E’s core business and biggest projects involved not 

only data collection but also analysing the data and providing a comprehensive 

cloud-based dashboard with reports to clients: 

Collection of data, providing tools and equipping clients to make decisions about 

their assets. This notion of self-service data analytics, organisations rather than 

relying on IT departments to run an IT project that might take three months for 

reporting purposes. (CS-E) 

All the organisation, CS-A, B, C, D, E and F, agreed to the importance of cloud-

based tools for customer feedback and decision-making. Cloud computing innovates 

and creates competitive advantage; there is a strong relationship between the value 

proposition component and the market component of the business model. The result 
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from innovation in the market component is an innovative value proposition. BC-1 

mentioned that cloud computing is an important aspect of the market component and 

helps with innovation, bringing value to the organisation. Cloud computing tools 

support the development of software online and help to test the product before it is 

released to customers. Start-ups need to minimise errors to the lowest level possible 

to enter the market offering good customer value. 

BC-3 stated that it is critical to test whether the product fits the market before going 

live and investing money in the business. This is one of the most common mistakes 

that entrepreneurs make when initiating a start-up. Cloud technology can help 

entrepreneurs avoid this common problem with the use of cloud-based survey tools 

that collect data and identify market needs to build the perfect value proposition. The 

relation between cloud computing, market and value proposition components is 

strong because cloud tools help start-up founders to survey the target market to build 

a better unique value proposition. One of the benefits of using cloud computing with 

start-ups is the ability to make a better decision based on the data collected from the 

target market to perfect the value proposition. Those decisions are measured by 

cloud tools. Further, start-ups can build a hypothesised value proposition and test this 

with a mini-audience using cloud tools. BC-5 defined the cloud-based decision-

making process as follows: 

We can make decisions backed by data. Rather than have a team meeting and say, 

‘Let’s try this’ you can have a team meeting, say, ‘Let’s try this’ Okay, how are 

we going to measure this? Then when we are talking about innovation, we can go 

out, and we can measure it, and we can innovate in informed, realistic commercial 

ways. It is profitable market research. Isn’t that such a better way to test a value 

proposition than spending 18 months to 2 years building something and then 

launching it? (BC-5) 
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With its ability to collect data and measure business success, cloud technology helps 

start-ups make better decisions, ‘pitches’ or value propositions. As a result, this leads 

to innovation in the value proposition and market component of the business model. 

Moreover, BC-6 stated that cloud technology helps start-ups innovate in their 

business model, which leads to competitive advantage. This innovation facilitated by 

cloud technology is enabled by the measurement of business and the data collected 

about clients and the target market: 

So, innovation is a really interesting word because it encompasses so many 

definitions, challenging ideas, and concepts, change, transformation. So, when I 

think about all those words and I think about cloud technology, I see an ability for 

businesses actually to measure, in real time, any of their transactional efforts. So 

very close to real time. (BC-6) 

Further, BC-7 described how data collected using cloud tools helps improve the 

value proposition. BC-7 stated that start-ups can test their value proposition online 

through the data they are collecting about the market as well as test several 

messages: 

They are getting all the information they need when they are making decisions or 

when they are thinking to have their problem is powerful. They then got to 

implement those ideas and get feedback, quickly and elegantly, it means they can 

get more data, more information, more testing measure than they would ever have 

if they did not do cloud computing of any sort. (BC-7) 

It helps with tracking, there is more tracking, and it is more online, and then it 

allows them to express in more ways, whether that be videos or other experiential 

ways online, even 3D and so forth. So, yes, it just allows them to do more things 

digitally. (BC-9) 
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7.2 P2.2: Agility Enabled by Cloud Computing Helps Validate the 

Value Proposition in the Market 

P2.2 is derived from evidence to answer research question RQ2 which forms part of 

the conceptual research framework. P2.2 can be stated as, “the agility enabled by 

cloud computing helps validate the selected market in a timely manner.” Figure 17 

shows proposition P2.2, illustrating the relationship between cloud computing and 

the market and value proposition components of the BMI.  

 

Figure 17. P2.2: The Agility Enabled by CC Helps Validate the Value Proposition in the Market 

As shown in Figure 17, the findings reflected in P2.2 are based on the previous 

findings presented in P1.3, whereby cloud computing enables agility in start-ups’ 

BMI, especially in the value proposition. That enabled agility allows start-ups to 

innovate in the target market by validating the value proposition in the market. Cloud 

technology enables the integration of organisational processes. Agility is necessary 

for start-ups to manage their organisations successfully and increase their revenue. 

Cloud-based agility validates the value proposition of the organisation. Cloud 

technology helps start-ups focus on growing the business by working on their 

business instead of working in their business; it also helps the business adopt market 

targets faster: 
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Faster to try something new, faster to turn it off as soon as we see it is not 

working; faster to work out that it is not working. Well, it’s the same as what 

we’ve been saying, so you know, to be able to do things faster, quicker, cheaper; 

to be able to try things and get to the right thing, because a lot of the time the 

activity we are doing we are not at all certain that it is right. (CS-A) 

With the ability to try new ideas and designs faster, quicker and cheaper using cloud 

tools, organisations can craft and refine their value propositions better and faster than 

their competitors. It is not possible to be certain about those new ideas and designs 

before placing them in the market and testing them using cloud tools. However, CS-

B, C, and D agreed that it is a quicker and cheaper way to refine the value 

proposition. The organisations often adopted a lean methodology to test the value 

proposition. CS-E described this process: 

We were not developing software; it is just too easy now to—five dollars a month 

and if you do not like it, and it is a great way to—from a start-up point of view, to 

test the market. If you are adopting that lean methodology or the agile kind of … 

At least get something on the market, get market feedback. You can do that now 

with taking five dollars a month subscription to software which is crazy, now 

developing our software cannot compete. (CS-E) 

Cloud computing offers a low-cost business model for development, and testing 

brings value to the organisation. The business model includes the revenue aspect as 

an important element for the start-ups because resources are limited at the start. 

Agility helps organisations to upgrade at less cost, offering a faster way to capture 

the market in less time. Organisations CS-A, B, C and D explained that cloud 

technology allows start-ups to test and evaluate their models using cloud tools. 

Organisations can always experience technology parallel to their start-up business, 

that way one can avoid the risk of having a negative impact on one’s business model. 

For example, organisations can test the business models before they execute them. 

They can implement a strategic plan with technology in a better way, which allows 
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any decision at the beginning of a transaction with a lead to the point where there are 

long-term clients.  

Cloud technology allows a start-up to test its value proposition in a lean and agile 

way. It allows a company to enhance its value proposition. Besides, cloud 

technology allows lean testing of a value proposition online. So, surveying (e.g., 

SurveyMonkey) allows the organisation to track and monitor. Moreover, it allows 

organisations to accomplish much when managing their value propositions. BC-4, 5, 

6 and 10 stated that cloud computing allows start-ups to develop and test the 

minimum value proposition in real time. BC-6 defined the process: 

The one thing with technology and innovation and using these platforms that are 

available to us, search, experience things. You can always experience technology 

in parallel to your business, so that way, you can negate the fear of having a 

negative impact on your business model. … You can use technology to see that 

flow, and you can trend it. (BC-6) 

The simple effect is that organisations can access the market so easily that they have 

the ability to test hypotheses with the market in real time. This allows organisations 

to create a minimum value proposition, meaning that organisations can take that 

proposition to the market in real time and obtain real-time feedback from that 

market. Further, as BC-8, 9, 10 and 11 explained, cloud technology helps start-ups 

test their idea, product and value proposition and achieve a pre-order before they 

build anything to see whether there is any market for the product: 

I am a big believer in selling something before you build any of these structures 

around it. So, absolutely to go out to develop a proof of concept. … You could use 

tools like Facebook and all of those types of social platform, be able to 

understand, connect with and sell the product to the market globally. However, 

again, you can get that pre-order before you set up Infusionsoft. (BC-10) 
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According to BC-11, cloud technology plays a leading role in helping start-ups test 

their marketing message, which is the value proposition, and test a selected market if 

they see value in the offering. 

Basically, most of the cutting-edge marketing software that is available is cloud-

based … certainly for the agile, nimble start-up. … As an example, marketing 

software like HubSpot or Lead Pages or Unbounce which enable you to split test 

and multivariate tests, the marketing messaging that you are sending out to your 

target market to optimise then messaging. These tools also enable us, through 

Facebook and whatever else they have listed to have a much higher degree of 

segmentation of finding the right people based on demographic criteria, all those 

kinds of things. (BC-11) 

7.3 P2.3: Using the Pay-As-You-Go Subscription Model of the Cloud 

Lowers Cost Barriers to Enter a New Market 

P2.3 can be stated as “using the pay-as-you-go subscription model of the cloud 

lowers cost barriers to enter a new Market.” Figure 18 shows the findings reflected 

in P2.3, revealing the relationship between CC, the market, financial aspects, and the 

operations components of the BMI. As shown in Figure 18, the findings of P2.3 are 

based on the previous reflection in proposition P1.3, whereby cloud computing 

enables high cost-efficiency in start-ups’ operations. That enabled cost efficiency 

allows start-ups to innovate in the market component by lowering the barrier to enter 

the target market. 
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Figure 18. P2.3: Using the Pay-as-you-go Subscription Model of the Cloud Increases Cost Efficiency 

and Lowers the Barrier to Enter a New Market 

Start-up organisations need low barriers to enter the market with minimum resources 

and generate revenue. The pay-as-you-go service lowers the barrier to entering the 

market. Organisations need less capital to enter the market and build the product 

using cloud-based tools. Cloud-based tools mostly follow the freemium model for 

providing services to the clients. Start-up organisations can use free cloud tools 

without requiring larger capital. The CS-A Founder B described this process: 

Cloud technology has significantly lowered the barriers to entry, so as a new start-

up, we did not have to have much capital to build our product out. Some of the 

Google—a lot of those are either freemium based or free. You get access to the 

product on a small scale without having to pay anything. Cloud technology just 

changed the dynamics of the whole business model, because even these guys have 

a lower cost of managing their systems, and in return, they can then offer a 

cheaper or free product to us. Purely the cost reduction has meant that there was a 

lot of barriers entry. They were cheaper or lower barrier to entry. (CS-A, Founder 

B) 

The reason cloud technology lowered the barriers to entry is that most of the cloud 

tools are free or follow the freemium model. Following a freemium model entails 

starting your business at no cost, then paying when your company starts to demand 
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complex and advanced features. This model is perfect for a start-up to test products 

at low-cost or almost no cost before investing money. CS-A, B and C believed that 

cloud technologies are very useful for start-ups because they are either lower cost of 

market entry or present lower entry barriers in terms of testing new ideas or designs. 

The lower cost enabled the start-ups to experience a lower financial impact at the 

beginning of the business. The biggest feature of cloud technology for the start-ups 

was the payment model of the cloud (pay-as-you-go model). The founder of CS-D 

explained: 

I think, today, in this day and age, it is the barriers to entries are so much lower 

due to cloud-based technology. I am an accountant per trade so that I would use 

Xero as an example. I mean I always looked at Xero, for 20 bucks a month, you 

can get everything connected up for your financials through Xero, your bank fees. 

You can teach anyone to use Xero. … it gained barriers to entry to build your 

business, it’s just so much lower if you can use so many social technologies. (CS-

D) 

Cloud technology lowers the barriers to entry for start-ups according to the founder 

in CS-F. This results in making the start-ups focus more on their value proposition 

and delivering their product to their clients: 

It will bring threats to existing businesses, and it makes it easy for anyone to start 

doing business. So many people jump in so quickly and start competing in a short 

amount of time, that is the competing side, but regarding competitive advantage, 

there is also a competitive advantage. This is how I also jumped into the market, 

and it was easy to start learning these things. So, it gives me the feeling that it is 

easy to learn and easy to commit to a project as long as there are plenty of 

resources available. I do not have to worry about the infrastructure, I do not have 

to worry about subcontracting other people to build many bits and bytes here and 

three, I just have to focus on the service itself, customise it depending on the 

business needs and deliver my service. (CS-F) 
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7.4 P2.4: Cloud Computing Enables Business Operations to Scale, 

Leading to Marketing Automation 

Proposition P2.4 is derived from evidence collected for research question RQ2, 

which forms part of the conceptual research framework. Proposition P2.4 can be 

described as “cloud computing enables scalability of business operations that lead to 

marketing automation.” In Figure 19, proposition P2.4 shows the relationship 

between CC and the market and operations components of the BMI.  

 

Figure 19. P2.4: CC Enables Business Operations to Scale, Leading to Marketing Automation 

As shown in Figure 19, the findings in P2.4 are based on the previous findings 

forming proposition P1.4, whereby SaaS enables high scalability in start-ups’ 

operations. This scalability enabled by cloud computing in operations allows start-

ups to innovate in the market component of the BMI by automating most of the 

marketing activities. Revenue is not possible without marketing products or services 

to the right audience. Every organisation requires a marketing strategy for reaching 

clients. Founder B of CSA states that main marketing strategy is to market to 

existing clients using a set of cloud tools. The key point in marketing using cloud 

technology is communication, especially concerning emails and SMS automation. 

The organisations in this study used cloud technologies to connect buyers and sellers 
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in an effective and efficient way. The CS-A Founder B explained the process of 

automation: 

There are a few things regarding marketing that we do. The first thing, which is 

the most effective, is marketing to our customers. What happens is that when you 

visit [our] website, we keep a log of what searches you have been doing. In the 

future, every time we get a new [service] in that area, we’ll let you know. So there 

are a few cloud technologies there because what happens is we are using—

obviously, the site is being hosted on the cloud, then the email and SMS that we 

send when we get a new [service] in that area. Our most effective channel is 

remarketing to people who have used [our service] before. Regarding attracting 

new customers, our most effective are we use Google Display and AdWords. (CS-

A) 

Most of the organisations used cloud-based advertising campaigns, and the traffic 

sources used by them led to the source website. One the benefits of using cloud 

technology in marketing is the low-cost and capacity for highly targeted campaigns. 

The firms used social media, which is cloud-hosted, to reach their targeted market, 

and they stated that their competitors do not have a strong social media presence. 

The cloud processes are fully automated and require minimum time to run the 

marketing prospecting processes. 

As stated above, the cloud-based processes are fully automated; the only processes 

that are manual and require the founder’s time are closing the sale after the 

marketing and prospecting processes. CS-B, C and D start-up firms had automated 

all their marketing processes, including posting to social media and email marketing 

to educate the market and help them grow. CS-C start-up automated the way the firm 

collected leads from their target market. It collects the data automatically and inserts 

them into their cloud system to generate reports from them: 
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We automate many things to collect information. Like for example, every week 

we have the [industry] results that happen. In Melbourne and Sydney, it is like a 

quarter of a billion dollars of [industry services] every week. So, we keep track of 

all them Australia-wide, and we just collect that data into our server, so we can 

analyse that later and see what’s happened in that week. … I think the cloud 

technology is fantastic for automation. Moreover, also, social media as well—

when you have an update, it goes out to all the platforms, and it is quick through. 

(CS-C) 

One of the benefits of using cloud technology for start-ups is the time saving that is 

possible with cloud-based automation. Cloud computing saves the time required for 

manual selection of the targeted audience. Organisations can automate both inbound 

and outbound marketing to have a better relationship with the contractors and 

existing employees. The start-ups need to test their ideas before launching to the 

market. Cloud computing collaboration brings the ability for start-ups to test product 

viability. That collaboration brings innovation to the start-ups because it allows them 

to be agile. Start-up firms CS-A, B, C, D, E and F agreed to the idea of testing the 

product or service before launching it to the market. The founder of CS-E explained 

the process as: 

So, cloud-based technology helps start-ups with collaboration, testing of market 

ideas, of product ideas, again, adopting to lean or agile mentality of getting the 

Minimum Viable Product up and out in the market. Through survey tools, it’s easy 

to gather information. … So, collaboration is, I think, amongst members of a start-

up group. The market testing, cloud-based technology, the huge assistance in that. 

(CS-E) 

7.5 P2.5: Scalability and Connectivity of Cloud Computing Enhance 

Cost-Effectiveness 

Proposition P2.5 also answers the second research question RQ2, which focuses on 

the innovation between the business model components of the conceptual research 
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framework. This proposition can be defined as “the scalability and connectivity of 

cloud computing enhance cost-effectiveness.” Figure 20 shows Proposition P2.5, 

which reflects the relationship between CC and the value proposition, financial 

aspects and operations components of the BMI.  

 

Figure 20. P2.5: Scalability and Connectivity of CC Enhance Cost-Effectiveness 

As shown in Figure 20, the findings in P2.5 are based on previous propositions P1.5, 

and P1.6, which state that cloud computing enables cost efficiency in start-ups’ BMI, 

and SaaS enables high scalability in start-ups operations. The cost efficiency and 

scalability enabled in operations lead to a high-cost utilisation in the financial 

aspects. Communication is an important aspect for all organisations, especially for 

start-ups. Start-ups initially rely on communication and marketing to access services 

at a low-cost. Often, organisations have geographically distributed teams working on 

different projects and providing different services. They use cloud tools to 

communicate and collaborate with clients, suppliers, and departments. CS-A start-up 

used cloud technology heavily to collaborate internally between geographically 

distributed team members. One of the benefits of cloud computing is that it is 
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available and accessible anywhere by the authorised user. The CS-A Founder A 

explained this: 

Anywhere. So, again, not only for us as a business, but if we want to expand 

overseas at some point, or sometimes we do bring on people who work overseas 

… we have like four different locations even though we were a tiny non-entity 

really, we have lots of remote workers. (CS-A, Founder A) 

CS-B used cloud-based email, calendar, file sharing and cloud video (group and one-

to-one) systems to collaborate and communicate with its geographically distributed 

team and outsourcing partners. Additionally, many collaboration tools were used to 

collaborate with the internal geographically distributed team. The founder of CS-B 

said: 

When you have brought the business down into finance, HR [human resources], 

IT, at the minute, that is all done internally. However, the technology, we do not 

have assets, so it is all cloud computing. HR, we have got a procedure, so we have 

our onboard staff and how to hire staff and find them and then how to fire staff. 

So, it is very much procedure-driven. Not so much or to reduce costs, but with the 

services we provide in as a start-up, I could not go and employ 6 to 8 people 

straight away. The skill set they have, it is expensive. (CS-B) 

The founder also stated that most of the tasks outsourced to other firms overseas 

were enabled by cloud technology for better communication and collaboration. 

Marketing and sales-driven businesses can outsource most of their operations and 

delivery to outsourcing partners using cloud technology since this enables them to 

manage their in-house infrastructure. Cloud computing reduces the cost of 

employment too—because of outsourcing, more talented people do the same work 

around the world, leveraging cloud technology for communication and collaboration 

at a lower cost. Cloud technology enables opportunities to find and recruit new 

talent. Firms can outsource most of their operational tasks and automate all the 
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operations. Cloud technology allows start-ups to connect with anyone around the 

world, not only to reach clients and prospects but also to recruit employees and build 

the team. The cost associated with using cloud technology to connect and reach 

people is low. 

Global organisations are taking advantage of outsourcing technology to maximise 

their businesses. Multinational organisations often hire people in lower economy 

countries to reduce the costs of work and hire more talented people at lower costs. 

CS-F used cloud-based platforms to outsource most of its tasks to overseas 

professionals, which allowed the firm to reduce costs and be agile. The founders of 

CS-D and F agreed that outsourcing can lead to reduced set-up costs. However, there 

is greater risk involved in outsourcing because firms only have virtual access to the 

people working in an outsourcing role.  

In the case of any problem, the organisation cannot physically address the situation. 

Also, a significant problem in outsourcing is the sharing of data to the outsourcing 

organisations. Data transmission is not safe and can cause delays because of 

unwanted interruptions. The business consultants emphasised the use of cloud 

technology to enable competitive advantage. BC-5 pointed out that using cloud 

computing leads start-ups to competitive advantage as a result of the above 

argument, namely, the reduction of costs and the savings in time: 

So, if we add all these different things together, yes, it is competitive advantage. 

You know this idea of outsourcing or out-tasking, and I said before that we got a 

guy in Uganda that I love. I have been working with him for three years now. I 

have got the guy from—I have got another journalist I have been working with for 

five years, the designer it is four years, the guy from Eastern Germany, it is 

probably about four years. I will tell you what is good for Australian prosperity 

and commercial prosperity as a whole and that business that are sustainable; 
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businesses that make money, businesses that keep their costs low, businesses that 

reward the people who work there from the owner to the staff to the out-tasks 

things, that’s more interesting to me. Some people look at this [cloud] 

technologies or options, and they reject them for whatever bias or fear or strange 

complication that is going on in their head. Moreover, in doing so, they lose 

competitive advantage. Not so much or to reduce costs, but with the services we 

provide in as a start-up, I could not go and employ 6 to 8 people straight away. 

The skill set they have, it is expensive. (BC-5) 

Cloud computing allows start-ups to cut the cost of hiring local staff by outsourcing 

most of the administration tasks anywhere around the world. That was not possible 

before the cloud existed because there was no easy and efficient way for team 

members and staff to collaborate and connect as if they were all under the same roof. 

BC-7 argued that most entrepreneurs have a virtual team because it is more 

affordable: 

I believe that most entrepreneurs can now have a virtual team which is much more 

affordable. … The place that I go to most is Upwork. So as big as far as like a man 

to man with a limited income, they can get highly skilled people doing things that 

affordable price and not have to have their wages on their profit-loss. So, I think 

that helps to innovate, and that may be one key why I suggest. (BC-7) 

Cloud computing leads to employing a virtual team and outsourcing the tasks to the 

team members using cloud tools helps start-ups innovate by collaboration. BC-8 

elucidated this process: 

Collaboration. So, there is a real advantage in being able to explore unique 

business models that couldn’t have been supported otherwise. For example, 

bookkeeping is not something that is important to have in business—well, it is 

important, but it is not a capability that I want to create in the business. So, I want 

to outsource that. So, I can collaborate with my bookkeepers, and they are not in 

the same building. I could not have done that unless cloud computing supported as 

a platform and so, definitely, there are advantages that I can get through 
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innovative business models that are enabled by better collaboration, and that 

collaboration is enabled by cloud computing. (BC-8) 

The major business benefits from lifting this geographical restriction are the ability 

for start-ups to harvest the top talents around the world that align with the start-ups’ 

vision and values: 

Moreover, that’s the benefit, that means we can find the best talent around the 

world, the people who—we have our values alignment, we have an ideological 

and a philosophical alignment with -- and we don’t need be restricted in sourcing 

people that, geographically, are near to us. Now that restriction is completely lifted 

by cloud technology. … We can do it in real time. (BC-11) 

CSP-2 argued that cloud technology allows start-ups to be agile compared with the 

old traditional IT infrastructure and software. Further, cloud technology cuts the 

upfront cost of provisioning IT services since cloud technology allows start-ups to 

pay only for the services they use. The ability for start-ups to be agile allows them to 

innovate: 

The key thing is that cloud technology and specifically Google Apps allow 

businesses to be extremely agile. With traditional technology, you would have 

large capital expenditure, you would have long time frames on implementation 

projects, you would inevitable budget overruns and time frames and deadlines 

overrun and all of those are kind of very common challenges with more traditional 

infrastructure because it was such a big thing to implement, service and network, 

planning and all of that. … So that’s how it really allows businesses to be agile 

and to innovate but also to scale really quickly as well. I think that’s probably 

most important one. (CSP-2) 

Founders of CS-A agreed that cloud computing allows start-ups to offer affordable 

products or services by lowering the cost of managing systems. CS-A Founder B 

described the benefits of the business model: 

If you think back to 20 years ago where those technologies would have been—all 

those start-ups would have had their own infrastructure—they would have had to 
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charge to supply their product, and likewise as a start-up, we would have had to 

pay for that product. It’s just changed the dynamics of the whole business model, 

because even these guys have a lower cost of managing their systems, and in turn, 

they can then offer a cheaper or free product to us. (CS-A, Founder B) 

Cloud computing reduces not only the cost of operations for the start-up but also the 

cost of the product without affecting the profit margin. The low-cost helps the 

organisation to gain competitive advantage in the market and grow resourcefully. 

Further, cloud computing not only reduces the cost of operations for the start-ups but 

also balances the profit margin of a business to beat competitors. Most organisations 

use cloud tools to construct cloud infrastructures for building and delivering their 

services. Cloud technologies allow organisations to more easily enter new business 

and BMI. Start-up firms like CS-B, C, D and E offered low-cost services using the 

pay-as-you-go-model. This allows such organisations to offer services as they pay 

for the infrastructure. The founder of CS-F defined the process: 

The cloud model enables me to create a low-cost product, to kick-start the service. 

This flexibility of pay-as-you-go is really what makes me able to provide a low-

cost kick-start package where usually or traditionally, if a customer decides to try 

our system, there will be huge upfront costs for the set-up and for the preparation 

and for the delivery of the system. (CS-F) 

Cloud technology allows start-ups to offer a profitable pay-as-you-go revenue model, 

which lowers the barriers for their clients, so they can try the service without any 

commitments. Moreover, it is easy to switch to another cloud provider, especially for 

start-ups. Because cloud infrastructure is low-cost, and start-ups just pay for the 

resources they use, those start-ups can offer low-cost services to their users. 

However, the pay-as-you-go services cost more when integrated on a large scale. In 

such cases, organisations must implement complete customer or enterprise resource 

management systems to manage their operations. The start-ups must eventually build 
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their own cloud-based system with their own required functionalities. Infrastructure 

savings are beneficial when organisations are small with fewer operations—the 

savings will be passed straight on to the customer. Some of the organisations provide 

free services to thousands and thousands of customers because of the low-cost of 

delivery and by using the cloud infrastructure at the backend. 

7.6 Summary 

Cloud computing has various impacts on the innovation of the four components of 

start-ups’ business models. There was substantial evidence to support the five 

propositions P2.1 to P2.5 identified in this chapter. The five propositions address this 

research’s RQ2: How does cloud computing impact the BMI Process? The findings 

presented in this chapter illuminated the foundation of innovation between the 

components of the business model because of using cloud computing. From these 

findings, it is evident that cloud computing helps validate the selected market in a 

timely manner, enables scalability of business operations and therefore leads to 

marketing automation and cost-effectiveness. Additionally, by using the pay-as-you-

go subscription model of the cloud, start-ups are able to reduce barriers to enter new 

markets, thus, improving their chances of attaining competitive advantage. 
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Chapter 8: Findings Part 3 — How Cloud-Enabled 

Business Model Innovation Leads to Competitive 

Advantage 

This chapter answers the third sub-research question (RQ3): How do cloud-enabled 

business models lead to competitive advantage for start-ups? Answering this 

question involves discovering the nature of the relationship between BMI and CC. It 

also involves as identifying important features that influence the uptake and shape of 

gaining competitive advantage from start-ups’ BMI as a result of using cloud 

computing. 

 

Figure 21. Findings Part 3: How Cloud-Enabled BMI Leads to CA for Start-ups 

Based on the collected data, this chapter presents four propositions: P3.1–P3.4, as 

shown in Figure 21 and presented in Sections 8.1 to 8.4. The chapter is then 

summarised in Section 8.5. Table 26 provides the source of the studies (of start-ups, 
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business consultants, and cloud service providers) relevant to the five propositions of 

this chapter, labelled P3.1 to P3.4. The tick (✓) in the table indicates that evidence 

was drawn from this source and that an account is given in this chapter. 
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6
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Table 26: Supporting Evidence from the Three Studies Used to Develop Each Proposition (P3) 

# Propositions 
Case Studies (CS) Business Consultants (BC) 

Cloud 

Service 

Providores 

(CSP) 

A B C D E F 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 

P3.1 

Cloud-enabled agility of 

start-ups in innovating their 

business model components 

leads to CA 

✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓   ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

P3.2 

Timely market insights 

enabled by cloud computing 

that help start-ups to 

improve their value 

proposition efficiently and 

effectively lead to CA 

 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓  ✓ 

P3.3 

Innovative cost efficiency 

facilitated by the 

subscription model of the 

cloud helps start-ups to 

achieve CA 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓  ✓  

P3.4 

Cloud-enabled scalability 

and marketing automation 

help start-ups streamline 

their operations and lead to 

CA 

✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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8.1 P3.1: Cloud-Enabled Agility of Start-ups in Innovating their 

Business Model Components Leads to Competitive Advantage 

Proposition P3.1 is one of the identified areas of findings to emerge from the third 

research question RQ3 (BMI leads to competitive advantage), which forms part of 

the conceptual research framework. P3.1 proposition can be described as “the agility 

of start-ups enabled by cloud computing leads to competitive advantage.” Figure 22 

shows the link between cloud computing, the market and value proposition 

components of the BMI, and competitive advantage.  

 

Figure 22. P3.1: The Agility of Start-ups Enabled by CC leads to CA 

As shown in Figure 22 the findings that form P3.1 are based on the previous 

propositions P1.1 and P2.2, which state cloud computing enables agility in start-ups 

business model, especially concerning value proposition creation (P1.1). Further, this 

agility in the business model allows start-ups to validate the value proposition in the 

market (P2.2). Thus, this agility in a business model that is enabled by leveraging 

SaaS and IaaS/PaaS cloud computing leads to competitive advantage. This section 

presents evidence from my empirical research of the three studies and is supported 

by references from the literature. 
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Agility is one of the key factors required by the start-up organisations that helps them 

achieve competitive advantage (Yusuf et al., 2014). Organisations can achieve 

business agility through cloud computing as one of their core success factors. 

According to founder B of CS-A, the firm was able to create competitive advantage 

because it was the first to the market, and cloud technologies helped it move fast, 

especially in the building and testing phases. Also, the firm’s direct and indirect 

competitors did not use cloud technology, which meant that they were missing a 

huge market that prefers to use technology and mobile apps instead of traditional 

methods. He said: 

We were the first to market in Australia with this product. It is just because we are 

faster, and it is a main competitive advantage for us is that we have been able to 

get product market fit and a bigger audience than our competitors because we are 

faster to deploy the right product. Between someone liking [your product] and 

someone becoming a loyal, valuable customer, there’s many things that have to 

happen. 

He concluded this point by saying: 

Cloud-based technology allows you to discover all those things. If you think about 

our competitors. We have a lower cost. For them to develop a new product, that 

will take them months and months and cost them much money; whereas with us, 

because we are a small team using cloud-based technologies, we are more agile, 

and we can do things a lot cheaper. That is where the competitive advantage 

comes from, and our goal has to be always to continue to offer our product at a 

lower cost than anyone else. (CS-A Founder B) 

Cloud-based tools help organisations gain competitive advantage because they allow 

faster testing and deployment of products. Moreover, according to Lian et al. (2014), 

cloud computing helps firms obtain a larger audience using the advanced tools 

(p.65). One of the biggest advantages of using cloud technology for start-ups is that 

they can stay agile and develop new innovative products (Lew & Sinkovics, 2013) 
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and ideas, then test them easily and quickly. In contrast, their competitors are too big 

to produce new products and test them on the market. This agility enables 

organisations to start the business with the necessary processes and collaborated 

communication set-up (Lee, Olson, & Trimi, 2012). CS-C stated that competitive 

advantage comes from a unique value proposition (Lew & Sinkovics, 2013). The 

founder of CS-C explained: 

So, you want to create a business that you are not copying but you have 

competitive advantage, and we are lucky now in our industry because there are not 

too many people who do not know how to do [what we do] in Australia. I have 

read in some of the other countries there are lots of big groups, but here, that gives 

us competitive advantage, knowing and also funding the projects and completing 

them. You have got to have some business model behind the actual business in 

conjunction with the cloud technology; that’s what gives it competitive advantage. 

(CS-C) 

Cloud technology by itself does not provide competitive advantage. A business 

model is also required, with processes for complete functionality (Reed, Storrud-

Barnes, & Jessup, 2012). The founder of CS-E pointed out that in being nimble and 

lean (Lesser & Ban, 2016) the firm could offer innovative cloud-based services to its 

clients: 

One of our key business models if you like, or philosophies are to be lean and 

nimble using technology to compete against the large engineering companies, the 

multinationals that can’t be as nimble as ourselves. We want to embrace and 

embracing innovation and technology to not only run our business but to offer new 

products and services to clients. (CS-E) 

Being the first to the market gives start-ups competitive advantage, which cloud 

technology supports by lowering the barrier to entry (McGrath, 2013; Lofstrom, 

Bates, & Parker, 2014). However, the founder in CS-E mentioned that cloud 

computing is double-edged when it comes to competitive advantage because it 
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makes it easier and cheaper for everyone to enter the market, which renders 

competitive advantage unsustainable (Contractor, 2013). 

If you look at competitive advantage of either of being the first mover or if you are 

not, what barriers to entry to prevent a whole lot of people flooding in and doing 

the same, I guess it is the double-edged that using individuals in terms of the 

capital cost and the ease of setting up a start-up. It makes it very easy to 

traditionally what it was. However, that just means that it makes it easier for 

everyone else (CS-E). 

Cloud computing creates competitive advantage quicker than other potential 

competitors. BC-1 specialised in operations; his focus was mainly on the benefits of 

collaboration and cloud storage. She believed that using cloud computing creates 

competitive advantage by enabling a business to be first in the market, quicker than 

the other potential competitors (McGrath, 2013). 

BC-3 described how cloud computing innovates in the market component of the 

business model: ‘acceleration, if you can move in the market faster than your 

competition, then you win more’. He described cloud technology several times: 

‘technology enables you to be faster’. He continued by describing how this 

‘acceleration’ helps start-ups gain competitive advantage by providing the analogy of 

a race. He believes that business is a race to the market: those businesses that can run 

faster by serving and engaging with the market faster are winning the race, and 

therefore, winning the competition. Cloud tools help start-ups build and test 

products, bringing value propositions faster, and are not tied to a specific 

geographical location, which leads to competitive advantage. Cloud computing 

provides several quick iterations to test and re-evaluate a value proposition, also 

leading to competitive advantage (Hazen & Byrd, 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Morris, 

Schindehutte, Richardson, & Allen, 2015). It also increases the quality of the 
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products by overseeing all activities and tasks needed to maintain the desired level of 

excellence (Doz & Prahalad, 2012). 

BC-2 argued that start-ups can create competitive advantage by simply innovating in 

their revenue model by using ready-made cloud tools that allow start-up founders to 

validate the ideas faster and cheaper, almost for free. He gave an example of a cloud 

tool that allows start-up founders to validate their ideas by simply creating a pre-

order sales page while the cloud service provider takes care of the payment and all 

related processes in an efficient way. It only takes five minutes for the start-up 

founder to have business processes running efficiently. One of the advantages for 

start-ups is the speed of the market, which gives start-ups competitive advantage 

(Kim, Im, & Slater, 2013). BC-8 stated: 

So very much, there is that speed to the market thing, very important for start-ups, 

and cloud computing can provide a real advantage, but as a scale-up and a grown-

up become, it becomes as a disadvantage. (BC-8) 

Additionally, agility allows start-ups to gain competitive advantage by simply 

allowing them to be nimble and adapt quickly to the market (Mohamed, 2016). The 

key thing to note here is that a business that can be agile can be more competitive. 

When a competitor or any business is held back by technology (Helfat & Peteraf, 

2009) decisions it has made in the past, this is comparable to the investment principle 

of not making future decisions based on certain costs (Contractor, 2013). Quite often, 

businesses invest in technology (Hazen & Byrd, 2012), after which they experience 

lingering costs, and that prevents them innovating. Thus, for a start-up or high 

growth business using cloud technology to have an advantage over its competitor(s) 

it must be more agile. It does not have so much inertia in one direction with 

technology decisions that it can be a little nimbler.  
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The technology that can adapt, and one that does not have massive capital 

investment, can make decision-making swifter (Jardon & Susana Martos, 2012). 

Cloud-based marketing technology allows start-ups to gain competitive advantage by 

explaining exactly how to do this (Chiu & Chiou, 2016). Another key advantage of 

being a lone start-up is that cloud computing allows the ability to disrupt and 

improve the innovation process (Chuang & Lin, 2013). Founder B in CS-D described 

how hard competitors compete with the start-up; however, the start-up was using 

cloud computing and thus being agile and lean. He added that his established 

competitors could scale only by employing more people, while the start-up scaled by 

improving its cloud infrastructure: 

That will be like turning the Titanic around; it’s not going to happen overnight. I 

mean, how will they go to combat someone like us? Because as soon as they 

introduce a platform to compete against us, they are actually undermining all the 

very people that have made their company value. … their scalability relies on 

having more people. (CS-D, Founder B) 

Cloud technology gives tech start-ups, like CS-D start-up, competitive advantage 

because it allows them to start developing a system from scratch, while other 

established businesses have a legacy system that makes it too expensive for them to 

change and adjust based on the market and new demands. Founder A gave a couple 

of examples of how start-ups gain competitive advantage from cloud computing. 

Further, he claimed that in comparison with bigger firms, this fresh start makes start-

ups agile and lean when adapting to the new changes. 

So, I think for a start-up, that is a massive advantage in being adaptable, being 

flexible and being out of pivot in that. Starting a start-up today with no incumbent 

technology platform that you have to try and move or change or pivot from is a 

massive advantage because you can use the latest technology that usually it’s how 

it’s built, if you want to change later on, you can do it easily whereas some of the 
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banks for instance, have really struggled changing their technology. Some of the 

banking platforms are the worst of any platforms that are around. The ANZ, I 

started using ANZ, their banking platform does not work on Macs, it’s crazy. 

They have got technical debts. Start-ups don’t have technical debts and I think that 

puts me to a great advantage. … And being nimble, being so nimble is such a big 

competitive advantage. (CS-D, Founder A) 

8.2 P3.2: Timely Market Insights Enabled by Cloud Computing 

Help Start-ups to Improve Their Value Proposition Efficiently and 

Effectively Leading to Competitive Advantage 

The findings in this section are intended to show how understanding the market and 

the niche using cloud computing can improve the value proposition and lead to 

competitive advantage. Figure 23 shows the findings that forms the relationship 

between P3.2 between SaaS, the market and value proposition components of the 

BMI, and competitive advantage. Correspondingly, these findings emerged from the 

evidence for RQ3 of the research conceptual research framework. 

 

Figure 23. P3.2 Understanding the Market and Identifying the Niche Using CC Improves the Value 

Proposition which Leads to CA 

As illustrated in Figure 23, the evidence reflected in P3.2 is based on the previous 

propositions P1.2 and P2.1, in which using SaaS tools enables start-ups to collect big 

data about their targeted market and gain deep market insights (P1.2). Further, this 

data and market insight allows start-ups to improve their value proposition (P2.1). 
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Thus, deep market insight leads start-ups to competitive advantage. This section 

contains evidence from empirical research obtained from the three studies, which is 

supported by references from the literature. 

Cloud computing has several benefits, one of which is identifying a niche by using 

cloud tools (Quitzow, Walz, Köhler, & Rennings, 2014). Organisations need to 

identify and understand the market to achieve competitive advantage (Chiu & Chiou, 

2016; Lian et al., 2014; Morris et al., 2015). The global market contains a huge 

amount of growing data, which needs to be analysed quickly to gain insights into the 

future market. The organisations with quicker data analysis methods lead the market 

and make decisions faster than their competitors, thereby gaining competitive 

advantage (McAfee, Brynjolfsson, Davenport, Patil, & Barton, 2012; Wassick et al., 

2012). CS-B start-up used cloud tools to collect data and generate reports to adjust to 

their target market using the right marketing channels (Helfat & Peteraf, 2009).  

Clear, detailed information about the target market and marketing channels enables 

organisations to make swifter decisions. The founder in CS-B argued that the firm 

has a competitive advantage in the market because of the data they have collected 

from the cloud tools they are using: 

It will give them the data. Yes, without the data, the guy without the technology is 

going to be making assumptions without data. … And especially with marketing, 

because you can spend so much money on marketing … I am a big believer in 

data because once you have got tangible data in your hands, you can make 

educated decisions rather than going, ‘I think that might work’ or ‘I think that this 

could work’ or ‘That’s a good idea’ without the evidence, and that’s another part 

of the platform that you could do that. (CS-B) 
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The founder in CS-C stated that the data the firm collects in their CRM system is 

what gives them competitive advantage (Chuang & Lin, 2013; Lew & Sinkovics, 

2013; Teece, 2007): 

So, you have to have a tool to keep track of your customers, which is your 

customer relationship product, and we use a thing called SugarCRM, which, 

basically, keeping track of all your customer details … I think if you don’t have 

cloud technology these days, you do not have a business, you fall behind because 

your opposition is so much far ahead of you. … with technology, you can find and 

get to that and be quicker than the other people. So, it is a bit speed of business. 

(CS-C) 

BC-6 talked about the importance of data that can be collected using cloud 

computing, which results in competitive advantage for start-ups: 

What I am finding with start-ups is that they will have more information available 

with the technology products they purchase. Moreover, that information helps you 

make better decisions about whether it is your compelling [competitive] 

advantage, whether it is your revenue model or your operations. (BC-6) 

One of the ways that cloud technology helps start-up gain competitive advantage is 

its ability to present a more compelling value proposition through better 

communication channels: 

Most importantly, the start-up with the CRM is going to actually understand and 

be able to communicate better with their customers. So, they are going to be able 

to present more valuable, compelling value propositions and build a more 

compelling relationship. So, yes, absolutely. They are going to have competitive 

advantage. (BC-10) 
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8.3 P3.3: Innovative Cost Efficiency Facilitated by the Subscription 

Model of the Cloud Helps Start-ups to Achieve Competitive 

Advantage 

Proposition P3.3 also represents one of the identified areas of findings from research 

question RQ3 of the conceptual research framework. Figure 24 shows the 

relationship between P3.3 and cloud computing, the operations, market and value 

proposition components of the BMI, and competitive advantage. 

 

Figure 24. P3.3: How Innovative Cost Efficiency Facilitated by the Subscription Model of the Cloud 

Helps Start-ups to Achieve CA 

As described in Figure 24, the findings informing P3.3 are based on the previous 

propositions P1.3 and P2.3, in which leveraging the pay-as-you-go subscription 

model of the cloud (P1.2) enables start-ups to cut costs and spend their capital in the 

most efficient way (P1.3). Further, this cost efficiency presents a lower barrier to 

entry to enter their targeted market (P2.3). Thus, usage of the subscription model of 

the cloud leads start-ups to competitive advantage. This section presents evidence 

from the empirical research of the three studies and is supported by references from 

the literature. 
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Cloud technology’s subscription model (pay-as-you-go) suits start-ups because it 

allows them to be agile and lean and offers lower cost services, which leads to 

competitive advantage because start-ups have low overhead costs and stay agile with 

a small team (Desyllas & Sako, 2013). The founder of CS-A explained the benefits 

of the pay-as-you-go service as: 

If you think about our competitors. We have a lower cost. For them to develop a 

new product, that will take them months and months and cost them much money; 

whereas with us, because we are a small team using cloud-based technologies, we 

are more agile, and we can do things a lot cheaper. That is where the competitive 

advantage comes from, and our goal has to be always to continue to offer our 

product at a lower cost than anyone else. (CS-A) 

An interesting observation is that the low-cost and adoption of the pay-as-you-go 

model of cloud computing leads to competitive advantage (Hazen & Byrd, 2012). 

Cloud computing’s low-cost entry and scalability means that organisations can gain 

competitive advantage over other competitors (Bilgihan & Wang, 2016; Lofstrom et 

al., 2014). The pay-as-you-go service enables different applications at low-cost, 

enabling competitive advantage for current competitors as well as future competitors 

(Mohamed, 2016; Nazarpoori, Ghodsi, & Kiani, 2014; Priem & Swink, 2012). The 

founder of CS-D explained the advantages of pay-as-you-go services: 

So, cloud computing allows us, a low-cost entry-level elastic solution that then we 

can scale at very little cost. So, what it does, it gives us a massive advantage over 

our competitors, the existing competitors in particular who have got models in 

their business, so they are different to putting everything online and making 

everything digital. So, without the open source community, without some 

Software as a Service for specialty things that we made such as email, Google 

Docs and all that type of things, it would be cost prohibitive for us. (CS-D) 

CS-E was building a SaaS system for its clients, not as its core revenue model but to 

add value to their core product and win clients’ loyalty in the long term (Nazarpoori 
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et al., 2014). Therefore, providing SaaS to start-up clients in addition to its core 

product allowed the firm to gain competitive advantage: 

In our case in our business, the provision of cloud-based tools, Software as a 

Service or Platform as a Service, is not so much about creating a large revenue 

model from that alone. It is to differentiate and to provide a hook and to provide 

client engagement for them to contract us what is our core business, which is the 

collection of data. (CS-E) 

According to BC-3, one of the features of cloud computing in the market component 

is the ability for start-ups to ‘reach’ the targeted market more easily than it used to in 

the past (Bilgihan & Wang, 2016; Leonidou, Leonidou, Fotiadis, & Zeriti, 2013; 

Strohmeier, 2013). Cloud technology enables exploration and helps start-ups gain 

competitive advantage in the market component from the ‘exposure’ of the product 

or service (Chiu & Chiou, 2016; Forsman, 2013; Lew & Sinkovics, 2013). The 

cloud-based platform now allows start-ups to reach thousands or millions of potential 

clients, whereas this was almost impossible for start-ups with a limited budget before 

the existence of cloud computing (Bharadwaj, Varadarajan, & Fahy, 2015; 

Mohamed, 2016; Yusuf et al., 2014). Additionally, cloud technology helps start-ups 

gain competitive advantage in their revenue model by allowing them to be 

‘proactive’ rather than ‘reactive’ regarding payment collection, innovating and 

billing (Jardon & Susana Martos, 2012; Lew & Sinkovics, 2013; Quitzow et al., 

2014). 

A lack of proactive payment and billing systems results in delaying the cash flow of 

start-ups, which in turn results in losing competitive advantage (Contractor, 2013). 

Further, when there is a system that automatically reminds clients of their unpaid 

bills, this frees start-up employees and founders from chasing debts so that they can 

focus more on working on their business than working in their business. BC-8 added 
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that cloud tools help start-ups to be more consistent and disciplined with their 

prospects and clients. Being proactive, consistent and disciplined can be considered 

the third method of creating a competitive advantage for start-ups. 

BC-8 argued that one of the ways that cloud computing allows start-ups to gain 

competitive advantage is the speed to market enabled by the subscription model of 

the cloud: 

 I think one is about utilisation of resources and the other is about speed to market. 

… For start-ups, there is the advantage of a quick start. And the barriers to 

adoption and the barriers to getting off that platform are very low. No 

commitment. So that is a real advantage. … So very much, there is that speed to 

market thing, very important for start-ups, and cloud computing can provide a real 

advantage. (BC-8) 

BC-10 pointed out that start-ups have an immediate competitive advantage if they 

are using cloud technology to save time and money: 

Simply because of the time saving, the money saving, the efficiency saving, they 

are going to have competitive advantage straightaway. They are going to be able 

to get more done than their competitors in a lot less time. (BC-10) 

Having a lean, low-cost team in a start-up company is one of the advantages a start-

up company can have over large firms: 

Yes, of course. I mean, you can be riding a global business that’s competing 

against some of the biggest incumbency in the industry with a fairly small lean 

team, you can be profitable through the use of that technology. This is where the 

David and Goliath story comes in, where David is leveraging cloud technology to 

be able to better maximise and utilise the revenue that can generate the human 

being in the business, where you can generate more revenue per human being in 

the business, that enables you to have competitive advantage over the big 

incumbency in the industry. … I think I am in with less experience, fewer 
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qualifications, fewer expensive team but by utilising the tech available, I can still 

out-service them or out-service my client base and do just as well. (BC-11) 

According to BC-4, cloud technology is evident in start-ups’ revenue model, in the 

accounting, invoicing and payment collection. The consultant gave a couple of 

examples and described how innovation is enabled by cloud computing through 

payment collection, which is part of the revenue component of the business model. 

Cloud technology enables traditional businesses to leverage cloud-based payment 

gateways to invoice clients and collect payments on the spot, which is a creative and 

competitive method because the business can then operate faster than others 

(Desyllas & Sako, 2013; Hazen & Byrd, 2012). Cloud technology helps tech start-

ups build and test their unique value proposition and reduce their infrastructure costs 

scientifically, which results in gaining competitive advantage (Singh 2012). 

The most established businesses have competitive advantage because of 

technological processes and infrastructure provided by cloud computing (Hazen & 

Byrd, 2012; Reed et al., 2012). The cost of capital expenses is close to zero, which 

allows start-ups to test their business whether or not there is a market for it. This low 

or no cost allows start-ups to gain competitive advantage (Contractor, 2013; 

Forsman, 2013). A start-up needs to try effectively to keep the capital expenditure to 

zero as this allows it to test an idea, test it in the marketplace, validate whether there 

are customers, and then ultimately ask the question of whether there is a business 

case for it to continue the start-up—and that is absolutely key to the start-up’s 

competitive advantage (Barroso, Clidaras, & Hölzle, 2013; Lin & Tsai, 2016; 

Strohmeier, 2013). 

Cloud technology allows start-ups to conduct more effective marketing with less 

cost, which results in not only competing with the other businesses with large 
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marketing budgets but also winning the competition (Chiu & Chiou, 2016). Cloud 

software and networks with social graphs allow businesses to market in new and 

creative ways. Traditional marketing with just larger brands and more established 

businesses is very much based on brand awareness and traditional marketing (Helfat 

& Campo-Rembado, 2016; Morris et al., 2015; Yan Xin, Ramayah, Soto-Acosta, 

Popa, & Ai Ping, 2014), whereas, new start-ups have the ability to invest fewer 

dollars in marketing but still have very effective inbound and outbound marketing 

campaigns because there is more data and more methods to access that data. 

The cloud model is not only about the pay-as-you-go subscription model it provides, 

but also about the accessibility that it provides. According to BC-4, one way to help 

start-ups gain competitive advantage is the ability for the team members of the start-

up to access information from anywhere by any authorised member quickly. She 

argued that the quicker a start-up firm can serve its clients, with the least effort, the 

more competitive the firm will be—as she puts it, ‘being able to have access to that 

information, wherever you are, as long as you have internet, gives you that 

competitive advantage because you are quick’. 

Founder A in CS-D mentioned that cloud technology provides start-ups with 

competitive advantage because it significantly lowers the cost of hiring staff, and 

builds a consistent communication system with their clients: 

One, we have to have less finance staff, we have to have less admin staff. So we 

don’t lower costs. That’s probably a big one, and two, we can manage their 

relationship with [our clients] without having human involvement and is accurate 

to [our clients] while think we provide a better value proposition to [our clients] as 

well by using that technology because if you think about [our targeted industry] 

market is certainly fragmented a lot solo proprietary operate is that they wouldn’t 

have a sophisticated system probably done in Excel spreadsheets that if we can 
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provide an end to end model, then I think we are ready to go to them as well, as 

well as efficiency for us. (CS-D, Founder A) 

8.4 P3.4: Cloud-Enabled Scalability and Marketing Automation 

Help Start-ups Streamline their Operations Leading to Competitive 

Advantage 

Figure 25 shows the relationship between P3.4 and other components of this 

research’s conceptual framework, including SaaS, the operations and market 

components of the BMI, and competitive advantage. This area of findings was also 

directed towards addressing third sub-research question (RQ3). 

 

Figure 25. P3.4: Scalability and Automation Enabled by CC Leads to CA  

The findings in P3.4 are based on propositions P1.4 and P2.4, which state leveraging 

automation cloud-based tools enables start-ups to scale their operations (P1.4), and 

scalability and automation tools allow start-ups to automate their means of marketing 

(P2.4). Thus, leveraging the scalability of cloud tools leads start-ups to competitive 

advantage. This section presents evidence from my empirical research of the three 

studies, supported by references from the literature. 

As described in Chapter 6, participants from the organisations studied in the data 

analysis agreed they all use cloud computing to automate their operations and 
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provide ease of use. Further, cloud computing helped them to scale their businesses 

easily and find clients from all over the world. However, some of the organisations 

only used automating tools such as email and customer management and support, but 

the concept of scalability cannot be denied in that case too. As an organisation 

becomes consistent and stable in the market, the need for scalability to capture more 

of the market increases. Also, automation helps in marketing the organisation’s 

product easily to clients, who thus make scalability an important outcome of 

automation. Other than the operation’s excellence and automation, organisations 

look toward providing safe and reliable services to their clients. 

Cloud computing enables scalability and automation by providing low-cost 

infrastructure (Bilgihan & Wang, 2016; Nazarpoori et al., 2014; Strohmeier, 2013). 

Founder B from CS-D argued that having a low-cost infrastructure for tech start-ups 

allows them to scale with low-costs compared with their established competitors 

with large overhead costs: 

It is essential. If we have to go out and buy dedicated servers, we would be 

spending a fortune. The cloud technology—first of all, the Amazon [Web 

Services] type offering. … So, Infrastructure as a Service is—because it is elastic, 

we can spin it up—so we are using tools that will do all the load balancing for us, 

so that if we do have spikes in activity on our portal that it will simply spin. (CS-

D, Founder B) 

The founder from CS-E mentioned that global scalability and speed to market gives 

start-ups competitive advantage: 

Obviously, just the global scalability.… as soon as you release a product, to have 

someone one in Moscow purchasing your products two minutes later. Yes, cloud-

based technology to scale and speed to market. (CS-E) 
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BC-3 mentioned several times that cloud technology, especially the automation 

aspect, is like a vehicle—it is as good as its driver. Start-ups must have a good 

strategy and business model and excellent implementation to gain the advantages of 

cloud technology, including competitive advantage (Bharadwaj et al., 2015; Grobler 

& Grubner, 2006; Lew & Sinkovics, 2013). Automating each step of the business 

helps start-ups gain competitive advantage in all components of the business model. 

Improving each step, being able to measure it, seeing it in real time, they affect 

your decisions, you are able to make better decisions to improve what you do well. 

… When you have something that is easier for an interaction or a transaction in 

your business and remembers, the transaction is not monetary alone. So now you 

implement, you execute, you measure, test and improve so the flow becomes 

easier … that in itself is competitive advantage. … If you could automate all those 

processes, you have got competitive advantage. … work on the business and not in 

the business, and we all know that what platforms do we have today to help us 

work on the business technology, cloud based. (BC-6) 

BC-10 argued that cloud technology by itself does not lead to competitive advantage. 

However, he believed that it is essential for any start-up in automating marketing:  

I can’t think of a single business that could operate without cloud tools. I don’t 

think it’s so much competitive advantage; I think it’s a ticket to the game. I think 

… if you are not using cloud tools, you won’t be in business. But if you extend 

that, then, yes, of course, it’s competitive advantage, and it’s the people that can 

find the most effective tools to be able to streamline their marketing and their 

operations. It’s going to give them a huge competitive advantage in the market. 

(BC-10) 

8.5 Summary 

Cloud-enabled BMI provides various ways for start-ups to gain competitive 

advantage. There was substantial evidence provided by participants in this study to 

show how cloud-enabled BMI helps start-ups achieve competitive advantage. The 
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four propositions discussed in this chapter answer the third sub-research question: 

How does the cloud computing-enabled business model lead to competitive 

advantage for start-ups? There was ample evidence, as shown in Table 26, that 

cloud-enabled business models can lead to a marketing edge for start-ups. As 

captured in propositions P3.1 to P3.4, cloud-enabled agility, market insights, cost 

efficiency and scalability enable start-ups to gain competitive advantage. 
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Chapter 9: Discussion  

The previous three chapters (Chapters 6, 7 and 8) presented some key findings and 

subsequent propositions developed based on the study evidence that collectively 

offer insights into the research question of this thesis: How does cloud computing 

enable start-ups to achieve competitive advantage through BMI? This chapter now 

reflects upon these propositions, and the findings underlying them, and discusses 

their significance in relation to the literature and the three sub-research questions 

presented in Chapters 6, 7 and 8. The chapter also expounds on the economic value 

of cloud-enabled business model based on this research’s theoretical foundations; the 

Resource-Based View and DCA. 

The chapter starts with an in-depth analysis of the first sub-research question (RQ1) 

and its propositions, presented in Section 9.1. The next section, Section 9.2, reflects 

on the second sub-research question (RQ2) along with its propositions. Section 9.3 

reflects on the third sub-research question and its propositions. This is followed by 

Section 9.4, which reflects on how the three sub-research questions answer the 

central research question. The chapter concludes in Section 9.5. 

9.1 RQ1: How Does Cloud Computing Enable BMI? 

To identify how cloud computing enables BMI (RQ1), in Chapter 6, four major 

propositions, P1.1 to P1.4, were presented. This sub-section explores each of these 

propositions and considers how each extends the previous studies on cloud 

computing and BMI. 
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Proposition P1.1: Cloud Computing Provides Agility that Enables Start-ups to 

Innovate their Business Model 

Agility has become a recognised advantage in the business world, and many 

researchers (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Venters & Whitley, 2012; Viaene & 

Broeckx, 2013; Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015) believe that the cloud has become a 

significant enabler. Start-ups need to have the ability to react to market opportunities, 

respond to business challenges and place their products on the market faster. Cloud 

computing resources and capabilities gives start-ups the opportunity to react to 

business demands faster by facilitating the addition of new business services and 

allowing easy modification of older ones. In line with Yusuf et al. (2014), 

proposition P1.1 states that agility is the ability that allows a business to acclimatise 

and respond to rapidly changing business environments in both productive and cost-

efficient ways. Liu et al., (2014) and Rockmann et al. (2014) argues that efficient 

utilisation of cloud computing competitive resources (such as PaaS, SaaS, and IaaS) 

can enhance business agility. 

The findings presented in Chapter 6 underlying proposition P1.1 extend the existing 

literature by showing how the cloud tools allows organisations to provision, de-

provision and deploy IT infrastructure easily, which in turn speeds up delivery of IT 

projects. As confirmed by most research participants in this project (such as CS-A, 

CS-B, BC-2 and BC-10), business agility allows faster revenue growth, greater and 

more lasting cost reductions, and management of risks and reputational threats 

(Yusuf et al., 2014). For instance, according to founder of CS-A, cloud resources 

allows start-ups to be agile in the market because they can move their products 

faster, quicker and cheaper since they do not have to spend their time focused on 

things the customer does not need. 
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Proposition P1.1 is also underpinned by findings in studies, again such as that of 

Yusuf et al. (2014) and Liu et al. (2017), that state agility enabled by cloud 

computing in start-ups’ BMI allows them to create and validate value propositions 

faster. The evidence obtained from several research participants, such founders of 

CS-A, BC-3 and BC-7, shows that the agility enabled by cloud computing allows 

faster value proposition creation because it allows businesses to focus on what 

matters. Proposition P1.1 also expresses the finding that the agility enabled by cloud 

computing allows tech start-ups to undertake continuous development of their 

systems and applications. In this way, proposition P1.1 extends Gkikas’s (2014) 

research on the impact of cloud computing on Greek start-ups by demonstrating how 

the agility enabled by cloud computing allows organisations to focus on the most 

important aspects of their core businesses. 

Finally, proposition P1.1 expresses how cloud computing enables start-ups to address 

market needs faster with an agile approach. According to CS-A, founder B, cloud 

computing helps the firm innovate because it results in staff being faster—faster to 

try something new, faster to turn it off as soon as they see it is not working and faster 

to work out what is not working. Also, as seen in start-up CS-A, BC-3 and BC-7, 

cloud computing allows faster value creation because it helps businesses to be agile 

and lean, thereby moving faster and at less expense than their competitors. Foster et 

al. (2008) reveal how cloud computing’s flexible infrastructure has dramatically 

reduced the initial infrastructure needed to start a company today compared with 10 

or 20 years ago, and how the same infrastructure has enabled start-ups to identify 

innovative markets. 
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Proposition P1.2: Cloud Computing Provides Market Insights to Enable Start-ups 

Innovate their Business Model 

Based on the findings obtained in Chapter 6, proposition P1.2 reflects how cloud 

computing enables start-ups to identify an innovative market by allowing them to 

track their performance and metrics, understand their target market better and 

identify their niche, and leverage the big data of the cloud to make better business 

decisions. In line with previous studies, such as that of Gkikas (2014), findings that 

evidence P1.2 demonstrate that using cloud computing helps start-ups gather data 

about and provide insights into the target market. 

P1.2 extends such existing literature, first by showing how cloud-based CRM 

enables start-ups to measure and track their marketing performance and metrics. 

According to this project’s research participants, cloud computing offers several 

CRM functionalities (like sales pipeline management and contact list management) 

that enable start-ups to move faster in the market. According to CS-A Founder B and 

the founder of CS-B, such CRM functionalities gave them the ability to collect KPI-

based data and gain a better understanding of their target markets. 

Second, cloud computing enables start-ups to understand their target market and 

identify their niche. Founders of the start-ups that participated in this research agreed 

that cloud computing analytic tools helped the businesses to be focused as well as 

identify their specialisation promptly with a broad understanding of the market. To 

stay competitive in this dynamic business world, start-ups need to have an 

unconventional marketing wisdom. According to CS-A Founder B and the founder 

of CS-C, every start-up must go through the phase of market analysis and 

identification of their niche to sell their products or services. The evidence that 
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contributed to P1.2 demonstrates how cloud tools allow the start-up to segment its 

market and gain more insights and information about the target market. 

Finally, using cloud tools enables start-ups to leverage the big data of the cloud to 

make better marketing decisions. As shown in Table 23, most participants believed 

that cloud computing enabled their start-ups to identify an innovative market in the 

business model from the cloud-enabled market insights. Those who predominantly 

demonstrated this relationship included CS-A, CS-B, CS-D, CS-F, BC-2, BC-4, BC-

7 and BC-10. For instance, BC-2, 4, 7 and 10, and CSP-1 agreed that cloud 

technology helps start-ups increase their efficiency in the process of interacting with 

the business processes, especially in advertising and marketing. 

Proposition P1.3: Cloud Computing Enables Cost Efficiency in Start-ups’ BMI 

One of the most significant benefits claimed about cloud computing according to 

Gkikas (2014) is the considerable savings in an organisation’s IT costs. 

Virtualisation increases the value of physical server hardware, meaning that an 

enterprise can do more with less. Findings that reinforce proposition P1.3 

demonstrate how the cost efficiency benefit of cloud computing enables start-ups to 

innovate in the financial aspect component of the business model. By moving to 

cloud computing, enterprises, regardless of their size or type, can save substantial 

costs through reductions in spending on equipment, software and infrastructure 

(Desyllas & Sako, 2013; Hazen & Byrd, 2012). As Forsman (2013) argues, cloud 

computing allows businesses to rent additional processing power without incurring 

great expenses regarding hardware, licensing, software and renewal fees. This allows 

organisations to reduce both capital and operating costs by using the resources of the 

cloud provider (Contractor, 2013; Forsman, 2013). 
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Gkikas (2014) argues that although one of the direct benefits of cloud computing is 

cost reduction, time-saving is also a major benefit. He reasons that time freed by 

cloud services as well as the reduction of complexity of IT could drive a business’s 

ability to focus on what matters rather than on technological constraints. As shown in 

Table 23, there was substantial evidence to demonstrate that cloud computing does 

indeed enable cost efficiency among start-ups. First, cloud computing enables start-

ups to save time along with money significantly. BC-8 stated that one of the biggest 

advantages of using cloud computing and adopting the pay-as-you-go subscription 

model is the utilisation of resources, which in turn results in saving both time and 

money. CS-A Founder B and BC-5 and 8 also believed that use of the cloud is about 

minimising distraction as well as impacts on resources of both time and money by 

transforming what are often fixed costs into variable costs. 

Second, proposition P1.3 extends the literature by revealing how cloud computing 

enables start-ups to lower their infrastructure costs by leveraging free open source 

systems available from the cloud providers. Research participants such as CSP-A, B 

and C used open source software to cut the costs of licensing and other operational 

costs. CS-D believed that the use of free cloud-based software or open source 

software greatly supports start-ups to save both time and money, and therefore to 

focus on the urgent needs of the business. 

Third, using cloud tools enables start-ups to be location free and operate from the 

cloud, which in turn allows them to reduce costs of running an office and employees. 

Using cloud computing, a start-up does not need a specific location or an office. 

Founder B of CS-D discussed how using cloud-based tools reduced the costs of the 

physical office and physical servers. Finally, the findings of this project demonstrate 

that cloud computing enables start-ups to leverage the scalability and pay-as-you-go 
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subscription model of cloud infrastructure to save significant capital investment on 

IT infrastructure. Founder B in CS-D deliberated on why start-ups need to use cloud 

infrastructure (IaaS/PaaS) to reduce their costs significantly: he believed start-ups 

could scale faster this way, without incurring many costs. 

Proposition P1.4: Cloud Computing Enables Scalability in Start-ups’ BMI 

Cloud computing enables scalability and automation by reducing the cost of 

infrastructure (Bilgihan & Wang, 2016; Nazarpoori et al., 2014; Strohmeier, 2013). 

Data obtained in the research for this study supplement existing studies by showing 

how the scalability obtained from cloud computing enabled start-ups to innovate in 

the operations component of the business model. First, the proposition demonstrates 

how cloud computing facilitates geographical scalability. Most research participants 

pointed out that scalability beyond the local city is a benefit of cloud computing’s 

internet conductivity. For example, founder B of CS-A envisioned scaling the firm’s 

business over all states in Australia and believed that the only way to do this easily 

and cost-effectively was through the use of a selected set of cloud tools. 

Second, cloud computing enables start-ups’ customer service scalability, especially 

for businesses with limited human resources. There was substantial evidence to 

demonstrate that cloud computing allows businesses to scale their human resource 

requirements up or down as and when required. Founder A of CS-A specified that 

the firm’s cloud-hosted system takes care of most of the processes regarding 

marketing, sales, collecting payment and customer support. Scalability enables start-

ups to support their business growth and avoid expensive changes to their existing 

systems. In fact, this ‘scalability’ is the reason many companies move their 
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businesses to the cloud (Bilgihan & Wang, 2016; Gkikas, 2014; Nazarpoori et al., 

2014; Strohmeier, 2013). 

Third, cloud computing resources enables start-ups’ BMI to scale their operation by 

automating their processes. As described by start-up Founders CS-B, F, BC-6, 7 and 

CSP-1, cloud-based CRM is important for automating businesses’ operations and 

task management, which is achieved by implementing a workflow for their internal 

processes and their clients’ interactions. According to founder of CS-B and BC-5, the 

cloud allows everyone who is taking part in business operations within the firm to 

remain on the same page, which significantly increases efficiency and convenience 

in the communication process. 

Evidence contributing to proposition P1.4 also illustrates how cloud computing 

enables start-ups’ BMI to scale their IT infrastructure. P1.4 is particularly evident in 

data provided by start-ups CS-B and CSP-2. CSP-2 believed that one of the greatest 

features of cloud computing is its ability to lower the barrier to implementing and 

adapting to technology, considering their limited budget and time. The findings 

presented in Chapter 6 also demonstrate how the power of the cloud enables start-

ups’ BMI to scale their internal operations and communications to complete more 

tasks in less time more accurately. According to founder CS-D and E, and BC-2, 10 

and 11, such power enables them to run their businesses more easily and increase 

their operational efficiency. Table 27 summarises the answers to the first sub-

research question (RQ1) that demonstrate how cloud computing enables BMI. The 

relevant previous studies that are confirmed or extended by this study’s propositions 

are also provided in Table 27. 
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9.2 RQ2: How Does Cloud Computing Impact the BMI Process? 

In Chapter 7, the impact of cloud computing on BMI and the development of a start-

up’s business model during the innovation process were explored. The propositions 

developed in Chapter 7 address the second sub-research question (RQ2): How does 

cloud computing impact the BMI Process?  

This question resulted in five key propositions (P2.1 to P2.5), which demonstrate 

how cloud computing affects the model innovation process, and how it can help 

start-ups achieve competitive advantage. 

Table 27: A Summary of RQ1 Propositions and Relevant Previous Studies 

Propositions  How CC Enables BMI Relevant Previous Studies 

P1.1 CC enables agility 

(Venters & Whitley, 2012; Viaene & 

Broeckx, 2013; Willcocks & Reynolds, 

2015; Zhang et al. 2017) 

P1.2 CC enables market insights 
(Broberg et al., 2008; Gastermann et al., 

2015; Wang et al., 2017) 

P1.3 CC enables cost efficiency 

(Becker et al., 2017; Desyllas & Sako, 

2013; Gkikas, 2014; Hazen & Byrd, 

2012) 

P1.4 CC enables scalability 

(Bellavista et al., 2017; Bilgihan & 

Wang, 2016; Gkikas, 2014; Nazarpoori 

et al., 2014; Strohmeier, 2013) 

This discussion extends the findings of previous studies by authors such as 

Osterwalder et al. (2005), Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010), and Chesbrough (2010). 

Most importantly, the four pillars of Osterwalder et al. (2005)—value proposition, 

market, revenue model and operations—are essential in this discussion. Each 

proposition in Chapter 7 is explicitly discussed in this sub-section. 

Proposition P2.1: Collected Data About Market Tests Improve Decision-Making 

About Value Proposition 
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As demonstrated in Chapter 7, the agility enabled by cloud computing helps validate 

the selected market promptly. Proposition P2.1 indicates that the market component 

improves decision-making about the creation and validation of the value proposition. 

This view is supported by Nazarpoori, Ghodsi and Kiani (2014), who show how 

cloud adoption enables organisations to be more responsive to change and act faster 

to satisfy business demands. Yusuf et al. (2014) also demonstrate how cloud 

computing’s agility helps businesses reduce time-to-market and how this can enable 

innovation. According to Osterwalder et al. (2005), a value proposition defines the 

value features of the product or what the customers should expect to gain from the 

product. Proposition P2.1 is consistent with Osterwalder et al. (2005) and extends 

this literature by showing how SaaS enables market insights into the targeted market. 

Findings that support proposition P2.1 also demonstrate that insights into the market 

allow start-ups to innovate in the value proposition through the testing and validation 

enabled by SaaS tools. For example, the founder of CS-E start-up confirmed that 

cloud-based analytic tools helped the users make better decisions to create greater 

value for their businesses without the cost of traditional IT infrastructure. This 

allowed managers to have a better understanding of the market and execute 

requirements easily and efficiently. 

Proposition P2.2: The Agility Enabled by Cloud Computing Helps Validate the 

Value Proposition in the Market 

Evidence that backs proposition P2.2 demonstrates how agility enabled by the cloud 

helps validate the value proposition in the market. Osterwalder et al. (2005) argue 

that the market defines the archetype of the customers and their behaviour in a way 

that enables a complete understanding of customer needs and expectations. The 
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components of the business model, as demonstrated by Osterwalder and Pigneur 

(2010), are interrelated to enable cloud-based agility and validate the value 

proposition in the market. Further, validation of the value proposition requires 

extensive customer data to achieve cloud-based agility. Founder A of CS-A argued 

that the agility facilitated by cloud computing enables start-ups to craft and refine 

their value propositions better and faster than their competitors. P2.2 extends 

Gkikas’s claims that cloud computing enables a high level of infrastructure agility to 

provide a model for start-ups at a minimum cost. The findings forming P2.2 reveal 

that with traditional technology, there would be longer time frames to build and 

implement the required infrastructure. 

Proposition P2.3: Using the Pay-as-you-go Subscription Model of the Cloud 

Lowers Cost Barriers to Enter a New Market 

The findings informing P2.3 show that the cost efficiency enabled by the pay-as-you-

go subscription model lowers the barrier for start-ups to enter the target market. P2.3 

adds to the already existing concept (as presented by Yusuf et al., 2014) that the 

cloud model and cost efficiency allow businesses to innovate in the market 

component by lowering the barrier for entry to the targeted market. Most of the 

research participants emphasised that the pay-as-you-go model is one of the most 

important aspects for any start-up, especially those seeking to enter a new market. 

Moreover, founders of CS-A, B and C argued that cloud tools are very useful for 

new businesses because they are either cheaper or they lower the barrier to market 

entry in terms of testing new ideas or designs.  

Lower infrastructure and product costs are only possible through implementation of 

the cloud model. Founder A of CS-A agreed that one of the reasons cloud computing 
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is so important for start-ups is that it significantly lowers barriers to market entry 

because most of the cloud tools are free or freemium. Cloud technology makes it 

possible for start-ups to generate revenue with minimum investment. However, it is 

not certain that all cloud tools bring lower set-up costs or lower the barrier to the 

entry. Hence, organisations must understand the types of tools and their benefits to 

make the right choice 

Proposition P2.4: Cloud Computing Enables Business Operations to Scale 

Leading to Marketing Automation 

Evidence forming P2.4 demonstrates that the scalability enabled by cloud computing 

in operations allows start-ups to innovate in the market component of the BMI by 

automating most of the marketing activities. Another crucial pillar of a business 

model, as Osterwalder et al. (2005) demonstrate, is operations. The authors establish 

that operations are the activities that the company must complete to be able to build 

and deliver the product, as well as market and sell the product to customers. 

Therefore, in this rapidly changing global market, business models should support 

stable relations with clients to be able to move products quickly in the market. Most 

start-up companies that participated in this research used cloud computing to 

automate their business operations. For example, CS-C start-up had automated the 

way the firm collected leads from its target market, which allowed it to receive data 

automatically and respond swiftly towards fulfilling clients’ needs. 

Proposition P2.5: The Scalability and Connectivity of Cloud Computing 

Enhance Cost-Effectiveness 

Findings that back proposition P2.5 reveal that cloud computing capabilities 

enhances collaboration, connectivity and scalability, which in the long run enhance 
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cost-effectiveness. Proposition P2.5 is important because it presents an argument that 

has not been extensively addressed in the literature. It demonstrates that with 

improved collaboration and communication brought about by cloud computing, start-

ups can cut the cost of hiring local staff by outsourcing most of the administration 

tasks anywhere around the world. Cloud resources also ease the way for start-ups 

entering new businesses and BMIs. According to founder B of CS-A, one of the 

benefits of these cloud resources is that they are available and accessible anywhere 

by an authorised user. This accessibility, according to founders of CS-D and F, can 

lead to reduced set-up costs because of the outsourcing enabled. With these kinds of 

cost reductions, a business can gain competitive advantage in the market and grow 

exponentially. 

Table 28 presents a summary of the findings to the second sub-research question 

(RQ2) by showing how cloud computing influences the BMI process. A list of the 

relevant previous studies is also given under each finding. 

Table 28: Summary of RQ2 Propositions and Relevant Previous Studies 

Propositions  
How CC Impacts BMI 

Process (RQ2) 
Relevant Previous Studies 

P2.1 
Enabled market insight 

improves value proposition 

(Osterwalder et al. 2005; Osterwalder & 

Pigneur 2010; Yusuf et al., 2014) 

P2.2 
Enabled agility helps validate 

market in timely manner 

 

(Gkikas, 2014; Osterwalder et al., 2005; 

Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010) 

 

P2.3 
Enabled cost efficiency 

lowers market barrier 

(Osterwalder et al. 2005; Yusuf et al., 

2014) 

P2.4 

 

Enabled scalability leads to 

market automation 

(Osterwalder et al., 2005) 

P2.5 

Enabled scalability and 

connectivity leads to cost-

effectiveness 

(Bilgihan & Wang, 2016; Gkikas, 2014; 

Nazarpoori et al., 2014; Osterwalder et al., 

2005; Strohmeier, 2013) 
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9.3 RQ3: How Do Cloud-Enabled Business Models Lead to 

Competitive Advantage for Start-ups? 

The third proposition explores the third sub-research question (RQ3) and 

demonstrates how the cloud-enabled business model leads to competitive advantage 

for start-up companies. As seen in Chapter 8, this exploration led to four propositions 

(P3.1 to P3.4), as shown in Figure 21. This sub-section provides a detailed analysis 

of each of these propositions. 

Proposition P3.1: Cloud-Enabled Agility in BMI Components Leads to 

Competitive Advantage 

Findings forming P3.1 demonstrate how the agility that is enabled by cloud 

computing leads to competitive advantage. P3.1 is based on the previous findings 

that support P2.2, which illustrates how using cloud computing enables agility in 

start-ups’ business model, especially in the value proposition creation. As discussed 

by Kim (2013), Mell and Grance (2011) and Mu and Stern (2015), this agility in the 

business model allows start-ups to validate their value proposition in the market 

(P2.2). Evidence for P3.1 shows that this agility in a business model can be enabled 

by leveraging cloud computing resources, SaaS and IaaS/PaaS, which in turn leads to 

competitive advantage. Founders of CS-C and E believed that cloud computing by 

itself does not provide a business with competitive advantage. Reed et al. (2012) 

state that the cloud should be integrated with a business model for complete 

functionality. P3.1 extends this concept by demonstrating how cloud computing can 

be intertwined with a business model to improve start-ups’ agility in the market, 

which in turn leads to competitive advantage. 
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Proposition P3.2: Timely Market Insights Enabled by CC that help Start-ups 

Improve their Value Proposition Efficiently and Effectively Lead to Competitive 

Advantage 

In answering RQ3, it was also discovered that timely market insights enabled by 

cloud computing could help start-ups to improve their value proposition efficiently 

and effectively, and as a result, lead to competitive advantage. This is particularly 

evident in Proposition P3.2, which shows that the data collected by cloud tools and 

other cloud resources provide market insights that lead to competitive advantage. 

Findings forming P3.2 show that the agility enabled allows start-ups to innovate in 

the targeted market by validating their value propositions in the target market. BC-6 

and BC-10 demonstrated that the cloud helps businesses gain competitive advantage 

because it enables them to present a more compelling value proposition through 

better communication channels. P3.2 extends ideas presented in previous studies, 

such as that of Aljabre (2012) and Gong et al. (2010), by explicitly demonstrating 

how timely market insights enabled by cloud computing can lead to competitive 

advantage. 

Proposition P3.3: Cost Efficiency Facilitated by the Subscription Model of the 

Cloud Helps Start-ups to Achieve Competitive Advantage 

Findings supporting P3.3 illustrate that the pay-as-you-go model of the cloud 

significantly increases the cost efficiency of the start-ups, which consequently leads 

to competitive advantage. This finding emerges from a line of other findings in 

Propositions P1.1, P1.2 and P2.3—leveraging the pay-as-you-go subscription model 

of the cloud (P1.1) enables start-ups to cut costs and spend their capital in the most 

efficient way (P1.2); this cost efficiency lowers the barrier to start-ups for entry to 
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their targeted market (P2.3). Thus, usage of the subscription model of the cloud leads 

start-ups to competitive advantage. Founders of CS-A, CS-D and CS-E described 

well how the pay-as-you-go model could be beneficial, and their remarks can be 

backed by evidence from studies such as that of Desyllas and Sako (2013). For 

instance, founder A of CS-D noted that the pay-as-you-go model is essential because 

it permits low-cost, entry-level, elastic solutions that can allow start-ups to scale at 

very little cost, which in turn enables competitive advantage. 

Proposition P3.4: Cloud-Enabled Scalability and Marketing Automation that Help 

Start-ups Streamline their Operations Lead to Competitive Advantage 

There was also substantial evidence to show that cloud computing dynamic 

capabilities such as scalability and marketing automation can help small businesses 

streamline their operations, which can subsequently lead to competitive advantage. 

The findings to form P3.4 show how start-ups can scale their operations using cloud-

based resources and capabilities, which ultimately enable them to achieve 

competitive advantage. These scalability and automation tools allow start-ups to 

automate their marketing activities (P2.4). Several studies, such as Bilgihan and 

Wang (2016), Nazarpoori et al. (2014) and Strohmeier (2013), argue that scalability 

and marketing automation can lower the costs of infrastructure, thereby improving a 

company’s competitiveness in the market. Proposition P3.4 extends this concept by 

showing how cloud computing can enable start-ups’ scalability and automation by 

supplying low-cost infrastructure. The founder from CS-E believed that global 

scalability and speed can give new businesses competitive advantage. However, BC-

3 argued that start-ups must have a good strategy, business model and solid 

implementation approach to achieve competitive advantage. 
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Table 29 provides a summary of answers to the third sub-research question (RQ3), 

demonstrating how cloud-enabled BMI can lead to competitive advantage for start-

up companies. 

Table 29: Summary of RQ3 Propositions and Relevant Previous Studies 

Propositions  
How CEBMI Leads to CA 

for Start-ups (RQ 3) 
Relevant Previous Studies 

P3.1 
Cloud-enabled agility leads 

to CA 

(Liu et al., 2018; Venters & Whitley, 2012; 

Viaene & Broeckx, 2013; Willcocks & 

Reynolds, 2015; Williams, 2012, 2010; 

Zhang et al. 2017)) 

P3.2 
Cloud-enabled timely market 

insights lead to CA 

(Becker et al., 2017; Broberg et al., 2008; 

Gastermann et al., 2015) 

P3.3 
Cloud-enabled cost 

efficiency leads to CA 

(Desyllas & Sako, 2013; Gkikas, 2014; 

Hazen & Byrd, 2012) 

P3.4 

Cloud-enabled scalability 

and marketing automation 

lead to CA 

(Bellavista et al., 2017; Bilgihan & Wang, 

2016; Gkikas, 2014; Nazarpoori et al., 

2014; Strohmeier, 2013) 

9.4 Central Research Question: How Does Cloud Computing Enable 

Start-ups to Achieve Competitive Advantage Through BMI? 

As explained in the literature review (Chapter 2), certain characteristics define cloud 

computing as a technology. These characteristics have implications for start-ups, as 

noted by Gong et al. (2010). For instance, on-demand self-service means that cloud 

users can provision computing capabilities such as server time and network storage 

without the need for human interaction. For start-up firms, this means that they can 

easily and quickly obtain the IT infrastructure that they require (Marston et al., 

2011). Propositions P1.1–P1.4, P2.1–P2.5 and P3.1–P3.4 provide answers to this 

project’s research questions, RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3.  

Previous studies (e.g., Gkikas, 2014; Mell & Grance, 2009; Mu & Stern, 2015; 

Williams, 2012) present extensive coverage of cloud computing as a radical 
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technology. However, very few of these studies comprehensively touch on the 

intersection between cloud computing, BMI and/or competitive advantage. Only a 

few studies cut across the intersection of this study’s main concepts of cloud 

computing, BMI and competitive advantage. Building from these previous studies, 

this project used the propositions presented in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 to extend the 

existing literature by showing how start-up companies can gain competitive 

advantage through cloud-enabled BMI. 

As demonstrated in the proposition chapters, there are four ways for start-ups to 

achieve competitive advantage through BMI: First, competitive advantage can be 

gained through the agility enabled by cloud computing (P2.2 and P3.1). Cloud 

computing–enabled agility is supported by a host of evidence from the literature 

(e.g., Kim, 2013; Liu et al., 2017; Mell & Grance, 2011; Mu & Stern, 2015), as well 

as several research participants, for example CS-A, BC-3 and BC-7. Second, 

competitive advantage is aided by usage of SaaS tools by start-ups to understand 

their market and identities their niche (P2.1 and P3.2). Third, competitive advantage 

can be gained by lowering the entry barriers by using cloud computing to utilise the 

capital money of start-ups (P1.1, P1.2, P2.3 and P3.3). Finally, the high scalability 

and automation enabled by using cloud computing supports competitive advantage 

(P1.3, P2.4 and P3.4). 

This study builds on previous studies, especially that of Brook et al. (2014), by 

demonstrating how cloud computing can be intertwined with the four pillars of a 

business model to bring competitive advantage to start-up companies. Brook and 

colleagues’ (2014) findings suggest that the adoption of cloud delivery models leads 

to the innovation of the business model for start-ups. However, they agreed, at the 

time, that the market structure was in an emerging stage and the maturity of cloud 
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technology was still evolving. They argued that a co-evolution of the variables of the 

business model was expected to lead to the refinement of the BMI over time. The 

CEBMI provides new ways through which start-ups can drive business value and 

innovation, and in the end, achieve competitive advantage. 

Two theories, the Resource-Based View and the Dynamic Capabilities Approach, as 

discussed by Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) and Peteraf & Bergen (2003), 

respectively, were used in the development of this study’s proposed framework—the 

cloud-enabled business model. The two approaches are imperative since they 

demonstrate how a firm’s competitive advantage is achieved from the specific needs 

of the company, as opposed to traditional approaches that focus on industrial needs. 

The two approaches were chosen because there is a wealth of evidence that shows 

organisational VRIN resources and capabilities can influence a firm’s sustainable 

competitive advantage (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Venters & Whitley, 2012; 

Willcocks & Reynolds, 2015). 

The principles of DCA and RBV are closely intertwined because both theories focus 

on the internal competencies of an organisation and explain the regeneration of 

organisational resources (Kindström et al., 2013). Cloud computing, as observed in 

CS-A, CS-B, CS-C, CS-D, CS-E and CS-F, can enhance a start-up’s capabilities 

through improving its agility, cost efficiency, market insight and scalability. The 

combination of these two theoretical perspectives, cloud computing and BMI offers a 

new approach to enhancing an enterprise’s competitive advantage. The RBV and 

DCA theoretical approaches provided an important framework for explaining and 

predicting the basis of start-ups cloud-enabled business model performance, and 

subsequent competitive advantage.  
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Literature analysis and research findings demonstrated that cloud deployment in 

start-up firms require a special set of cloud computing capabilities.   For instance, it 

is argued (see, Rockmann et al., 2014) that cloud computing capabilities are 

structured along the technological, human, and organisational dimensions of a firm. 

Rockmann et al., (2014) mention that the degree to which businesses hold these 

capabilities is associated with the degree to which a firm deploys and uses cloud 

computing resources (infrastructure, platforms, software). Using cloud computing, 

start-ups can create advanced business models by orchestrating internal and external 

resources in order to get the best of both worlds. However, as noted by Ho et al 

(2017) and Rockmann et al. (2014) most businesses hesitate to make use of cloud 

resources and capabilities because they are concerned with potential risks such as IT-

security, reliability, vendor lock-in, lack of control, regulatory problems, and 

performance and reliability risks.  

The present research, through its findings, predominantly demonstrates that cloud 

resources and capabilties can enable start-ups to enhance their business models and 

improve their competitive edge. No existing literature offers such a dimension; most 

tend to focus on cloud computing (Kim, 2013; Mell & Grance, 2011; Mu & Stern, 

2015; Williams, 2012), BMI (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010; Collis & Hussey, 

2013; Hedman & Kalling, 2003; Lee, 2001; Teece, 2010), or RBV and DCA (Alexy 

et al., 2018; Barney, 2001; Peteraf & Bergen, 2003) or a unity of either two of these 

domains. This study provides integrated evidence across the concepts of cloud 

computing, BMI and competitive advantage compared with other studies that address 

these concepts in a disjointed manner. This study uses other studies that focus on the 

benefits of cloud computing on businesses’ profitability and productivity to build on 

the propositions and answer the current study’s research questions based on the two 
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main theoretical foundations of RVB and DCA. For example, this study draws on 

Kim’s study Cloud Computing Architecture to demonstrate how cloud computing 

enables start-ups to be agile in the market.  

Kim (2013) believes that cloud computing helps businesses become agile because it 

helps launch applications quickly in areas such as CRM and predictive analytics, 

which improve point-of-sale upsell opportunities and revenue-per-customer without 

lengthy installation and configuration processes. Aljabre (2012) believes, as seen in 

Proposition P3.2, that cloud computing improves a firm’s value proposition by 

allowing data integration layers that eliminate transfer and load procedures, labour-

intensive extract and enable analytics to be applied swiftly across multiple data 

sources. He argues that specialised cloud providers can pull data from businesses’ 

on-premises systems and combine them with proprietary and public data sources to 

yield new insights.  

Such a capability would be almost impossible for numerous start-up companies 

without the power of the cloud. Based on RVB and DCA, this research demonstrates 

that if cloud resources and capabilities are appropriately mobilised and deployed in 

combination, or co-present with other capabilities and resources (such as 

skilled/knowledgeable manpower or organisational structures), they can enhance a 

start-up’s business model, and ultimately competitive advantage. Scholars such as 

Rockmann et al. (2014) and Schäfferling (2013) further argue that resources and 

capabilities within an organisation can mutually reinforce each other. As such, all the 

cloud computing resources and capabilities including software, hardware, and data as 

well as systems and components, telecommunication, and networks within a start-up 

can enhance a start-up's BMI. For instance, cloud resource SaaS, illustrated in Figure 
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16, as proposition P2.1, enabled market insights, which subsequently improves value 

proposition.  

As evidenced in the findings forming P2.3 and P3.1, and supported by several studies 

(Kim, 2013; Marston et al., 2011; Williams, 2012), cloud computing tools increases 

the speed and transformation rate of change: start-up companies realise faster cash 

flow from cloud service usage arbitrage (pay-as-you-go versus CapEx investment). 

This reduces the burden of financial commitment and improves marketing and 

personalisation of services. The cloud-enabled business model also increases a start-

up’s growth potential because additional sources of revenue can be enabled and 

exploited through both new and existing market access (Berman et al., 2012). 

Consistent with the findings demonstrated in P2.3, Berman et al., (2012) argue that 

cloud computing lowers access to service barriers because the speed of procurement 

increases through access to on-demand services, which have the potential to change 

the location of risk responsibility from internal to external providers. By removal of 

intermediates, a start-up can, therefore, go directly to gaining convenience and 

leverage new and existing services (Kim, 2013; Marston et al., 2011; Williams, 

2012). 

The findings forming proposition P3.2 show that the timely market insights enabled 

by cloud computing can help start-ups improve their value proposition efficiently 

and effectively, which in turn can lead to competitive advantage. The findings also 

demonstrate that start-ups can achieve competitive advantage in the market since the 

cloud allows total cost of ownership optimisation. Here, users can identify the cloud 

services that enable them to select and configure a service, which can be from a 

standard catalogue or parameterised to offer a level of customisation to meet specific 

needs (Forsman, 2013). And, since the cloud is designed to run on the internet, 
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provisioning from a catalogue means it is ready to provision as well as run within 

minutes of the service being selected. Traditionally, this would take weeks to run, 

which would slow a business’s operations (Gong et al., 2010). Rapid provisioning 

allows resources to scale up and down as the organisation expands and grows, 

therefore enhancing competitive advantage (Aljabre, 2012). Besides, service 

management and elastic provisioning target real end users as well as real business 

needs for functionality, which also gives a business an edge in the market. 

It is also evident that companies use cloud-based services as a tool for project 

management, communication, social collaboration, writing documents and file 

management. Most of the cloud services small businesses employ are based on 

public cloud deployment; this substantial usage of public cloud tools is aligned with 

the rise of public cloud services on the market (Mell & Grance, 2011). As the 

findings depict, cloud computing makes collaboration and communication in the 

early stages of start-up companies more effective. The cloud-enabled services the 

companies use allow them to view and contribute to the organisation of tasks and 

progress in real time, simultaneously with other IT devices, regardless of their 

geographical location (Kim, 2013; Marston et al., 2011; Williams, 2012). 

As demonstrated, cloud computing reduces the cost of IT for early-stage start-up 

companies because they do not need to build their own IT infrastructure and can, 

therefore, focus on their core business objectives, reduce market barriers and move at 

a faster pace (Aljabre, 2012). Similarly, as shown in P3.3 and P3.4 and described by 

Feltkamp and Van der Meer (2014), innovative cost efficiency facilitated by the 

subscription model of the cloud helps start-ups to achieve competitive advantage. 

Cloud-enabled business models can lead to easy resource management, flexibility 

and scalability with a billing system based on the pay-as-you-go model. Essentially, 
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as portrayed by these findings, cloud-enabled scalability and marketing automation 

help start-ups streamline their operations and lead to competitive advantage. 

9.5 Summary 

This chapter presented a discussion of the findings of the thesis, which helps answer 

the central research question. The chapter also demonstrated how the concepts 

presented in this thesis extend earlier works of scholars such as Williams (2012), Al-

Debei and Avison (2010), Venters and Whitley (2012), Viaene and Broeckx (2013), 

Willcocks and Reynolds (2015), Gkikas (2014), Osterwalder et al. (2005), and 

Feltkamp and Van der Meer (2014). The discussion was based on Propositions P1.1–

P1.4, P2.1–P2.5 and P3.1–P3.4, and formulated around this research’s two 

theoretical frameworks, RBV and DCA. This chapter discussed all the three sub-

research questions (RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3) and ultimately addressed the project’s 

central research question: How does cloud computing enable start-ups to achieve 

competitive advantage through BMI?  

The key concepts drawn from this discussion are: (1) the agility enabled by cloud 

computing through BMI leads to competitive advantage; (2) cloud computing 

enables timely market insights, which in turn improves start-ups’ value proposition 

and leads to competitive advantage; (3) cost efficiency facilitated by cloud adoption 

can enable start-up companies to achieve competitive advantage; and (4) cloud-

enabled scalability and marketing automation allows start-ups to streamline their 

operations, which leads to competitive advantage. 
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Chapter 10: Conclusion and Future Directions  

This chapter concludes the thesis by summarising the study and contributions, as 

well as outlining the limitations and possible areas for future study. The chapter 

starts with a brief summary of the research undertaken, which includes outlining the 

research questions and the conceptual research framework in Section 10.1. Then, 

Section 10.2 and Section 10.3 present the contribution of this research to theory and 

practice, respectively. Finally, study limitations and future directions are outlined in 

Section 10.4. 

10.1 Research Summary 

This study identified that one the biggest challenges faced by most of the start-ups is 

competition, because start-ups build brand and trust from the ground up. A 

comprehensive literature review encompassing recent publications up to 2018 

revealed that while the topics Cloud Computing, Business Model Innovation, and 

Competitive Advantage have been investigated extensively, limited research has 

been conducted to address their interconnections. Most publications investigated 

various aspects about cloud computing, from underlying technologies, to benefits of 

cloud deployment, to risks of using the cloud. Others investigated various aspects of 

businesses’ BMI, whilst still others examined how businesses could achieve 

competitive advantage from one means to another.  

A selection of literature studied the interconnections between two domains addressed 

in this research: cloud computing and competitive advantage. For instance, some 

addressed how cloud computing could lead to competitive advantage but did not 

utilised BMI in their approach. Some investigated how the utilisation of business 
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models could lead to competitive advantage but did not touch on the subject of cloud 

computing. Moreover, most of these studies did not include start-ups as part of their 

study. Further, they did not integrate the domain of cloud computing and competitive 

advantage to understand how start-ups use cloud computing to gain competitive 

advantage. To address this research gap, a conceptual model referred to as Cloud-

Enabled BMI (CEBMI) framework was developed in this study to show how cloud 

computing enables start-ups to gain competitive advantage through cloud-enabled 

BMI. 

This study was driven by one central research question: How does cloud computing 

enable start-ups to achieve competitive advantage through BMI? To address the 

central research question, three sub-research questions were formulated:  

 RQ1: How might cloud computing enable BMI among start-ups?  

 RQ2: How does cloud computing impact the BMI Process?  

 RQ3: How do cloud computing–enabled business models lead to competitive 

advantage for start-ups? 

Findings in relation to these sub-research questions were presented in chapters 6, 7, 

and 8 respectively, and discussed in chapter 9, sections 9.1, 9.2. and 9.3,. The 

Resourced-Based View and Dynamic Capabilities Approach formed the theoretical 

basis for the analysis and discussion of the findings.  

This research started with a comprehensive literature review of the topics of cloud 

computing, BMI and competitive advantage. The literature review led to the design 

of a conceptual research framework (CEBMI framework) that was explored by the 

three empirical studies (case studies with start-ups, and interviews with business 
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consultants and cloud service providers). Based on the comprehensive literature 

review and the conceptual research framework, the research was designed to answer 

the research questions about how start-ups gain competitive advantage from cloud 

computing. 

For the purpose of the research, a multiple case study with six start-ups and 

qualitative research involving interviews with business consultants and cloud 

providers were conducted. During the data analysis and the exploration of the 

framework to understand how start-ups use cloud computing to gain competitive 

advantage, presenting the findings from the perspective of the CEBMI framework 

became complex and more sophisticated. Therefore, to overcome this issue and 

present the findings in a coherent format, the propositions were developed and 

presented in three parts. 

The first part of the propositions addressed RQ1 by exploring the relation between 

cloud computing and the business model and understanding how these components 

affect each other. The second part of the propositions focused on answering RQ2 by 

exploring the inter-structural relationship between the four components of the 

business model based on the outcomes of the first part of the propositions. Finally, 

the third part of the propositions addressed the third sub-research question RQ3 by 

demonstrating how start-ups gain competitive advantage from each of the four 

components of the business model. 
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Figure 26. Overview of Cloud-Enabled BMI framework (CEBMI framework) Showing Detailed Areas 

of Findings   

Figure 26 shows the three components of the findings in the CDBMI framework. 

Findings Part 1 focused on the left side of the framework, which covers the 

relationship between cloud computing and the business model, to address the first 

sub-research question RQ1. Four propositions were identified in Chapter 6, each 

aimed at answering RQ1. Each proposition addressed how cloud computing enables 

BMI in the following ways—P1.1: CC enables agility; P1.2: CC enables market 

insights; P1.3: CC enables cost efficiency; and P1.4: CC enables scalability. 

Findings Part 2 focused on the inter-structural relation between the four components 

of the business model as a result of using cloud computing in a firm, which explored 
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RQ2: How does cloud computing impact BMI processes? The proposition answered 

RQ2 in the following ways—P2.1: enabled market insight allow value proposition to 

be tested and improved; P2.2: The agility enabled by cloud computing helps validate 

the value proposition in the market; P2.3: Using the pay-as-you-go subscription 

model of the cloud lowers cost barriers to enter a new market; P2.4: Cloud 

computing enables business operations to scale leading to marketing automation; and 

P2.5: The scalability and connectivity of cloud computing enhance cost-

effectiveness. 

Lastly, to explore RQ3, Findings Part 3 focused on the right side of the framework, 

which demonstrates how the cloud-enabled business model leads to competitive 

advantage among start-ups. Four propositions were identified in this section, each 

addressing how the cloud-enabled business model allows start-ups to achieve 

competitive advantage. The propositions addressed RQ3 as follows— P3.1: Cloud-

enabled agility of start-ups in innovating their business model components leads to 

competitive advantage; P3.2: Timely market insights enabled by cloud computing 

that help start-ups to improve their value proposition efficiently and effectively lead 

to competitive advantage; P3.3: Innovative cost efficiency facilitated by the 

subscription model of the cloud helps start-ups to achieve competitive advantage; 

and P3.4: Cloud-enabled scalability and marketing automation that help start-ups 

streamline their operations lead to competitive advantage. 

10.2 Contribution to Theory 

This research opens the door to a new line of knowledge in the IS and management 

fields. It integrates the concept of cloud computing with BMI to help start-ups gain 

competitive advantage, which results in significant economic growth and more 
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satisfied entrepreneurs. This research is significant because the current literature 

lacks theories for understanding how cloud computing and BMI enables start-ups to 

gain competitive advantage. The three proposition areas help start-ups and 

researchers in the fields of IS and management to understand the relationships 

between cloud computing, BMI, business models and competitive advantage, which 

have not yet been adequately explored in the literature. This research contributes to 

the theory in the following ways: 

 Demonstrates how the RBV and the DCA can be used to examine how 

start-ups gain competitive advantage from cloud computing 

RBV and DCA are well-established theories in the IS and management research 

fields. This research adapted both theories to develop a conceptual framework to 

answer the research questions concerning how start-ups achieve competitive 

advantage from using cloud computing. These theories were useful in demonstrating 

how start-ups should focus on internal competencies and organisational resources, 

and how this helps in the process of transforming strategic assets into sustainable 

competitive advantage. RBV and DCA theories posit tangible organisational 

resources and competences that are vital for superior business performance. 

Therefore, developing an interactive cloud computing model underpinned by these 

two theories can allow start-up companies to reconfigure their existing resources, 

innovate and attain sustainable competitive advantage. 

 Provides an analysis of the complexities associated with cloud computing 

applications 

In Chapter 2, the study provided a deep analysis of the intricacies associated with 

cloud computing applications. It then demonstrated how each component of the 

cloud can be used by start-up companies, something the previous studies have 
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addressed insufficiently. This integration of evidence has proven to be of 

significance concerning SMEs’ business model and position in the market. 

 Identifies new ways for start-ups to gain competitive advantage from the 

marriage of cloud computing and BMI 

Cloud computing and BMI are emerging topics in academia and practice. The 

propositions presented in this study demonstrate how cloud computing enables BMI, 

which, in turn, leads to competitive advantage. For example, the scalability feature of 

cloud computing enables start-ups to innovate in the operations component of the 

business model (P1.4), which enhances cost-effectiveness (P2.5) and finally leads to 

competitive advantage (P3.4). 

 Shows how cloud computing enables innovation in start-ups’ business 

model 

Another proposition presented in this research concerns how cloud computing 

enables start-ups’ BMI. This thesis provides detailed evidence from the three studies 

(three case studies with start-ups, and interviews with business consultants, and three 

interviews with cloud service providers) to show how using cloud computing enables 

innovation on start-ups’ business model. 

 Provides a deep analysis of the impact of cloud computing on the BMI 

process 

Using cloud computing enabled start-ups to innovate in the four components of the 

business model. Additionally, the analysis in this research shows that there is an 

interrelation between the four components of the business model, which results in a 

high degree of innovation. 
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 The proposed conceptual framework is supported by qualitative 

evidence and is generalisable, especially in Australia 

The triangulation of the collected data across the three case studies increased the 

generalisability of this research, especially in Australia where the research was 

conducted. Moreover, this research is likely generalisable to other situations 

since it expresses theoretical concepts based on its main domains: Start-ups, 

BMI, Cloud Computing, and Competitive Advantage.  

10.3 Contribution to Practice 

This research contributes to practice in the following ways: 

 Shows how start-ups penetrate the market (gaining competitive advantage) 

from adapting cloud computing technologies 

This study introduced propositions that can help start-up founders understand how 

using cloud computing enables them to penetrate the market and create a ‘blue 

ocean’ (Kim & Mauborgne, 2005) while taking into consideration their initial limited 

resources. 

 Explicates how start-ups select a set of cloud tools and adapt the pay-as-

you-go subscription model of the cloud based on the design of their 

business model 

One of the major characteristics of the cloud is its subscription model (pay-as-you-

go), which allows start-ups to pay only for the resources used, without set-up fees. 

This research shows that the subscription model of the cloud is one of the features 

that leads start-ups to competitive advantage. 
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 Provides a focused approach to minimise the cost and time required in 

implementing start-ups’ infrastructure using cloud computing 

Tech start-ups require an IT infrastructure in the form of servers or a grid of 

computers to host their application for their users. This research reveals how cloud 

computing allows tech start-ups to acquire and provision the exact required resources 

based on their requirements, at a minimum cost. 

 Presents a practical framework for start-ups to understand how to use 

cloud computing in both levels (SaaS and IaaS/PaaS) to innovate in their 

traditional business models 

The framework provided in this research is a guide for start-up founders to 

understand how using SaaS and IaaS/PaaS enables them to innovate in their business 

model. The six case studies were practical examples of how the CDBMI framework 

can be employed to use cloud tools and infrastructures to penetrate the market. 

 Provides a simple yet comprehensive set of four components of start-ups 

business model as a replacement for the generic (not for start-ups) well-

known nine components in the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder & 

Pigneur, 2010a) 

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010a) provide nine components in their Business Model 

Canvas for businesses to generate and innovate in their business models. However, 

based on the comprehensive literature review for this study, including the early 

research of Osterwalder and Pigneur, this research found that the four components 

are not only simple for non-professionals (e.g., tech start-up founders) but also 

comprehensive since they incorporate all the concepts of the Business Model 

Canvas. 
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10.4 Study Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

No research is without limitations, and this research is no exception. The following 

section identifies the limitations associated with this research and provides 

suggestions on how future research may overcome these limitations. 

10.4.1 Cloud Computing Lifecycle 

Throughout the development of the CEBMI framework, the study did not consider 

the usage of cloud computing in different stages of the start-ups’ businesses. It was 

revealed in the analysis of findings that there is a lifecycle of cloud computing 

whereby non-tech start-ups begin with a few SaaS tools and add more tools as the 

business progresses. However, tech start-ups differ because they rely more on SaaS 

and IaaS/PaaS in the early stages then move slowly to non-cloud technology once 

they have clarity regarding their IT requirements. For this reason, it was difficult to 

determine precisely the lifecycle of cloud computing and how this might influence 

the development of a start-up. 

10.4.2 Virtual Office for Start-ups 

Another interesting area for future research is the effect on start-ups of virtual offices 

combined with cloud computing, which was out of this study’s scope. Some start-up 

firms do not have offices because the cloud technology allows them to cut the cost of 

having a real office and operate almost completely on the cloud. Therefore, future 

studies should explore the design of virtual offices for start-ups because office design 

could greatly reduce the cost of operations and allow swift and effective management 

of operations. 
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10.4.3 SaaS Providers Use of Another SaaS 

One interesting area of research this research did not investigate is understanding 

how SaaS providers use another SaaS provider to complement their ecosystem of 

services, cut the operations activity, lower the overhead cost and provide a unique 

value proposition. For instance, CS-A’s SaaS service provider was hosted on another 

IaaS service provider. The firm used Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure to 

host their cloud tool, which resulted in a better-quality service for their clients. 

10.4.4 Limited Generalisability of the Findings 

The extension of research findings was limited since data were collected only in 

Australia. A number of factors restricted this study to this single location, but time 

and cost were the chief factors. Therefore, future studies should be more general in 

the collection of data and utilise data from multiple start-ups in more than one 

country. This way, such a study would be externally valid because it would describe 

the true state of affairs outside its own setting. 

10.4.5 Cloud-Based Accounting and Payments as a Core of SaaS for Start-ups 

In the course of conducting this research and analysing the data, the existence of a 

number of SaaS and IaaS/PaaS providers emerged. However, one SaaS provider had 

an agreement in place with the six case studies and 11 business consultants to 

provide a core system for start-ups, which comprised cloud-based accounting tools, 

including accounting and payments. Cloud-based accounting tools are an interesting 

topic for in-depth research. This study did not explore cloud-based accounting 

systems deeply because the cloud computing construct discussed SaaS in general.  
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Appendix A. Plain Language Statement (PLS) 

 

  

 

                                                              Project HREC No. 1545522.1, 19/10/2015, version 1 

 

 

 

 

 

PLAIN LANGUAGE STATEMENT 

 

PROJECT TITLE:  

Understanding How Start-ups Gain a Competitive Advantage from Cloud Computing: A 
Business Model Innovation Perspective 

 

INVESTIGATORS:   

Mohammed Alrokayan (Department of Computing and Information Systems) 

Dr. Wally Smith (Department of Computing and Information Systems) 

Dr. Sherah Kurnia (Department of Computing and Information Systems) 

 

 

THE PROJECT: 

This study explores how cloud technology helps start-ups achieve competitive advantage. We seek to understand 

how start-up firms use cloud technology to innovate business models. The result of the study will help start-up 

founders achieve competitive advantage by using cloud technology and designing a better business model. 

 

You are invited to take part in an interview which will take approximately 1 hour. You will be asked a number of 

questions related to how your organisation uses cloud computing and business model innovation to gain 

competitive advantage in the market. The data collected will be treated confidentially and kept in a safe place, and 

will be used only for the purpose of this specific research project. Access to data will be restricted to the named 

investigators only.   

 

The interview will be recorded and as required by the University of Melbourne, the data collected will be kept 

securely within the Department of Computing and Information Systems for at least five years after the last 

publication and then destroyed securely following the University of Melbourne procedure. There will be no 

individual person or organization identified in the data analysis. However, due to a relatively small number of 

organizations involved, there is no guarantee that the identity of individual person or organization can always be 

protected. Participation in this research project is voluntary, you may withdraw their consent to participate and 

discontinue the participation at any stage. Participants may also withdraw any unprocessed data provided. 

 

If you have any questions about this project please contact: Mohammed Alrokayan 

(m.alrokayan@student.unimelb.edu.au; phone: +61 410 662 355). This project has received clearance by the 

Human Research Ethics Committee. If participants have any enquiry relating to the conduct of the research 

project, they can contact the Executive Officer for Human Research Ethics at The University of Melbourne by 

phone 8344 2073 or fax 9347 6739. 

 

 

 

 

Department of Computing and Information Systems 

The University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010 Australia 

T: +61 3 8344 1501 F: +61 3 9349 4596 

W: http://www.cis.unimelb.edu.au/ 
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Appendix B. Consent Form 

 

  

 

       The University of Melbourne Ethics ID: 1545522.1  

 

 

 

 

                             CONSENT FORM 

 

 

PROJECT TITLE:  

Understanding How Start-ups Gain a Competitive Advantage from Cloud 
Computing: A Business Model Innovation Perspective 

 

 

Name of participant: 

Position: 

 

1. I consent to participate in this project, the details of which have been explained to me, and I have 
been provided with a written plain language statement to keep. 

 
2.  I understand that after I sign and return this consent form it will be retained by the researchers. 
 
3. I understand that my participation will involve an interview and I agree that the researchers may 

use the results as described in the plain language statement.  
 
4. I acknowledge that: 
 

(a) the possible effects of participating in the interview have been explained to my satisfaction and 
the small sample size may have implications for protecting the identity of individual participant 
and my organization. 

 
(b) I have been informed that I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without explanation 

or prejudice and to withdraw any unprocessed data I have provided; 
 

 
(c) the project is for the purpose of research; 
 
 
(d) I have been informed that the confidentiality of the information I provide will be safeguarded 

subject to any legal requirements; 
 
 
(e) I have been informed that with my consent the interview will be audio-taped and I 

understand that audio-tapes will be stored at University of Melbourne and will be destroyed 

after five years;  
 
 

(f) I have been informed that a copy of the research findings will be forwarded to me, should I 
agree to this. 

 
  

I consent to this interview being audio-taped           □ yes   □ no 

(please tick) 
  

I wish to receive a copy of the summary project report on research findings       □ yes    □ no 

(please tick) 
 
 
 
 
 
Participant signature: Date: 
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Appendix C. Codebooks 

THEMES Major Categories/Subcategories Number of 

Interviewees 

Quotes 

Financial 

Aspects 

using 

Cloud 

   

 Customer service streamlined 5 7 

 Open source 3 4 

 Operations streamlined; Scale; fewer 

employees 

16 22 

 Payment easier 9 11 

 StartUp insuffiecient revenue so cloud best 

practice 

3 4 

 Training and support to manage accts 2 2 

 Value linked to revenue 6 7 

    
Cloud    

 Communication and collaboration 14 21 

 Competitive advantage   

         Adapatble, nimble 12 17 

          Do Not use  incumbent tech 3 3 

          Efficiency cost -effective 12 22 

            Fast 12 19 

 Experimentation 8 10 

 Reduce barriers portable 6 9 

 STartups and cloud applications. 13 26 

 Storage 5 5 

 Virtual team tele working 8 12 

    
Market 

using 

Cloud 

   

 Capturing users or clients 11 13 

 Cloud as tool for marketing and decision-

making 

15 24 

 Content marketing 4 5 

 Recruit staff 2 2 

 StartUps 3 5 

    
Operations 

using 

Cloud 

   

 Automate a face-to-face exchange 10 17 
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 Business plan first cloud as tool to 

implement plan 

15 26 

 Product dev and collaboration 5 8 

    
Value Perceptions of the business GENERAL 15 28 

Value 

using 

Cloud 

   

 Adds value to  both user and provider 6 7 

 Avg user can use 1 1 

 Business is relationship dependent 5 8 

 Development of new technology  3 4 

 Sm business apps 1 1 

 Value vs competitive adv 3 5 
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Appendix D. Supporting Evidence for Directions for Future 

Research 

D.1. Cloud Computing Lifecycle 

Evidence from Case 

Studies (CS) 

Evidence from Business 

Consultants (BC) 

Evidence from Cloud 

Service Providers (CSP) 

CS-B 

As the business grows and 

gets to a point, it will get 

to a tipping point where I 

will start to bring 

functional based roles back 

into the business but I will 

hybrid model it so that I 

will do some of it in-house 

and some of it, out-of-

house 

BC-5 

I think my dad used to say 

to me, ‘How do you eat an 

elephant? One small bite at 

a time’ […] You would 

probably start with Twitter 

and Hootsuite. That’s 

probably where you would 

begin and then one small 

step at a time […] in my 

opinion, you have got to 

set your email first, that’s 

great. Then the next step 

would probably be the 

Xero […] a combination of 

something like Gmail with 

a free version of 

Contactually. That would 

CSP-3 

We do have some start-ups 

who use it, but I guess it’s 

just the sort of what I 

indicated to you 

previously. When you are 

a start-up -- I definitely 

think that something like 

[our cloud service] is very 

valuable but the most 

important thing is real to 

get customers. So... In 

some situations, marketing 

automation can be useful 

to do that, but it’s probably 

just being totally 

transparent with you. It’s 

probably not the first thing 
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probably be a good start 

[…] Get a WordPress 

account, like a free one, 

when you buy a domain, 

it’s probably the next thing 

you would do, you buy a 

domain […] then I would 

go sign up for an account 

with LeadPages. […] So 

you could start off with a 

LeadPages account 

integrated with a 

MailChimp account maybe 

stick onto a WordPress 

account and you got 

yourself a high converting 

website to start building an 

email database, building 

your audience, gathering 

consumer insides, split-

testing their needs, their 

wants, heir headaches, 

their obstacles, their 

aspirations, their desires 

before you even launch 

I would advise someone to 

do. The first thing to do is 

to find people and try and 

sell it in person, if you 

can’t sell it in person, there 

is no way you can do it via 

email. That’s the best thing 

to do. Just make sure that 

you can actually sell it 
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Founder B in CS-A 

[Cloud technology] more 

important at the start and 

less important as the 

business starts to get 

bigger. As the business 

starts to get bigger and 

have revenue and have 

some sort of cost structure 

that can be supported by 

the revenue, then I think 

it's easier to consider non-

cloud-based systems and 

have a longer term view of 

the infrastructure that you 

want. A start-up can't 

really plan two years in 

ahead, because the thing 

changes day to day, so as 

soon as the business gets to 

point where I believe it can 

start planning one year or 

two years or three years 

ahead, then you start to 

BC-8 

Cloud computing has a 

benefit but it also has a 

downside and that 

downside may not be 

apparent until the business 

scales to a certain size until 

they have multiple sites, so 

they might be a geographic 

limitation, there might be a 

time-based... So maybe 

when volumes get to a 

certain size, you start 

running into those 

limitations 

CSP-3 

You have got to have over 

100 contacts, at the bare 

minimum because if you 

have got less than 100 

contacts, it’s hard to make 

out a case for automation. 

[…] They can go with 

manual, and they probably 

should go with manual 

until they have got some 

customers 
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say, "Well maybe it would 

be cheaper or better or--

you know--Maybe we 

would prefer to buy this 

server or buy this 

technology or whatever 

and own it and control it." 

But at the start of a start-

up, that is not an option, 

and so I think--you know, 

cloud-based technology 

can still be utilised by a 

business later on, but only 

if it meets the business 

needs and gives it enough 

control and happens to be 

cheaper, or whatever the 

case may be 

Founder B in CS-D  

So there is a defined 

number of [customers] 

which we think we can 

cover, so really, we can put 

that into an Excel 

BC-8 

But on the flipside, you 

found a larger company 

then I get concerned about 

other things. For example, 

I am using these form 

CSP-3 

I think one of the mistakes 

people make is they think 

the tools are going to solve 

the problem for them. 

Whereas in most cases, it 
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spreadsheet. There is only 

1,000 of them. So we 

won’t be paying for a 

Salesforce or anything like 

that. If we were to pick a 

CRM, we would pick one 

of the free ones who will 

be like SugarCRM or Zoho 

or something very 

inexpensive, but we just 

don’t need it 

platforms but now I have 

decided, “No, I don’t like 

them anymore, and there is 

someone else,” What about 

all the legacy data? And 

the legacy inside that I 

might have got from that 

data because that data is 

not migrated forward to 

the new platform. I don’t 

care about that one; I am a 

start-up, but I do care 

about that one on a scale-

up 

may assist with the 

problem but spending a 

way, choosing the right 

tool is probably a mistake 

at the start. You should 

probably just get on with it 

CS-E  

I think a lot of these 

things; it’s a bit of a curve. 

I guess. It’s going to cost 

you time and money and 

until you really. come up 

to speed with using the 

systems. […] It was just as 

easy for me to scribble on 

a bit of paper rather than 

BC-9 

There’s no point trying to 

use Gmail if you don’t 

know how to log in... But 

if you do, then you should 

start using it. I guess, it’s 

all about the ability of the 

person at the start-up, yes. 

So as soon as possible and 

as relevant 
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enter it in the cloud-based 

system 

CS-F  

There is definitely a 

margin of improvement 

here where I do have 

processes that could be 

translated or automated. I 

just feel it’s too early to 

automate some of these 

processes and tasks as the 

business is still growing 

and changing; I am not 

sure that what I am doing 

at the moment is the right 

thing. Before spending the 

time to automate 

processes, I am trying to 

test various ways, various 

modes of operations, and 

definitely, I will need to 

automate some of these 

regular tasks. […] But 

when I reach maturity 

BC-10 

So they are the main things 

that we use and honestly, 

even for any start-up 

business, I think they can 

go in using all of those 

tools from the get go 
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stage where I can automate 

some of these processes, I 

will definitely save the 

time and this time, it will 

be invested and to improve 

the business or it will be 

utilised to free myself for 

other personal activities 

D.2. People in Start-ups 

Evidence from Case 

Studies (CS) 

Evidence from Business 

Consultants (BC) 

Evidence from Cloud 

Service Providores 

(CSP) 

Founder A in CS-D 

Other thing is getting the 

right people involved and 

that’s probably the most 

crucial thing. I could not 

be doing this, I wouldn’t 

be where I am if I didn’t 

go on and get [Founder B] 

involved. […] We 

probably couldn’t have 

done it without having the 

BC-8 

It’s all about people, not 

models. […] If you think 

about a business and you 

say, If I pull something 

out, does the business 

continue to run? If I pull 

out a finance system out of 

a business, will it continue 

to run? Yes. […]  If I pull 

out the documents storage 

CSP-1 

Get the right people 

around you and get the 

right mentors that have 

done it before. Don’t get 

advice of people that they 

think that they have done 

it, go and see people who 

have done exactly what 

you are trying to do. And 

then add your flavour to it. 
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right people on board in the business, will it 

continue to work? Yes. 

[…] So what are the things 

you could keep pulling out 

until the business 

fundamentally break? 

people is the last -- pull 

the people and the 

business goes, prrt, falls 

down. Even online 

businesses, there 

essentially are revenue 

streams that just go on 

forever. They eventually 

fall over, nothing is 

enduring without people 

behind it. So it all needs to 

revolve around the people 

in the business whether 

that be one person or 

2,000 people, it revolves 

around the people. The 

business model enables the 

people to work together 

and it creates a viable 

[…] I would highly look at 

outsourcing as much as 

you can and engaging with 

the right skilled people to 

use and run that 

technology for you. Then 

you can focus 100% on 

what your business does, 

especially in start-ups 

stage. A lot of people look 

to save costs here and 

everywhere, but often that 

can slow the growth. If 

you partner with the right 

people, with the right 

advice, with the right 

skillset, the growth will 

happen quicker. […] 

There is always something 

that you can outsource and 

if it’s not part of your core 

business, outsource it. 

That’s the way I look at it. 

If it’s not your core 

business, look at someone 
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business but cloud 

computing enables people 

to fulfil that business 

model. 

else to do it. 

BC-9 

I think ultimately and in 

the long run, the only 

competitive advantage that 

anybody has is the people 

and the culture of the 

organisations and they 

focus … and the research 

that they do and the IP 

they create and the brand 

experience that they 

create. So ultimately, that 

is the only competitive 

advantage in any kind of 

category, which is the 

experience, the brand and 

the IP. The way things are 

delivered, the mediums 

and the scale and all that 

sort of stuff, that’s being 
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removed for cloud 

computing 

D.3. Virtual Office Start-ups 

Evidence from Case Studies (CS) 

Founder A in CS-D 

We were asked the other day, where our office was and so, [Founder B], the co-founder, 

said, ‘We are in the cloud, what are you talking about? What office? We are in the 

cloud.’ And then, ‘Where do we come meet you then?’ ‘In the cloud.’ That was a little 

bit far but everything we do is cloud based technology. We don’t need to be fixed to an 

office anyway. Actually, we don’t even have an office, we sort of move around to 

different spots and that is how the world is moving and we buy that every day, we want 

to take free software that is out there and everything that we do is in the cloud 

CS-F 

The whole idea is based on the cloud. I don’t do anything on desktop applications. So 

starting from my backbone system that supports me, to the system that I provide are 

serve customers with, they all exist in the cloud. […] I actually depend on cloud 

applications completely 

D.4. SaaS Providers Use Another SaaS 

Evidence from Case Studies (CS) Evidence from Cloud Service Providers 

(CSP) 
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Founder B in CS-D 

And I think that it creates the culture, the 

software as a service -- using Software-as-

a-Service applications is a cultural thing. 

Like it changes your perspectives and your 

views on the world. Quite profoundly, and 

that will determine your success in 

delivering your Software-as-a-Service 

product. Because if you don’t believe in it 

enough that that you use it in what you are 

delivering, then there’s no hope for you. 

That’s it. 

CSP-1 

So [HubSpot] are hosting on AWS and 

their services are replicated globally, and 

another really cool thing is if you are 

hosted on the HubSpot’s website as a COS, 

so that’s the content optimisation system 

your site will be as the same speed 

globally. If you are a start-up and you host 

on Australian server today, and you go to 

the US, it will take 12 seconds to load just 

because the pipe into Australia is not as 

good. 

D.5. Start-ups start with “why” 

Evidence from Case 

Studies (CS) 

Evidence from Business 

Consultants (BC) 

Evidence from Cloud 

Service Providers (CSP) 

CS-E 

Our business model is to 

allow our clients to make 

better business decisions 

based on technology, 

innovation and innovated 

resourcing models. It’s 

BC-6 

what I have noticed with 

start-ups is that they are 

best to think about the 

reason why they want to 

start a start-up, the reason 

why they are in business. 

CSP-1 

Pick a passion or a cause 

or something that is part 

of your purpose. That 

would be number one 
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funny, we recently we did 

a retreat in the business 

and we come up with our 

why, you know, the Simon 

Sinek, you have seen the 

Golden Circle? 

Because when you 

understand why you are in 

business, it becomes the 

foundation to build on, set 

your drive, ‘This is why I 

am in business’ and it has 

to be self-serving reasons 

[..] Before you spend any 

money, before you make 

any major decisions, 

understand why you want 

to start your business 

CS-E 

I am not sure whether you 

can clearly differentiate 

yourself clearly based on 

the technology. It’s 

probably more what do the 

other softer services, about 

the why in the business, 

what problems are you 

solving in the world? 

BC-7 

The most important 

elements I believe is just 

one, the why. Why are 

they doing that? What is 

the passion? So that’s first 

often, this you know, start 

with why, the saying goes, 

just really be clear on that. 

CSP-3 

Well, the first thing is, 

decide why you want to 

get into business in the 

first place. I guess it’s the 

very first thing because 

it’s not the easiest way 

to... There are lots of 

easier things to do. 

BC-8 

it’s about having a very 
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clear reason for existence. 

So, we talked about 

purpose in our business. 

So what is the reason for 

existing and there are lots 

of reasons for that. […] a 

purposeful business. […] 

All too often we see a lot 

of start-ups, a lot of people 

with interesting ideas but 

they are not really clear 

about why 

BC-10 

I think the consideration is 

why you are doing it? 

What is your passion, your 

purpose? Does it align 

with your skills and 

talents? Is it something 

that you are just doing to 

make money? And I hope 

not. 
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D.6. Intellectual Property (IP) in cloud computing Leads to Competitive 

Advantage 

Evidence from Case Studies (CS) Evidence from Business Consultants 

(BC) 

CS-E 

The only reason I would see if you went, 

why you would actually build your own 

software but it’s probably got to do more 

with the IP in the software is to create 

value in your company as an asset. If you 

are looking at selling your company, if you 

had that in mind. 

BC-9 

I think ultimately and in the long run, the 

only competitive advantage that anybody 

has is the people and the culture of the 

organisations and they focus … and the 

research that they do and the IP they create 

and the brand experience that they create. 

So ultimately, that is the only competitive 

advantage in any kind of category, which 

is the experience, the brand and the IP. The 

way things are delivered, the mediums and 

the scale and all that sort of stuff, that’s 

being removed for cloud computing 

CS-E 

I think a game-changer is that we can 

charge them a lot easier if we build in the 

IP in these algorithms but we are simply 

using the existing cloud-based tools and 

the software and technology as kind of a 

shell to house our IP and algorithms 

D.7 cloud computing Simplified Accounting, Involving and Payments 

Evidence from Case 

Studies (CS) 

Evidence from Business 

Consultants (BC) 

Evidence from Cloud 

Service Providores (CSP) 
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CS-B  

Banking is a cloud 

application today. I don’t 

very often go to the teller 

anymore. […] I use Xero 

online accounting. So I 

have been an early adapter 

of Xero. […] I am using 

another cloud app; it’s 

called Fathom which pulls 

financial data out of Xero 

which then gives me my 

financial KPIs. […] I am 

using a basic quoting tool 

which is called Pandoc, I 

use that for contract 

signing as well. But 

moving on, there is a tool 

called IT Quoter which is 

very much -- you can do 

recurring schedule quotes 

BC-E  

[cloud tools] are so much 

cheaper. For example, 

when I started my 

business, you had just 

talked about accounting 

software. You know when 

I started my business, I 

had a general manager 

who then hired a 

bookkeeper and an 

accountant and now Xero 

immediately integrates 

with my bank accounts. 

[…] All these online tools 

pretty much save time 

CSP-B 

I think the key one is that it 

allows businesses to more 

easily implement a pay for 

what you use model 

without the vendor and 

that is the start-up having 

to commit to large 

amounts of capital outlay 

to support their customer 

growth. […] What that 

means is you are not 

making massive capital 

outlays, you are just 

effectively allowing your 

cost to scale only as your 

customers scale. […] I 

think there is a lot of new 

interesting new services 

that have come out 

recently, for example, 

there’s Stripe and these are 

cloud-based tools that are 

CS-B 

obviously we are using 

BC-F  

So what I have noticed is 
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Xero for all the repeating 

invoicing, actually there is 

another platform I use for 

subscription billing. 

Traditionally when you 

talk professional services 

[…] So now I am using a 

service which automates 

pulling money from either 

their bank account or their 

credit cards and then fully 

integrates directly into 

Xero so that reconciliation 

takes like 1 second per 

transaction rather than 

having someone in 

Accounts sit there. 

Ideally, when I get all my 

clients coming on board 

and they sign an 

agreement and then 

money just comes out. So 

instead of us chasing 

money, the money just 

hits our bank account. 

that there is an ease to 

understand the impact of 

[start-ups] finances 

because these days you 

can get dashboards that 

connect to your main 

accounting package, so 

it’s as if you could walk 

into your accountant’s 

office and have a strategy 

session. So now because 

of cloud technology, while 

you are sitting on your 

computer, you could 

create, just with simple 

links to extract 

information from your 

accounting, a projected 

forecast on sales so now 

you can be proactive, 

yourself, instead of going 

to your accountant to be 

proactive, your accountant 

is these days is giving you 

the tools to actually see 

disrupting the traditional 

banking and finance 

sector. And I think they are 

exciting because they 

allow start-ups to get 

access to banking, credit 

card processing and other 

financial services that 

would usually take paper 

work and bureaucracy and 

all of the usual challenges 

that come with dealing 

with large banks and 

financial institutions and 

these start-ups like 

Braintree that was acquired 

by PayPal and Stripe 

which is a really popular 

one in the marketplace, I 

think they are 

democratising the financial 

sector and they are making 

those services a whole lot 

more accessible to start-

ups especially but also all 
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[…] it’s a platform called 

IntegriPay. IntegriPay is 

the [payment] gateway. 

[…] the difference with 

IntegriPay is that it does 

account so I can pull data 

out of their company 

accounts as long as I agree 

with. Then I don’t have to 

chase invoicing, direct 

debit, sorry […] it will 

straight go to Xero, so 

automatic reconciliation 

as well 

what’s happening in the 

business. So I will give 

you an example of one 

client, one important 

process for this client is 

that they hold a lot of 

stock. Now they can 

measure the financial 

impact of holding that 

stock in a proactive way. 

Now they can create their 

own formulas in a 

dashboard to see, ‘What it 

would mean if we bought 

30% more stock at 10% 

discount because we can 

purchase volume?’ Or, ‘If 

I don’t purchase more 

volume and I hold on to 

this stock, how would that 

affect my cash flow?’ It 

seems like with this 

technology, it’s a re-

education around money 

at the most critical point 

small businesses. […] It 

means that any new start-

ups or new piece of 

technology that is 

innovative or making it 

easier for a start-up to 

transact is going to give a 

start-up an advantage 

because it is reducing the 

amount of friction that a 

start-up has to growth and 

running the business 

CS-B  

Definitely with payments, 

that was a big lesson of 

mine. With my IT 

company, it was hard to 

get paid, hard to accept 

payments really, like you 

would only have people 

paying by direct debits 

and they would pay when 
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they want. So big lesson is 

own your money than let 

someone else own your 

money. If you are going to 

provide them a service, 

they have to pay you now. 

I didn’t have the 

technology around that, so 

it was manual. So now I 

have got the technology 

around it so that as it 

scales, it’s no problem 

and that is the person who 

manages the business 

model, not the accountant, 

unless they have an 

accountant who works in 

the business model. It’s as 

if these days, you can 

bring a CFO into your 

business without having 

an employee and you will 

save thousands of dollars 

because you have all these 

available dashboards 

CS-C  

We use MYOB and our 

accountant and 

bookkeeper help with that. 

The cloud-based one. […] 

I have just purchased a 

tool which is PayPal 

credit card facility. You 

can just purchase that at 

Officeworks but basically, 

it’s PayPal so you can tap 

BC-F  

So what happens is we 

will have a dashboard that 

is cloud-based and we 

manufacture our 

dashboard ourselves to 

align to our business 

model financially so we 

know how much a client 

costs us before we 

actually go and find a 
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on the go and it goes 

straight into PayPal 

account and you can also 

link it back to your CRM 

to recollect the 

information 

client. We know how 

much money we make 

from a client over their 

lifetime with the business 

as a projection or as we 

go. Now, why is all this 

information important? 

this information is really 

important because it’s no 

longer reactive and you 

can trend. [..] What the 

advantage today is that 

more people understand 

the financial impact than 

before because it was 

always reactive where you 

had to wait as a start-up 

until you had that 

important meeting 

strategic meeting with the 

accounting firm 

Founder A in CS-D 

You can teach anyone 

how to use Xero so I have 

BC-G  

I can have payments 

happen quicker, I can 
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got a mate start start-ups 

[…] he was going to go 

get and get a bookkeeper, 

I said, ‘Mate, get on Xero. 

I will come and train you 

for two hours and I will 

help you when you do 

your BAS every quarter 

and you will do it all 

yourself.’ And he got no 

idea about finance and 

accounting and he does 

that all himself. He was 

going to pay for a 

bookkeeper and now he 

does not have to have that 

expense in a start-up, it’s 

so important. So there is 

my example from a 

financial point of view 

where you can save 

money that previously you 

couldn’t have 

have them happen at very 

different stages. That 

means that someone can 

actually buy something 

for a long time and then 

actually not pay for it, 

until a month or two 

months later, they can 

stage a payment, they can 

balloon them, maybe 

about ultimate flexibility 

of changing the payment 

system where appropriate. 

[…] if you want to make it 

as easy as possible for 

people to pay you. So 

having cloud-based 

methodologies do that 

makes it a whole lot easier 
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Founder B in CS-D 

We use Xero which has an 

API that we can integrate 

with. Whenever someone 

is accepted […] we send 

the invoice off. […] why 

would we ever want to 

code our own invoicing 

system? Are you insane? 

Why would we do that 

when for 50 bucks, you 

can get Xero and it’s got 

all these plugins. Again, 

we want to leverage off 

the hard work that other 

people have done and 

subscribe to their servers 

as when we need it and 

the more we use it, the 

more we pay 
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